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“THE BALANCING OF RATEMAKING ASSUMPTIONS AND ANNUAL 
FINANCIAL PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS.” 

Submitted b> Scott Anderson. FCAS 
with Prologue by Martha Winslow. FCAS 

Abstract 

When an elaborate operational and financial plan is prepared for the followinp 

year. including assumptions regarding prospective rate changes. goals are made 

with regard to premium levels and profitability. Ifcertain assumptions such as 

catastrophe loads. loss trends and the effects ofvariability arc not explicitly linked 

to the assumptions used for ratemaking on the product and state Icvel. a built-in 

bias ma> be created Ihr tither rate inadequacy or rate redundancy thal does not 

delilcr the results as shown in a financial plan for a business segment. The goal of 

this paper is to shon some of the pitfalls and provide basic ideas for balancing the 

ongoing ratemaking effort to the annual financial plan. This is particularly 

important in the current en\,ironment of changing catastrophe expectations and the 

increasing involvement of actuaries in linancial planning. 
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Proloaue 

‘1 he premise of this paper is that for a given segment of business the assumptions 

that underlie the ratcmaking calculations should be reconciled with the 

assumptions underlying the financial projections that arc a part ofthe annual 

operational plan. As actuaries get more and more involved in the running of the 

business they need to become more than just purveyors of actuarial technique. 

They need to think like business people and understand the implications of their 

various work products and how they tie together. 

A company’s annual operational plan will consist of objectives for the year, 

initiatives designed to help the company achieve those objectives and a translation 

of all that into premium, loss and expense projections for the upcoming year. It is 

highly likely that the company actuary will be asked to do this translation. The 

work will consist of taking current experience and projecting it forward making 

various assumptions about rate and value changes, loss trend, cost of the operation, 

etc. Reflected in those assumptions will be the expected effect of the various 

initiatives on the specific actuarial assumptions. 



At another time of the year the company actuary will be asked to calculate the 

indicated rate need for the business. Again, the actuary will use actuarial 

assumptions to prqject historical experience into the future. In this exercise the 

goal is to determine the rate level needed to attain the profit levels required by the 

company. Business executives will use these indications to make decisions about 

what rates to file for the product in the states that it is offered. 

lising the loss trend as an example. how might the loss trend used to develop the 

operational plan and the loss trend used to develop the rate indications compare‘? 

Presumably since the hvo work products are done at different times in the year, 

would not the actuary want to reflect the veil most recent information available 

for each? Would the actuary retlect all the same estimated effects of the planned 

initiatives in the rate indication even before there was enough experience to 

determine whether the action had the intended effect? How should the loss trend 

be handled if ratemakin_e is done at a finer level of detail than the financial plan? 

These and other questions would all have to be answered situationally by the 

actuary doing the work. The point here is not that the assumptions used in the 

financial plan and ratemaking need to be identical, but that the actuary needs to 

understand why the assumptions are either the same or different. 
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The operational plan and its attendant financial objectives arc intended to bc met 

each year. In order to tnakc that happen business executives ncetl to make 

decisions consistent with that plan. When the actuary promulgates an indicted rate 

need. the company csecutivcs need to understand how that rate indication relates 

back to the operational plan. It is with that understanding that they will be able to 

meet their linancial goals. The actuary needs to understand this link. S/he can 

play a vital role in meeting the company’s objectives by providing the analysis that 

allows the operational plan to be reconciled with the rate indications. 

The key assumptions that need to be reconciled include the expected level of 

protitability. the loss trend. the load for catastrophes. any large losses that are 

smoothed. and expenses. These are all assumptions that will either change from 

one work product to another either because of the time period used or the 

analytical technique used. 

The paper that follows walks through the specifics of how this reconciliation can 

bc done for these key assumptions. Being cognizant of the need for the 

reconciliation is one thing and executing it is another. This paper addresses the 

execution of the premise described in this prologue. 



“THE BALANCING OF RATEMAKING ASSUMPTlONS AND ANNUAL 
FINANCIAL PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS.” 

When an elaborate operational and financial plan is prepared for the following 

year, including assumptions regarding prospective rate changes. cgoals arc made 

with regard to premium levels and profitability. Ifcertain assumptions such as 

catastrophe loads, loss trends and the effects of variability are not explicitly linked 

to the assumptions used for ratemaking on the product and state level. a built-in 

bias may he created for either rate inadequacy or rate redundancy that does not 

deliver the results as shown in a financial plan for a business segment. My goal is 

to show some of the pitfalls and provide basic ideas for balancing the ongoing 

ratemaking effort to the annual financial plan. This is particularly important in the 

current environment of changing catastrophe espectations and the increasing 

involvement of actuaries in financial planning. The following is an actual project, 

some of the details have been changed to protect conlidentiality. 

Introduction 

This paper is based around a generic model for calculating a rate indication. The 

model selected uses the loss ratio method and is fairly standard among mid-sized 
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personal insurance carriers. All segments of the book are analyzed at the 

state/product/coverage level and certain elements are aggregated to similar levels 

as the financial plan. If done at the appropriate time of year, this allows for 

cnmparison to the annual financial plan as opposed to the typical state by state 

analysis done throughout the year. Excluded from this discussion are any specific 

comments regarding the calculation ofthe permissible loss ratio and any other 

issues not related to the development of expected losses and their effects. I will 

discuss some of the specific elements that we found to be at issue. Many elements 

such as Loss Development are not discussed but are assumed to be in agreement 

with financial planning assumptions. The specific elements would vary based on 

the type of products and the size of book that is analyzed. The products we are 

looking at are all considered personal lines thercfore we can immediately exclude 

such issues as retro premiums and any analysis of actual premiums versus manual 

premium. Any issues concerning actual versus projected premiums are considered 

exposure equivalents and should not have an effect on the projected loss level, 

although premium plans do have an effect on expenses and profit projections. We 

are looking at as many as one million policies in a medium sized book. so the view 

that we are taking is high level and only as detailed as state/product/coverage 

group. 



Following are the specific elements discussed in this paper: Selected Trends, 

Complement of Credibility. Catastrophe Loading and/or Excess Wind and Water 

Loads. Large Loss Loading and Indicated Rate Need. These elements are 

aggregated to match the same level of detail as used in the financial planning 

process to allow for comparison. 

Selected Trends 

The information includes: industry trends by coverage for state and countrywide. 

internal company trends by coverage and program for state and countrywide. 

selected trends by state and pro-qam. 

The programs include: non-standard auto, standard auto. preferred auto. standard 

homeolvners. preferred homeowners. packaged policies with all personal lines 

coverages offered. 

All of the indications were trended to a common new business effective date. this 

allows the mathematics to be straight forward when comparing to a financial plan 



on an annual basis. Additional trend will accrue on changes taben at later dales. 

this can he easily adjusted on a state by state basis. 

TABLE 1 

Preferred Standard 
Cowragc Ohservcd Selected Observed Selcctcd 

RI 2.804 2.3% 2.5% 2.3% 
PI) 8.0% 7.5% 8.5% 8.2?/0 
MED 3.2% 2.396 2.9% 2.3% 
UM 3.140 2.3% 3.3% 2.3% 
PIP 3.5% 2.3?/a 3.8% 2.30/O 
LIABII.ITY ‘!.I% 3.3% 4.0% 3.S% 

Industr> 
Trends 
-1.9% 
7 .5’?0 
SW BI 
see BI 
3 .?Si 
I .60/t 

COMP 
COLL 
PHY DAM 

5 I % 4.9% 4.8% 4.6% 4.1% 
7.1% l.S?/, 7.8% 1.4% 7.?% 
6.7% 6.5% 6.7% 6.4% 7.5% 

TOTAl, 4.8% -1.2% 4.7% 4.3% 3 .29/b 

The SELECTE:I) above in Table I is the weightrd totals ofthe selected trends used 

in the calculation of the indications in each program. state and col’crage. The 

OBSERVED abovc is the observed countryiidc trend tlelermincd on an aggregate 

countrywide basis with the effects of large losses and catahtrophcs rmmovcd. The 

obscncd trend on aggregate data is often not the weighted averqc of trends that 

are dctcrmined at a more homogcnous level. 

A significant difference may csist between the indicated raw nerd as projected 

I’ersus the financial “plan”. The financial plan includes anticipated changes in 



claims and underwriting processes. these changes are only included in the historic 

trend as those effects become part of the esperiencc. For that reason. additional 

analysis is needed to ad.just for planned and expected future changes to the loss 

trend. In order to explicitly separate these discretionary, internal forces from the 

projection ofprofitability we calculated the indications such that the “pure” 

indication does not include anticipated internal effects. An ad.justment is then 

needed that allows for these anticipated cffccts to be explicitly demonstrated to 

management. The prospective rate change decision can then be made intelligently 

as part of the entire product management process. 

There is a significant Ic\,el of uncertainty in calculating the effect of underwriting 

and claim actions. The needed effect is more often known. while the actions are 

created to meet those needed effects. Action plans usually include a significant 

amount ofnegotiation. management accountabilities should be set targeting the 

desired effects. The difference between projection and optimistic planning needs 

to be understood and facts need to be separated from wishful thinking during the 

estimation process. 

‘1‘0 csplicitly determine the adjustment to the indication for a prospective change in 

the trend. a minor modification to the model that allows for the selection of 
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separate historic and prospective trends was made. Sensitivity testing with time 

periods held constant. varying levels of loss and varying selected historic trends 

indicated that there is a very robust relationship between the change in the 

indication and the difference between the two selected trends. Given our specific 

policy terms and implementation lags. ue found this relationship to be a 1 to 1.6 

ratio. The following is an example using numbers: 

The selected historic trend is 4%. 

The resulting indication is +3%. 

The selected prospective trend is +5.5% 

The resulting change in the indication is: (5.5% - 4.0%) * 1.6 = +2.4% 

The indication adjusted for this differing planned prospective trend is now 5.4%, 

3% + 2.4%. due to the expectation of a higher trend in the future versus the 

empirical trend. These adjustments can be used to account for expected changes in 

the book of business, claims handling practices or industry aggregate information. 

It should be noted that the ratio stated above. 1 to 1.6. is dependent on the 

permissible loss ratio and issues regarding fixed expense versus variable expense 
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as well as time lags and policy terms. The ratio for a particular product should be 

determined as explained above with varying inputs. 

We found that the weighted averages of the selected trends were significantly 

lower than the aggregate trends. The aggregate trends were more stable. and were 

considered more applicable from a financial planning viewpoint. This indicated 

that our bias was toward assuming that there has been and would be an overall 

trend in the future that was less than actually projected. This is often due to a bias 

in the selection of a trend based on many different sources but rarely ever selecting 

from the high end of the range. It must bc decided if the average of the selected 

trends is appropriate given our actual experience and the plan for the following 

years. If a difference is appropriate. documentation should support the reasons. 

Complement ot‘credibilitv 

Credibility weighted indications are used when. due to the amount of variability. 

the data analyzed will not give a significant answer. A credibility weighted 

indication will be an answer that falls between the actual indication and a 
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complement ofcredibility. I low close tliis linal ans\\er is to the initial indication 

depends on the volume and variability ol‘data used III the analysis. 

A common practice of usin? the annual trend as the complement ofcredibilit> 

assumrs that rates arc currentI>, adequate. Ihis assumes that the currenl rate. 

incrcascd by trend. would bc a reasonable d&hult it‘crcdibility was li~~tld to bc 

zero. This may br tilulty and is biased ij‘ratcs \vcrc not adcquatc. 

In our previous methodology, the selected annual trend was used for the 

complement of credibility. If the total indication is greater than the selected 

trends, the folio\\ ing holds true. 

(Total before Credibility J > Total atIer Credibility .:. Total of Trends) 

Mjusting for this bias caused issues when discussing with non-actuaries. Mari\ 

states with small business volume and 1~ lc~-els nt‘ actual loss acti\ it>’ rccciwd 

signiticant swings due to this change. 

This entire book of products analyzed wcr five years is considered \\ell above the 

standard of credibility. Thcrcfcw. the total indication aftrr credibility standards 

arc applied should not be less than the tot;ll indicatitw bcforc credibilit!, standards 

are applied. (Total before Credibility z ‘l‘otnl after C’redibilit!-) 
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For this reason. the complement of credibility selected is the countrywide 

indication for that program and coverage. lfthe countrywide indication is still not 

considered credible. the total across all programs for that coverage is used. If that 

total is still not considered credible. the total of all coverages is used. In any case. 

a credibility complement is available that allows the total indication for the book 

of products to remain the same. 

fhis choice of the complement of credibility \\as not used in the past due to the 

lack ofavailabilit\- of the countrywide totals with consistent loss periods and 

effective dates. We believe this ne\v choice removes the bias inherent in other 

choices of the credibilit!, complrment. 

Catastrophe Loading and!or Excess Wind and Water Loads 

The following detail is offered to explain the differcncc in indications and the 

financial plan that is due to the \,aried methods of smoothing and handling weather 

related losses. An explicit number should be developed that compares the net 

difference of using the t\vo different loading procedures. 
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TABLE 2 

Process Losses Selected Detail 
Financial Plan Excess Wind and Water State Specific 
Rate Indications Defined by Catastrophe # Countrywide 

Our indication model uses the IS0 Excess Wind and Water methodology. Our 

financial plan separates losses using the presence or absence of a Catastrophe 

number on the claim record. We had decided that due to the changing dollar 

threshold on the assignment of a Catastrophe number, we would plan catastrophe 

along with certain weather related causes of loss. While these two methodologies 

are not in perfect synchronization. we can attempt to balance the two and 

determine if the two different smoothing methodologies are both setting equivalent 

smoothed loads. 

The financial plan for catastrophe and weather related losses is determined on a 

countrywide basis. This high level of detail created issues when reviewing a state 

with a higher probability of this type of loss. In the current indication analysis. the 

IS0 Excess Wind and Water Loads by state are used. This differentiates between 

the different loss potential in the different states and product lines. The IS0 loads 

used are as published in the appropriate Circular. 
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The effect of smoothing will either have a net effect of removing loss dollars from 

the analysis or adding loss dollars to the analysis. To define the differences 

between the two methodologies. the net effects of each ofthe two smoothing 

methods \\cre calculated. Loss dollars used for this calculation are undeveloped 

losses valued at 122 I /96. The calculation was done separately for coverages and 

products. 

The catastrophe loading. or smoothing. should not sig-titicantly. change the level of 

loss on a sizable book ofbusiness when looked at in total over time. Any bias 

should be understood and adjusted. 

I.arae Loss Loadinr 

The large loss loading. or smoothing. should not significantly change the level of 

loss on a sizmle book ofbusincss vvhcn looked at in total. Given the six of our 

book, WC wanted to determine if the large loss load actually balanced with the total 

ofour large losses for the previous years. Then v\c needed IO determine if this 

level of loss i< what v~rould be expected in the coming years that are shown in the 

financial plan. 



The 1,arge Loss Ioads in the past were calculated counrrywidc. This high level of 

detail created issues when reviewing a state with a possibility of large loss less 

than countrywide. In the current analysis, regional loads are determined separately 

for each program. This analysis diffcrentiatcs between the different large loss 

potential in the different regions ofthe country and product lines. 

TABLE 3 

Region Standard Preferred Package 
Great Lakes I .07 I .09 I.18 
South I .02 I .04 1.16 
Coastal 1.04 I .08 1.14 
North 1.02 I .04 1.12 

The Large Loss Loacls are equivalent to our actual large losses over the live year 

period. This ensures integrity \cith our financial plan and our view that our total 

large losses are considered credible over a five year period. 

Indicated Rate Need 

The financial plan includes a planned rate and l,aluc change over each of the 

following years. Both the written and the earned effects of the rate changes are 

esplicit in the plan. These rate change plans are based on the countrywide line of 
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business data used in the financial planning process. We need to know if the rate 

making model is 110~ gi\,ing us different rate indications when determined at the 

program/state/coverage level. 

‘[‘he rate changes are totaled and compared to the plan. If we have done the 

exercises abow and knon that wc haw removed an! biases from our 

methodologies. the more detailed vie\\- should be providing us with the more 

credible anwers. If \ve then compare these new indicated rate actions with our 

financial plan we should he able to tie together rate actions, claim actions. 

undenvritinp actions and clpcctcd protitability. 

Summan of l’indinas 

As wc vvent through this process for the first time. we found significant differences 

between the detinitions and applications of our assumptions. Of significant note 

wcrc the catastrophe smoothing loss trend and the complement of credibility. 

The differing methods of handling catastrophes arc based on the different uses of 

data. One vievv is to explain past experience and the expected future effects on the 
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following year’s finances. The other v,iew is the expected values used in the 

pricing models for the existing book and mix of business. Both views need to be 

used, but an understanding and method of translating must be determined. 

The trend is critical in the calculation of the indication. it is all too easy to insert 

expectations into the selection process. Any planned expectations different from 

projections should be documented and the underlying actions understood. None of 

us want to prqject a large trend that is not realized as well as vice versa. Selected 

trends were adjusted in the final output to reflect the overall trend level. this was 

done to remove bias. 

The complement ofcredibility was determinable after all ofthese indications were 

completed. Other choices are definitely available. but the financial plan must link 

to the final selection. 

A note to data integrity, many small data issues can leverage themselves into 

significant issues. Determining certain ratios without ALAE and then using those 

numbers against losses including ALAE can have a noticeable effect on the final 

indication. Care must be taken to think through. test and document assumptions to 

determine if material differences could arise. 
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The gains from this exercise were significant: 

- We have a better understanding of our trend and factor selection methods. 

- We are able to show specific opportunities for attainment ofthe financial plan. 

- We are much more prepared to explain the differences as viewed by underwriting 

professionals and financial professionals. 
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Pricing the Hurricane Peril - Change is Overdue 

by David R. Chernick, FCAS 

Introduction 

The hurricane peril is currently a very hot topic at Casualty Actuarial Society meetings and 

seminars. The advent of this interest occurred in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew, which made 

landfall in Homestead, Florida on August 24, 1992. Hurricane Andrew damaged or destroyed thousands 

of buildings and caused an estimated $16 billion in insured losses. Insured damage of this proportion 

was unprecedented, and could have been much greater had the hurricane taken a slightly different but 

equally likely track. In response, actuaries began to seriously reevaluate their ratemaking procedures for 

this peril. 

In this paper I will document the history of ratemaking techniques used for the hurricane peril. 

Non-insurance data will be presented to show that historical techniques and typical insurance incurred 

loss data are inappropriate to properly price this peril. I will concentrate on expected loss costs for 

hurricanes, or in other words the mean of the potential loss distribution. The concept of risk load will be 

left to other authors in our society. 

Histoy 

The hurricane peril has historically been covered under various property insurance products, 

including but not limited to extended coverage, commercial multi-peril and homeowners. The first 

reference to wind ratemaking that I fcund in the Casualty Actuarial Society journals was in 1951. Mr. 

M.H. McConnell wrote: “Similar exposure to catastrophic losses exists with respect to other coverages 

written by Fire Insurance Companies such as Extended Coverage. The November 25, 1950 windstorm 

affecting thousands of policyholders in New England and the Middle Atlantic States is a recent example 

of such a catastrophe. The estimated losses for this storm are almost $200,000,000 and the number of 
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claims may reach 500,000. Because of low frequency, slavish adherence to indicated rate levels might 

result in violent fluctuations in rates as well as violent fluctuations in relativity. To achieve a desirable 

degree of stability, exercise of underwriting judgment is required in selecting rate levels.” ’ 

Hurricanes are definitely low frequency, potentially high severity events. Even though the 

November 25, 1950 storm was not officially a hurricane, there is evidence that members of the society 

were concerned with the impact this type of event could have on ratemaking Although it is difticult to 

determine how many years of ratemaking data were used to generate rate level indications for extended 

coverage policies at that time, it appears that the number of years used to price the wind peril was small. 

Mr. McConneh’s solution is that underwriting judgment be used in selecting rate levels to account for 

the low frequency of severe storms. 

In 1949, Mr. J. H. Finnegan documents the beginning of catastrophe coding. “For the purpose 

of obtaining information on the losses paid for the various tornadoes, hurricanes and similar catastrophes 

which occur each year, theNational Board began in April, 1949 the practice of assigning a catastrophe 

serial number for all such occurrences. Such numbers are assigned whenever preliminary estimates 

indicate that the loss will amount to $1,000,000 or more in any state.” 2 Clearly, insurance data for 

hurricanes is not available prior to 1949. Even after 1949, it has been my experience that detailed 

company data for individual hurricanes has not been kept until recently. In any case, historical 

ratemaking data for the hurricane peril is limited. 

In 1959, Laurence H. Longley-Cook documents for the first time in the records of our society 

the number of years used in pricing the “windstorm” peril for extended coverage policies. Ten years of 

historical experience was used. “Rate making for extended coverage abounds with interesting actuarial 

problems many of which have received little attention. Since windstorm is by far the major peril, it is 

important to realize that owing to the correlation between losses - one storm involving many thousands 

’ M. H. McConnell -“A Casualty Man Lo& at Fire lnsura~~ce Rate Making” PCAS Volume -II, 1951. pp. 1o3- 
104. 
* I. H. Finnegan -“Statistics of the National Heard of Fire Underwriters” PCAS Volume XLHI, 1956. PP. 93. 
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of losses - normal standards of credibility do not apply. This is being recognized by using 10 years 

rather than 5 years loss experience for rate adjustment. However, in states exposed to hunicanes, the 

IO-year loss experience may have an abnormal or subnormal number of such storms, and even longer 

term weather studies make it difficult to establish the normal frequency of hurricanes. The problem is 

tinther complicated by the conflicting views of weather men on the relative bearing on trends of sunspot 

cycles and longer term climatic changes.” 3 Mr. Langley-Cook cautions that a IO year experience period 

for hurricanes is not long enough for ratemaking, but does not offer a solution. 

In 1960 Ernest T. Berkley wrote, “The seminar concentrated on a Homeowners policy on an 

indivisible premium basis as a prime example of a multiple peril policy.. The removal of the 

restrictions of the Appleton Rule in 1949 made it possible to combine fire and extended coverage, theft 

and liability coverages in a single policy which could be written by either a casualty or a fire company.. 

After covering the foregoing historical aspects the seminar proceeded with a discussion of the principal 

points brought out in the paper and review, which may be summarized as follows: 1. 5. Several 

miscellaneous points including the variation in loss frequency for windstorm versus other coverages and 

the associated windstorm catastrophe hazard.” 4 

In this paper we learn that prior to 1949 the Appleton rule prevented combining coverages, and 

removal of restrictions led to the creation of multi-peril policies which included the hurricane peril. Mr. 

Berkeley writes about a seminar that concentrated on homeowners multi-peril policies and stated that 

there were concerns regarding windstorm frequency and windstorm catastrophe potential. Again, the 

issue of the wind peril was discussed, but no solutions were offered. 

Prior to 1957, rates for multi-peril policies were developed by combining rates for the 

component coverages. Beginning in 1957, at least one company began using its own homeowners only 

data for ratemaking. Today, many companies use company specific data for homeowners ratemaking. 

’ Laurence H. Longley-Cook - “Notes on Some Actuarial Problems of Property Insurance” PCAS Volume XLVI, 1959, pp. 
80. 
’ Ernest T. Berkeley - “Rate Making and Statistics for Multiple Peril Policies” PCAS Volume XLVII, 1960, pp. 231-233. 
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A cite of LeRoy I. Simon from his 1961 paper follows: “Referring to Homeowners rating history, it 

started as a sum of components and remained this way for some time. As component rates changed, so 

did the Homeowners rate change. In 1957 at least one company swung over to using Homeowners 

experience to set the Homeowners rates. _. Two important features that couldn’t be discussed too 

thoroughly were reinsurance problems and the catastrophe problem. The latter question arose in 

connection with rate making for all the property coverages as a single unit. The presence of a hurricane 

in two years would distort the figures, so would the absence of a hurricane in two years distort the 

figures.” r Again frequency variation for the hurricane peril was a major concern. Yet again, no solution 

was offered. 

In 1962 Edward S. Allen described another seminar on package policy ratemaking. “A 

discussion of principles for package policy ratemaking at the present stage of package policy 

development will obviously produce more questions than answers,. Since discussions in the two 

sessions of the seminar developed in quite different directions, it might be of interest to the participants 

as well as others, to list some of the comments and opinions expressed incidental to the general 

conclusions as summarized above. An abbreviated list is as follows: 

1. 

8. Catastrophe coverage and small loss coverage should be treated differently.” 6 

Consistent with prior authors Mr. Allen suggested that catastrophe coverage be treated differently. 

Frederic J. Hunt, Jr.‘s paper “Homeowners - The First Decade” was published in the Proceedings 

in 1962. This paper gives an excellent overview of the actuarial perspective of the first ten years of the 

homeowners policy. A relevant section follows: “The question of credibility and the treatment of 

catastrophes in Homeowners rate-making, together with some related problems, need actuarial study 

5 LeRoy J. Simon -“Rate Making for Package Policies” PCAS Volume XLVIII, 1961, pp. 205-206. 
’ Edward S. Allen - “Package Policy Ratemaking” PCAS Volume XLIX, 1%2, pp. 66-67. 
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and I am hopehI that, at least when the history of the second decade of Homeowners is written, it will 

include an account of the satisfactory disposition of these items.” ’ 

The challenge of Mr. Hunt to find solutions to the problems of credibility and treatment of 

catastrophes was not answered Maybe the lack of major hurricanes or other catastrophes caused this or 

maybe our Society had more pressing issues to address. Surprisingly, in the twenty five years between 

1963 and 1989, only one property insurance paper was published in the journals of the CAS. That was 

Michael A. Walters’ paper, “Homeowners Insurance Ratemaking”, published in 1974. This paper is near 

and dear to actuaries of my generation since it was the major property insurance article on the principles 

of ratemaking exam syllabus. “By the same token, if no hurricanes or other catastrophes have occurred 

during the experience period under review (now five years in Homeowners insurance), it would also be a 

mistake to assume that the potential for catastrophe has vanished. Therefore, an averaging process is 

utilized whereby the actual incurred losses from catastrophic events during the experience period are 

removed and substituted by the expected value of such losses based upon a long range view of at least 

twenty years experience for that state.” ’ 

Mr. Walters continued the caution from the 1960’s. He articulated the hurricane frequency 

problem quite well In 1974 the standard homeowners ratemaking base was 5 years of data. However, 

Mr. Walters stressed that for catastrophes, at least 20 years of ratemaking type data should be used. 

An attempt to address the ratemaking problems of the hurricane peril was ISO’s excess wind 

procedure This procedure was developed by IS0 and first used in ratemaking sometime prior to 1990. 

Simply described, the IS0 excess wind procedure developed an expected wind pure premium by splitting 

actual data into basic wind and excess wind components. The expected basic wind component is derived 

by a long term average [Non excess wind losses I Non wind losses). The expected excess wind 

component is derived by taking the ratio of excess wind to non-excess wind losses over a longer period 

’ Frcdcnc I. Hunt. Jr. - “Homeowners - The First Decade” PCAS Volume XLIX. 1962, pp. 39. 
’ Mzchacl A. Walters - “Homeo\rncrs Insurance Ratcmaking” PCAS Volume LXI, 1974, pp. 23-24 
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of time and supplementing state data with regional data. The IS0 excess wind procedure is just a 

slightly more sophisticated technique that still uses a limited historical period oftime. 

The following quote is from Mark Homan’s 1990 paper, “Homeowner Insurance pricing.” “The 

tirst adjustment made to these losses is for catastrophic losses. Catastrophe losses are relatively 

infrequent and do not affect each year similarly. The indicated rate level should include a provision for 

expected catastrophes, instead of those that happened to occur in the experience period. To make this 

adjustment, a longer time period, and possibly a larger body of data, is used to compensate for the 

infrequent nature of these losses. The procedure described here is very similar to the IS0 excess wind 

procedure.” ’ 

Mr. Homan, although not directly referring to the hurricane peril, again warns a longer period of 

time is needed in the development of a ratemaking provision for catastrophes. He goes on to state for 

the first time in our actuarial literature that “a larger body of data” is “possibly” a solution. I believe it is 

self evident that a larger body of data (i.e. non-insurance data) is necessary to properly price the 

hurricane peril. Note that even after Hurricane Hugo in 1989, Mr. Homan advocated using the IS0 

excess wind procedure to price the hurricane peril, 

Also in 1990, David H. Hays and W. Scott Farris directly addressed the hurricane peril in their 

paper “Pricing the Catastrophe Exposure in Property Insurance Ratemaking”. A specific adjustment is 

suggested to bring the actual hurricane frequency to the frequency level indicated by 120 years of 

meteorological data and to bring the recorded severity to current cost and exposure levels. 

“A company’s hurricane data may be sparse. Therefore, it may be appropriate to modify 

company data or to substitute data from other sources, External data can be either historical or 

simulated.. One easy adjustment to a company’s hurricane data that can be made is to adjust the 

frequencies of the various hurricanes in the company sample to reflect known historical frequencies over 

a longer period. The number of hurricane occurrences by wind speed and landfall is available from 

’ Mark J. Homan -“Homeowners Insurance Pricing” Casualty Actuarial Society 1990 Discussion Paper Program pp. 727. 
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various sources for at least 122 years. If a company can ident@ the wind speed and the landfall for the 

hurricanes in its data, the adjustment to known frequencies can be accomplished by the following 

formula: 

F*Y 

E(h) = H* 

N*lOO 

Where, 

E(h) = Expected Dollars of loss for an individual hurricane 

H = Dollars of loss for the hurricane adjusted to current inflation and exposure 

distribution 

Y = Number of years in the sample data 

N = Observed number of occurrences by intensity and windspeed 

F = Expected 100 year frequency from external sources.“” 

I will comment on this procedure more specifically in the Frequency section of this paper. 

In 1992, John Bradshaw and Mark Homan in their paper “Homeowners Excess Wind Loads” 

wrote: “The IS0 procedure has its flaws. However, due to the difficulty in obtaining a sufficient 

volume of credible data for any other method, it remains the most widely used method. The adjustment 

outlined in this paper allows for the elimination of one of the major flaws in the IS0 procedure, namely 

its reliance on past history as a representative sample of possible losses,, 

An additional shortcoming of the IS0 procedure is that it fails to adjust for demographic shifts. 

In particular, it does not consider the increase in coastal exposures. The adjustment of the model 

“David H. Hays & W. Scott Farris -“Pricing the Catastrophe Exposure in Property Insurance Ratemaking,” Casuals 
Actuarial Society 1990 Discussion Paper Program, pp. 491492. 
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reflects the current distribution of a company’s book and can be updated periodically to reflect any 

shifts. This does not eliminate the IS0 shortfalls since many of the years are still based purely on 

history However, the additional year from the model will dampen this problem with the IS0 

procedure.“” Messers. Bradshaw and Homan’s contribution to CAS ratemaking procedures is basically 

that the IS0 excess wind procedure can be improved by adding a year that represents a one in 50 year 

storm. The authors point our many flaws in the IS0 wind procedure and there are other limitations not 

mentioned in this paper. Even the authors admit the adjustment will only “dampen” the “problem” with 

the IS0 procedure. Simply put, the IS0 excess wind procedure is not an appropriate tool for pricing the 

hurricane peril. 

In 1996 Burger, Fitzgerald, White and Woods published a paper titled “Incorporating a 

Hurricane Model into Property Ratemaking,” where they explain that IS0 had decided to replace their 

excess wind procedure with data from a computer simulation model. They concluded: “ARer evaluating 

the limitations of the traditional loss smoothing approaches, IS0 decided to use a computer simulation 

modeling approach for measuring the hurricane catastrophe petil.“iz 

Also in 1996, Michael A. Walters and Francois Morin published “Catastrophe Ratemaking 

Revisited.” They endorse using computer simulation models as a ratemaking tool, and conclude: “In 

summary, computer models are now capable of simulating catastrophic events and creating probabilistic 

models of reality that can be used to generated expected loss costs for catastrophe perils.“‘” In the next 

sections of this paper I will expound on the limitations of using traditional insurance data to price the 

hurricane peril. 

” John Bradshaw & Mark 1. Homan - “Homeowners Excess Wind Loads: Augmenting the IS0 Wind Procedure,” Casualty 
Actuarial Society Forum, Spring 1992, pp. 49. 
” Burger, Fitzgerald, While and Woods - “Incorporating a Hurricane Model into Property Ratemaking,” CasUb 
Actuarial Society Forum Winter 1996, pp. 141. 
” Michael A. Walters & Francois Morin -“Catastrophe Ratemaking Revisited (Use of Computer Models IO Estimate LOSS 
Costs),” Casualty Actuarial Society Forum Winter 1996. p.364. 
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Non-Insurance Data 

Various meteorological data exists on Atlantic hurricanes since the late 1800’s. The primary 

source of this meteorological data is the National Weather Service, specifically, publications NOAA 

Technical Report NWS2314 and NOAA Technical Report NWS38”. In addition, “Tropical Cyclones of 

the North Atlantic Ocean 1871-1980”‘6 was valuable. The quality and amount of data available is more 

extensive and more accurate for recent storms. Messers. Hays and Fan-is in their paper referred to 122 

years of data, implying back to 1871. My analysis requires accurate landfall locations and identification 

of SaffXSimpson category Hurricanes prior to 1899 are not covered in the NWS reports, and thus I 

have decided to use the 98 years from 1899 to 1996 for this paper. Using National Weather Service 

reports and several other sources, I compiled Exhibit I, 

Exhibit I is a chart of the number of hurricanes that made landfall on the Gulf or Atlantic coasts 

of the United States for each year since 1899, broken down by SaffmSimpson category Some 

hurricanes made landfall more than once. For the purpose of this exhibit, a hurricane is counted each 

time it made landfall at hurricane strength. For example, Hurricane Andrew was counted twice, once in 

Florida and once in Louisiana. The assignment of a Safr/Simpson category at landfall cannot be 

determined precisely and often requires some judgment. In addition, two storms listed in the National 

Weather Service publications were not counted in this list because it was determined that one actually 

made landfall in Mexico and the other in Canada. 

In many years there were no hurricanes making landfall in the United States. In 1985, the most 

landfalls occurred (seven). In the 98 years listed, there were I76 landfalls or an average of I .8 landfalls 

per 

” NOAA Technical Report NWS 23, “Meteorological Crileria for Standard Project Hurricane and Probable Matimum 
Hurricane Windfields, Gulf and East Coasts of the United Sratcs,” Washington, DC, September 1979, U.S. Dcpartmenf of 
Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Nauonal Weather Service. 
I5 NOAA Technical Report NWS 38, “Hurricane Climatology for the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts of the United States,” 
Silver Spring, MD, April 1987, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
National Weather Service. 
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year. Only two storms were categorized as 5 on the SaffYSimpson scale. These were a 1935 storm 

that made landfall in Monroe County, Florida and Camille in 1969 which made landfall in Hancock 

County, Mississippi. 

Frequency 

Is IO or 20 or 30 years of typical ratemaking data enough to accurately price the hurricane peril? 

To test this, the data on Exhibit 1 was analyzed. Exhibit 2 was created from the data on Exhibit 1 and 

shows the number of landfalling hurricanes by decade. The 1990’s are not yet a fbll decade and the two 

1899 storms were not included in Exhibit 2. Even though we would not directly use this data for 

individual state ratemaking since it is for all states combined, it clearly demonstrates the variability of 

hurricane frequency. The number of hurricane landfalls in a decade varies from a high of 27 to a low of 

14. Most experts agree that more intense storms cause proportionally more damage than less intense 

storms. Thus, from a ratemaking perspective a large portion of the loss cost will be attributable to the 

more intense storms. For the purpose of categorization, a major hurricane is defined as one of category 

3 or higher on the SafWSimpson scale. The variation in hurricane landfall frequency is even more 

pronounced for major hurricanes, ranging from a low of 4 to a high of 10. 

Turning now to state data, the variation in hurricane frequency is even greater. In the United 

States, rates are regulated by state. Ideally, from a ratemaking perspective rates should be made for 

homogeneous subsets of a state, (i.e. territories). Exhibit 3 is included for reference, and is a 

consolidation of all storms listed in Exhibit I by state of landfall. Hurricane landfall frequency differs 

significantly by state. To analyze this further I have selected Texas and South Carolina. Exhibits 4 and 5 

show the hurricane landfall data for these states in the same format as Exhibit 2. For my simple analysis 

I have not counted hurricanes making landfall outside of Texas or South Carolina but causing damage to 

I6 “Tropical Cyclones of the Noi Atlantic Ocean”, NOAA, Asheville, NC, June 1978, Reked July 1981, Prepared by the 
National Climatic Center, Asheville, NC in cooperation with the National Hurricane Cenlcr and National Hnrricane 
Research Laboratory. Coral Gables, FL. 
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properties located within those states. However, the potential for hurricanes making landfall outside the 

state being priced but causing damage in that state should be considered in determining rates. 

I have added several rows of summary data to Exhibits 4 and 5. I have shown the total number 

of hurricanes making landfall in the latest 27 years (1970-1996). Also shown are rows labeled high and 

low. These are the sum of the three consecutive decades that had the highest and lowest number of 

hurricane landfalls, respectively. In order to more easily compare frequency I have added a row showing 

the annual frequency for the 97 year total and each of the three time periods just described. In 97 years 

there have been 32 hurricanes making landfall in Texas for an annual frequency of ,330, or just less than 

1 every 3 years. If we were to use historical insurance data from 1920 to 1949 the underlying frequency 

was ,433 or 3 1.2% greater than the 97 year history. From 1950 to 1979 the underlying frequency was 

,200 or 39.3% less than the 97 year history. 

Exhibit 5 displays the same type of data for South Carolina. The variation in Frequency is similar 

to Texas, but the overall frequency is much lower. On average, a hurricane makes landfall in South 

Carolina once every eight years, and a major hurricane occurs about once every twenty years. As in 

Texas, when the shorter time periods are compared, there is significant variation in hurricane frequency. 

On a statewide basis the hurricane frequency in a single 20 or 30 year period of data can differ 

significantly from the longer term mean. If the data for hurricane frequency is relined further to county 

or rating territory, the variation is even greater. There are many areas that had devastating damage from 

a hurricane in one year and long periods of no storms. This variation in landfall frequency is shown 

graphically on Exhibits 6 through 10, which display the tracks of major hurricanes by decade, beginning 

with the 1940’s. 

In the 1940’5, 5 of the 8 major hurricanes made landfall in Florida (Exhibit 6). In the 1950’s 

most of the activity was on the East Coast with only two storms making landfall in Florida (Exhibit 7). 

In the 1960’s the activity moved to the Gulf of Mexico, with only Donna moving up the east coast after 
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an initial landfall in the Florida Gulf (Exhibit 8). All four major hurricane landfalls occurred in the Gulf 

of Mexico during the 1970’s (Exhibit 9). In fact, between 1961 and 1983 no hurricane made landfall on 

the eastern coast of the United States north of Monroe County, Florida. Finally, in the 19SO’s the six 

major storms were well dispersed (Exhibit IO). 

Where will the next Atlantic hurricane make landfall? Going back to the hurricane history of 

South Carolina, Exhibit 11 displays the tracks of the 3 major hurricanes prior to 1989. No major 

hurricane on record made landfall near Charleston, SC. Exhibit 12 shows what the South Carolina major 

hurricane landfalls look like after 1989. This demonstrates that new and unique landfalls are possible, 

presenting an exposure to loss which historical ratemaking data will never capture. 

Clearly, hurricane landfall ffequency varies widely over time. The smaller the geographic area 

being considered, the greater the variation. Ten or twenty or even thirty years of historical data will not 

adequately capture the true underlying probability of a hurricane making landfall. In addition, for smaller 

geographical areas such as rating territories, 98 or even 122 years will not capture the true underlying 

frequency potential. 

In their paper, Messers. Hays and Farris state that we can adjust for hurricane frequency. 

Essentially, their method adjusts the observed frequency for a finite number of years of rate making data 

to a long term frequency. The “adjusted” frequency is then applied to “current level” losses for each 

hurricane in the experience period. This procedure is clearly better than blindly using ratemaking data, 

yet it is still inadequate. Strictly from a frequency perspective, this adjustment method may produce 

appropriate frequency estimates for large geographic regions. However, if used for smaller geographic 

areas such as rating territories, even 122 years of data is not enough to capture the true underlying 

frequency. This method will also fail to account for new and unique landfalls. More importantly, this 

frequency adjustment does not account for the even greater variation in storm severity and the impact of 

a changing exposure base, 
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Severity 

Reliance on historical ratemaking data to price the hurricane peril fails to accurately reflect 

expected severity for two major reasons. These are a changing exposure base and the large variation in 

severity of hurricanes. Several authors have presented possible techniques to adjust for the changing 

exposure base. I will not specifically comment on the adjustments suggested. However, in general if 

historical traditional ratemaking data is used in pricing the hurricane peril, the issue of a changing 

exposure base requires attention by the ratemaking actuary 

Traditional ratemaking techniques developed a catastrophe provision by using historical ratios of 

catastrophe losses to non-catastrophe losses hlore recently I have seen the catastrophe provision 

calculated by comparing catastrophe losses to amount of insurance years. The second method is more 

responsive to one aspect of a changing exposure base (i.e. total amount of insurance). However, neither 

of these methods can properly capture the expected loss of the hurricane peril. 

No book of business stays the same over a IO year period, let alone 20 or 30 years. For 

illustrative purposes, assume you are using 25 years of actual insurance ratemaking data to price the 

hurricane peril. Assume further that the only hurricane to produce losses in this period in the state being 

priced was Zelda, a category 3 storm 20 years ago. Would the exact same storm today cause the same 

insured losses relative to either non-catastrophe losses or amount of insurance years? The answer is no. 

A company’s distribution of business by distance to the coast changes over time. The amount of 

insured damage Zelda caused twenty years ago is known, and it is related to the amount of business that 

was in areas of high winds. If a greater percent of the total business is closer to the coast today than it 

was when Zelda made landfall, then the loss per exposure will be greater (all other things equal). The 
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loss per exposure will be less, if a lower percent of the total business is closer to the coast than it was at 

the time of Zelda. 

Population density in coastal areas is increasing. Since windspeeds of a hurricane are greater 

closer to the coast, and the number of dwellings closer to the coast is increasing, it follows that solely 

because of this factor Zelda will cause more damage today than it did twenty years ago. 

The type and quality of construction change over time. This can have both positive and negative 

effects on the amount of damage Zelda will cause today relative to 20 years ago. Building materials are 

different today, some of which are more wind resistant and some are less. Building codes change over 

time, as does their enforcement. If Zelda were to make landfall today it would have a different effect on 

any dwelling built in the last twenty years than is captured in the loss data from twenty years ago. 

The amount and type of coverage provided in a policy change over time. Recent examples 

include guaranteed replacement cost, law and ordinance coverage, and exclusions to non-attached 

structures. There has also been a movement to higher wind-only deductibles or hurricane-only 

deductibles. These include both percentage options and higher dollar deductibles. Any of these changes 

to coverage will make the losses caused by Zelda less predictive of the potential loss for today’s book of 

business. The true exposure to the hurricane peril in a current book of business can be far different than 

it was twenty years ago. While adding more years of experience may improve the ability to estimate 

hurricane frequency, it will also introduce significant exposure changes. 

The changing exposure base issues are important reasons historical ratemaking data is 

inappropriate for pricing the hurricane peril. Just as important is the potential variation in the strength of 

a hurricane and how much damage a single storm will cause. History tells us that hurricanes making 

landfalls vary in strength from Category I storms with sustained wind speeds of 74 mph to Category 5 

storms like Camille with sustained wind speeds in excess of 150 mph. At any given landfall, a full 

spectrum of possible storm strengths exists, which translate into a tremendous range of possible damage 
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to property. Even within a given SafWSimpson category of storms, other factors also introduce 

variability into the potential total damage to property. These include the radius of maximum winds, 

track direction, forward speed and surrounding meteorological conditions. Additionally, similar storms 

can cause significantly different damage to property when they make landfall at different locations. This 

is where factors such as population density, building codes, construction quality, terrain, and other 

geographic features come into play. In any given state it would take thousands of storm observations to 

begin to approach a sample of storms that reflected the true potential distribution of storm severity over 

all potential landfalls. 

Each hurricane is unique. No two storms, no matter how similar, will cause the same amount of 

damage relative to the exposure base. In a 25 year traditional ratemaking data base, will one storm such 

as Zelda be representative of potential future hurricane damage in the state? Can one or two, or even 

ten storms in a given experience period ever truly reflect the complete spectrum of possible event 

severity? Absolutely not. 

South Carolina history is a good example of the problems with using historical data and methods 

to price the hurricane peril. If property insurance rates made in 1988 in South Carolina included a 

catastrophe provision based on 25 years of insurance data, the only hurricane reflected in the rates would 

have been Bob, a small category I storm in 1985. The next year Hurricane Hugo made landfall just 

north of Charleston as a category 4 storm resulting in unprecedented property damage. 

Loss costs 

Before addressing the solution, there is one other problem with using traditional ratemaking 

techniques and data. Using historical insurance ratemaking data to price the hurricane peril can cause 

large swings in rates simply because a significant event occurred in the recent past. The best example of 

this is Hurricane Andrew. Using data from a 1991 Allstate rate tiling, I have estimated the impact on 

rates the year before and after Andrew. The average premium for homeowners insurance in Florida 
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prior to Andrew was approximately $260. Of this, $4 was the provision for the hurricane peril. The 

catastrophe provision was based on twenty years of data, a period when there were no major hurricane 

losses. The catastrophe provision was calculated by using a ratio of catastrophe losses to non- 

catastrophe losses. If the same rate level indication methodology was used, only updating for one 

additional year of catastrophe data, the indicated average rate would be $434, including a hurricane 

provision of S 170. The true underIying loss cost for a given exposure does not change when a hurricane 

makes landfall. Our actuarial techniques need to change. 

More Histoy 

Before concluding, there are two more references I would like to make. In 1981, David A. Arata 

wrote, “This paper argues that computer simulation is an underappreciated and, therefore, underutilized 

casualty actuarial resource”.” Further in his paper Mr Arata wrote, “Computer simulation can also be 

used to improve pricing of exposures for which historical information is unavailable or not indicative of 

future experience.“‘8 The second published paper, “A Formal Approach to Catastrophe Risk 

Assessment in Management”, written by Karen M. Clark makes the following conclusion: “The model- 

generated expected loss estimates can be used to calculate Catastrophe premium loadings.“” As early 

as 1981 the concept of using models to help ratemakers price insurance products was contained in the 

Proceedings of the CAS. For the next decade actuaries continued to rely on the historical techniques 

using historical ratemaking data to price the hurricane peril. 

Conclusion 

Aver considering the techniques currently used to price the hurricane peril, I conclude that the 

only tool available that captures a reasonable estimate of average annual costs is a computer simulation 

model. From a frequency perspective, short periods of historical data do not give accurate estimates of 

” David A. Arata, FCAS, “Computer Simulation and the Actuary: A study in Realizable potential,” PCAS LXWII, 1981, 
Page 24. 
” Ibid., page 43. 
” Karen M. Clark, “A Formal Approach to Catastrophe Risk Assessment in Management,” PCAS LXXIII, 1986, page 88. 
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the true underlying storm frequency. This problem exists on a statewide basis, but is even more acute 

for rating territories. 

Also, new and unique landfalls are not captured by using historical experience. Computer simulation 

models can adequately address these issues. 

The 98 year history of storm frequency displayed in Exhibits 1 through 10 demonstrates that 

there is great year to year variation in hurricane landfall frequency at all levels of geographic detail. I 

conclude that all available hurricane data should be used to compute hurricane frequency. This is easily 

accomplished in a hurricane simulation model, Any good model will incorporate a probability 

distribution at many landfall locations that is derived from the available history The models can easily 

reflect the fact that new and unique landfalls are possible. Estimates for geographic areas as small as 

rating territories will be accurate if enough iterations are accounted for in the model. 

From a severity perspective, the major problems with using a limited period of historical data to 

price the hurricane peril are a changing exposure base and the almost infinite possible severity of storms. 

Under the category of changing exposure base are the issues of distance to coast, density, coverage in 

force, type of construction, building codes, enforcement of building codes and policy provisions. 

Computer simulation models are able to eliminate or account for all of the problems associated with a 

changing exposure base 

Exposure changes over time become moot because the current distribution of business is the 

input for any model. Thus, the model output is reflective of the current distribution of business. The 

issues of distance to coast, density and coverage in force changing over the experience period become 

non-issues because all model output is reflective of the current book of business. 

The models can account for type of construction, the effect of new construction and building 

codes, and the enforcement of building codes, These factors impact damage ratios for individual 

buildings in different ways. As an input to computer models, geo-coding of a company’s current book 
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of business will allow the impact of these factors on individual buildings to be reflected Changes in 

policy provisions are also easily handled by models, The models can be run for current policy provisions 

and can also be run to estimate the impact of changes in policy provisions by comparing the output of 

different input assumptions. In fact, the models can be used to approximate the value of any type of 

mitigation effort. 

Most importantly the problems of variation in severity are easily overcome by computer 

simulation models. A whole spectrum of possible storms with a full range of severities can be generated 

at any landfall. There is no longer a need to base a rate on only one or two observations. 

The problem of rate instability discussed in the loss cost section is solved by using computer 

simulation models. If properly incorporated into base rates, the hurricane portion of individual rates 

based on computer simulation models will be stable. The occurrence of a major storm will not cause 

large rate increases, as it would if actual data were used to make rates. 

Our profession has been extremely slow to react to a problem first documented in our literature 

in I95 I. An analogy comes to mind between any ratemaker that continues to rely on historical 

ratemaking data and techniques and the ostrich that sticks its head in the sand. The time to change our 

methodology is now. 

Ral. 9197drallppr 
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LANDFALLING HURRICANES 1899-1996 
EASTERN AND GULF COASTS OF THE UNITED STATES 

SAFFWSIMPSON CATEGORY TOTAL MAJOR 
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 HURRICANES HURRICANES 

I ,RM I I 4, ,I I I 71 1 
7 

11-1 , , II I, & 

1900 I I I I 11 I 1 
1901 I 11 11 I 21 0 

EXHIBIT 1 
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LANDFALLING HURRICANES 1899-1996 
EASTERN AND GULF COASTS OF THE UNITED STATES 

EXHIBIT 1 
Page2 

SAFFIRISIMPSON CAT-Y TOTAL MAJOR 

YEAR 1 2 3 d i 5 HURRICANES HURRICANES 

I I I I I I I 
TOTAL I 641 401 551 151 21 1761 72 
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EXHIBIT 2 

SAFFWSIMPSON CATEGORY TOTAL MAJOR 

DECADE 1 2 3 4 5 HURRICANES HURRICANES 
6 3 4 2 0 15 I 6 
9 3 5 3 0 20 8 

1900's 
1910’s 
1920’s 
1930’s 
1940’s 
1950’s 
1960’s 
1970’s 
1980’s 
1990’s 

TOTAL I 64 I 39 I 54 I 15 I 2 I 174 I 71 I 

U.S. HURRICANE LANDFALLS BY DECADE 
1900 THROUGH 1996 



EXHIBIT 3 

R 

STATE 
TEXAS 
LOUISIANA 
MISSISSIPPI 
ALABAMA 
FLORIDA 
GEORGIA 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
NORTH CAROLINA 
VIRGINIA 
MARYLAND 
DELAWARE 
NEW JERSEY 
NEW YORK 
CONNECTICUT 
RHODE ISLAND 
MASSACHUSE-lTS 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
MAINE 

U.S. HURRICANE LANDFALLS BY STATE 
1899 THROUGH 1996 

SAFFIRISIMPSON CATAGORY TOTAL MAJOR 
, 

1 2 3 4 .5 HURRICANES HURRICANES 
12 6 9 5 32 14 
9 4 9 3 25 12 

1 1 2 2 

t 1 I ! 1 1 1 1 1 ? 

I I I I I 0 I 0 
2 2 0 I 

TOTAL L 64 1 40 1 55 1 15 1 2 176 I 72 I 



EXHIBIT 4 

TEXAS HURRICANE LANDFALLS BY DECADE 
1900 THROUGH 1996 

SAFFWSIMPSON CATAGORY TOTAL MAJOR 
2 3 4 5 HURRICANES HURRICANES 
0 1 1 0 2 2 
1 1 2 0 6 3 
1 0 0 cl 7 n 

DECADE 1 
1900’S 0 
1910’s 2 
1920’s 1 
1930’s 1 I 
1940’s 2 I 3 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 7 I 2 1 
1950’S 1 
1960’s 1 

0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 I 1 0 3 2 
0 1 0 0 2 1 

L 
1970’s 1 
1980’s 3 I 0 1 2 I 0 1 0 1 5 2 I 
1990% 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 I 
TOTAL 12 1 6 1 9 I 5 I 0 1 32 I 14 

AVERAGE 0.124 1 0.062 1 0.093 1 0.052 1 0.000 1 0.330 0.144 1 

0 I 3 I 0 1 0 1 7 I 3 
0.148 1 0.000 1 0.111 1 0.000 1 0.000 1 0.259 0.111 

HIGH* 4 5 3 1 0 13 4 
AVERAGE 0.133 0.167 0.100 0.033 0.000 0.433 0.133 
LOW’ 3 0 2 1 0 6 3 
AVERAGE 0.100 0.000 0.067 0.033 0.000 0.200 0.100 

‘Based on total hurricane landfalls for three consecutive decades 



EXHIBIT 5 

SOUTH CAROLINA HURRICANE LANDFALLS BY DECADE 
1900 THROUGH 1996 

SAFFWSIMPSON CATAGORY TOTAL MAJOR 
DECADE 

1900’s 
1910’s 
1920’s 
1930’s 
1940’S 
1950’S 
1960’s 
1970’s 
1980’s 
1990’s 

TOTAL 5 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 0 1 12 I 5 
AVERAG 0.052 1 0.021 1 0.031 1 0.021 1 0.000 1 0.124 0.052 

1970-199 1 I 0 1 1 I 1 I 0 1 3 I 2 
AVERAG 0.037 1 0.000 1 0.037 1 0.037 1 0.000 1 0.111 0.074 

HIGH* 2 1 1 I 1 I 0 I 5 I 2 1 
AVERAGE 0.067 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.000 0.167 0.067 
LOW’ 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
AVERAGE 0.000 0.033 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.033 0.000 

*Based on total hurricane landfalls for three consecutive decades 



EXHIBIT- 6 

MAJOR U.S. HURRICANES 

I 
--zi@L- 

\ \ .Af- I 
1947 

1941 
1942 

1940-1949 
Major Hurricanes Defined As Saffir-Simpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



MAJOR U.S. HURRICANES 
EXHIBIT 7 

19504959 

Major Hurricanes Defined As SatWSimpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



EXHlBlT 8 

MAJOR U.S. HURRICANES 

1961 
\ 1965) ‘?ig 

fL 1960 

19604969 

Major Hurricanes Defined As Saff;ir-Simpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



EXHIBIT 9 

MAJOR U.S. HURRICANES 

19704979 
Major Hurricanes Defined As Saffir-Simpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



EXHBlTlO 

MAJOR U.S. HURRICANES 

‘LoRln 

I 
Q 

I 
I I 

I 

I 19’35 I 
\ \ T/ 

NA 

19804989 
Major Hurricanes Defined As Saffir-Simpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



LANDFALL FREQUENCY EXHIBITII 

MAJOR SOUTH CAROLINA 
HURRICANES 

AS OF 1988 

w” 

Major Hurricanes Defined As Saffir-Simpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



LANDFALL FREQUENCY LANDFALL FREQUENCY 
MAJOR SOUTH CAROLINA MAJOR SOUTH CAROLINA 

HURRICANES HURRICANES 
AS OF 1989 AS OF 1989 

EXHIBIT12 

1989 

Major Hurricanes Defined As Saffir-Simpson Categories 3,4 and 5 



The UsqUrzess of the R2 Statistic 

by Ross Fonticella, ACAS 



The Usefulness of the R’ Statistic 

Introduction, 
Almost every Actuarial Department uses least square regression to tit frequency, severity, or pure 
premium data to determine loss trends Many actuaries use the R2 statistic to measure the 
goodness-of-fit of the trend. Actually, the R’ statistic measures how significantly the slope of the 
fitted line differs from zero, which is not the same as a good fit 

In the Fall, 1991 Casualty Actuarial Society Forum, D Lee Barclay wrote A Statistical Note On 
Trend Factors, The Meaning of R-Squared Through simple graphical examples, Barclay showed 
that the coeffkient of variation (R’) is, by itself, a poor measure of goodness-of-fit. Barclay’s 
numerical examples provide additional support for this argument But, his paper did not analyze 
the formulas used in regression analysis 

By understanding the formulas and what they describe, we can further understand why the R’ 
statistic is not a reliable measure of a good fit This paper will analyze these formulas important to 
regression analysis, (1) the basic linear regression model, (2) the Analysis of Variance sum of 
squares formulas, and (3) the R2 formula in terms of the sum of squares With an understanding of 
these formulas and what they measure, actuaries can properly use the R2 value to best determine 
the forecasted trend 

Formulas- 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) approach to regression analysis is based on partitioning the 
Total Sum of Squares into the Error Sum of Squares and Regression Sum of Squares 

(1) The basic linear regression model is stated as’ Y, = Bo + B, X, 
where Y, = the observed dependent variable 

X, = the independent variable in the ith trial 
Y, = the fitted dependent variable for the independent variable X, 
Y = mean Y, = C Y, / n 

(4 

(3) 

Analvsis of Variance (ANOVA) Annroach to Regression Analysis 
SST0 = Total Sum of Squares = 1 (Y, - r )’ 

= Measure of the variation of the observed values around the mean 
SSE = Error Sum of Squares = C(YI - Y,)’ 

= Measure of the variation of the observed values around the regression line. 
SSR = Regression Sum of Squares = 1 (Y,-? )2 

= Measure of the variation ofthe fitted regression values around the mean 
= SST0 - SSE = Difference between Total and Error Sum of Squares 

Coefficient of Determination, R2 = (SST0 - SSE)/SSTO = SSRISSTO. 
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What the ANOVA formulas measure when. R’= 1 and R’= 0. 
From the above formulas, we see the relevance of R’ = I. If all of the observed values (Y, ) fall on 
the fitted regression lure. then Y, = Y, , SSE = x(Y, - k,)2 = 0, and R’ =l Since there is no 
variation of the actual observations from the fitted values, the independent variable accounts for 
all of the variation in the observations Y, 

Conversely, ifthe slope of the regression line is B, =O. then Y, = ?, SSR = 1 (Y,-?)’ = 0. and 
R’ :: 0 Because the SSR measures the variation in the fitted values around the mean, no variation 
tells us that all of the variation is explained by the mean So the linear regression model does not 
tell us anything additional when the data is completely explained by the mean. 

R’ (SSWSSTO) measures the proportion of the variation of the observations around the mean 
that is explained by the fitted regression model The closer R’ is to 1, the greater the degree of 
association between X and Y Conversely, if all of the variation is explained by the mean, then R2 
=O. but this should not mean that the data is not useful for forecasting purposes 

Nurerical Examples. 
We can use the numerical examples from Barclay’s paper to examine the ANOVA formula values 
when R2 =O and R’ -I. Example #I will show that even when R2 - -0, an appropriate forecast can 
be made by examining the data from the ANOVA formulas 

Barclay generates data from a normal distribution with a mean of 50 and variance I to get the 
observations in Example #I The line of best fit has B0 = 49 38813 and BI = 0366667 

f’umple # 1 Y obsm cd Y fitted llrror (rcsrdunls) Total Ksgrcssml 

X Yl p, Y,-9, Y,- ,T Y,-i 

I 4874fl .I9425 0679 4 8‘14 -0 165 

I 2 I 4991-l I 39461 I (1 453 (I324 I -0 12x I 

sum of Squares 
/ / 

(SSI:) 4 160 (SS’fW 4 57 I (SSR) 0 I I I 

I R’= 0024 I 
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The ANOVA formulas have these properties for a regression fit with a slope close to zero 

(1) Y, = ?, note the values in column Y fitted (fi) are not far from v = 49.590. 
(2) SSE = SST0 

The analysis of variance sum of squares are: 
SST0 = C (Y,-r;)* = 4.571 
SSE = 1 (Y,-Y,)* = 4.460 
SSR = 1 (Y,-?)2 = 0.111 
The variation around the regression line (SSE) is not much better (smaller) than the 
total variation (SSTO) 

(3) R2 = (SST0 - SSE)/ SST0 = SSR I SST0 
= (4571-4460)/ 4571 = 0.111/4.571 = 024 

Because the SSE is not much less than the SSTO, the R2 value is close to 0. For SSR to be large, 
there needs to be a lot of variation of the fitted values around the mean So anytime there is not a 
lot of variation in the data, the R2 = 0 While this means that not much additional is explained by 
the fitted model, the “fit” may reasonably represent the data And projecting with a slope of zero 
may be an appropriate forecast Of course, you don’t need regression to project a slope of zero, 
you can just forecast the mean 

In Example #2. Barclay adds 0 to the first Y observed, one to the second Y observed, two to the 
third, etc The line of best fit has Bo = 48.38813, and B, = I .036667 This provides an interesting 
example for comparing the fit and the numerical values in the ANOVA formulas. 

I 48 746 49 425 -0.679 -5 344 -4 665 

2 SO 914 50461 0 453 -3 176 -3 62X 

3 Sl 246 Sl39Y -0 252 -2 x44 -2 S92 

I 4 I 53.297 I 52 535 0762 1 -0793 I -1.555 I 

I 0 5x OR4 5X 7SS -0671 3 994 4 665 

Sum 540 X9X 540 898 0 000 0 000 0.000 

MCill s4 0898 54 090 

1 Sum of Squares I I I (SSE) 4 460 ) (SSTO)93 I21 I (SSR)XX.661 1 

I I<‘= 0952 I I 



The interesting part of this example is that the residuals (Y, -9, ) are exactly the same as in 
Example til. So the SSE is the same. Recall that Linear Regression minimizes the sum of the 
squared residuals. Should the lines in Example # 1 and Example #2 have the same fit? 

Let’s look at the ANOVA formulas to see the properties of a “good lit” as measured by R’ = 1: 
(1) Y, = Y, ; the fitted values (9, column) are close to the observed (Y, column), a “good lit.” 

Here we decide that Yi = Y, , in favor of Y, = ?, because there is more variation in the 
observations from the mean We choose Y, = Y, , even though we have the same values 
for the residuals as in Example # 1, 

(2) SSE = 0. 
The analysis of variance sum of squares are: 
SSTO=x(Y,-Y)*=93.121 
SSE = 1 (Y, -9,)’ = 4.460 
SSR = 1 (%‘I-r)‘= 88.661 
The variation around the regression line (SSE) is much better (smaller) than the total 
variation (SSTO). 

(3) R2 = (SST0 - SSE ) /SST0 = SSR I SST0 
=(93.121-4.460)/93.121 = 88.661/93.121 =.952 

The SSE is much less than the SST0 So a large proportion of the variation of the actual 
observations around the mean is being explained by the fitted line. With the SSE close to zero, 
most of the observations are on the fitted line. However, you will note that this is relative, because 
w-e have the same SSE as in Example #I. It is because a large proportion of the SST0 is 
explained by the fitted line, that we decide there is a good lit. 

What does the R* statistic measure? 
The R* statistic is a useful tool to determine whether or not BI = 0 For in regression, if B, = 0, 
there is no good reason to use the fitted line. As actuaries, we are often trying to forecast. If the 
slope is zero (Bi = 0), then we can use the mean to forecast the fitted value. 

In fact, the formula for Br can be written as a function of R’: 

B,-[~(Y,-Y)‘;‘C/X,-X)‘11’2r, where r ~~ * F. K wrth the sign the same as the slope 

So when Br=O, then R’=O; and when R’=O, then B,=O 

Both Example #I and Example #2 have the same residuals, or SSE. From one perspective, each 
line has the same fit. The reason for the difference between the R’ values was that in Example #2, 
the fitted slope is much different from zero and explains proportionally more of the larger 
variation in the SSTO. 
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In the first example, the low R2 value would have us reject the fitted line Should we reject the 
data, in favor of some other measure, like a medical CPI? I don’t think so, because we can 
reasonably forecast that subsequent observations wilt be close to 49 5 (the mean) In Example #2, 
we get a good lit and would use Bi = I 036667 But, will the forecast of subsequent observations 
be any better than the forecast in Example #I 3 Unlikely 

The usefulness of the R2 statistic is to measure the significance of the slope of the regression line 
Since the R1 is not a good measure of the goodness-of-fit, when the R’ is not higher than some 
arbitrary benchmark, we should not just reject the data and look for other information to trend If 
the slope is not significant (R’ =0) there could be a good “tit” as explained by the mean We can 
see this by considering the values from the ANOVA formulas (SSE, SSR, and SSTO) which show 
how much of the variation is explained by the model relative to the mean There are many other 
factors to be considered before accepting or rejecting the regression fit, such as patterns in the 
residuals. It is always useful to graph the fitted tine against the observed values to look for these 
patterns 

Additional Formulas 
The method of least squares finds values of B. and Bi that minimize Q, 
where Q = 1 (Y, - Y,)2 = 1 (Y, - B0 -B, X,)’ 

Residuals e, = Y, - Y, = Y, - Bo- Bi X, 

ANOVA formula relationship 
Note The sum of the components and 

the sum of the squared deviations have the same relationship 
y,-y = P,- r + Y, - k, 

Total = Deviation of fitted regression + Deviation around the 
deviation value around the mean regression line 

and SST0 = SSR + SSE 
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Statistical Models and Credibility 

Leigh J. Halliwell. FCAS. MAAA 

Abstract 

The theory of credibility is a cornerstone of actuarial science. Actuaries commonly use it. 
and with some pride regard it as their own invention. something which surpasses statistical 
theory and sets actuaries apart from statisticians. Nevertheless. the development of 
statistical models by statisticians and econometricians in the latter half of this century is 
very relevant to credibility theory: it can ground as well as generalize much of the theory. 
particularly the branch thereof known as least-squares credibility. It is the purpose of this 
paper to show how the theory and practice of credibility can benefit from statistical 
modeling. 

The first half of the paper consists of eleven sections. notes, references. and twenty exhibits. 
The technical content is subdued. and readers may content themselves with this half. But 
the technically inclined are invited to study the six appendices (A through F) of the second 
half. Due to space limitations of the Call Paper Program. some of the appendices may be 
deleted. If this should happen, the deleted appendices can be obtained by calling the author 
at (201) 278-8860. 

The author is grateful to Kenneth Kasner, FCAS. MAAA. for his thoughtful and kind 
review of the draft of this paper. 

Mr. Halliwell is a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society and a member of the American 
Academy of Actuaries. In August 1997 he became a consultant at the New York office of 
Milliman and Robertson. For two years prior to that he lived in Mexico City as the 
Regional Actuary of Latin America for the Zurich Insurance Group. And prior to that he 
was the Chief Actuary of the Louisiana Workers’ Compensation Corporation, Baton Rouge. 
LA. His actuarial career began at the National Council on Compensation Insurance in Boca 
Raton. FL. 
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I. Introduction 

Throughout the twentieth century actuaries have been practicing something that they call 

credibility. Although acknowledging some connections with statistics, especially with 

regard to Bayesian credibility, actuaries have tended to regard credibility as transcending 

statistics. This is illustrated in the historical sketch of the following section. But this paper 

will proceed to show that advances in statistical modeling during the latter half of this 

century legitimate and deepen typical uses of credibility. In order not to presume on the 

readers’ knowledge of modem statistics, Sections 3, 4, and 5 will outline and illustrate the 

linear statistical model. The treatment of credibility per SE will begin in Section 6, where 

we will show how to introduce prior (or non-sample) information into the statistical model. 

It is hoped that the reader will be persuaded that to express credibility in statistical terms is 

not only possible, but also advantageous. Six appendices at the end of the paper provide 

mathematical foundations for much of what is glossed over in the sections. 

2. An Historical Perspective on Credibility 

To Matthew Rodermund was entrusted the formidable task of writing the introduction to 

the textbook Foundations ofCasualty Actuarial Science. The task was formidable because 

it demanded a engaging history of the casualty actuarial profession and a distillation of its 

essence. Rodetmund states, “It is the concept of credibility that has been the casualty 

actuaries’ most important and most enduring contribution to casualty actuarial science.” 
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[11:3].’ After recounting the accomplishments of actuaries in experience rating, 

retrospective rating, merit rating, ratemaking, and reserving - all with an eye on credibility, 

he asks, “Readers who have come this far may conclude from what they’ve read that 

casualty actuarial science is the study and application of the theory of credibility, and that’s 

all. Is it all?’ [I 1: 191 An affirmative answer is implied. And almost thirty years earlier L. 

H. Longley-Cook, although more reserved than Rodennund, prefaced his famous 

monograph on credibility with the words “Credibility Theory is one of the cornerstones of 

actuarial science . .” [9:3] 

The “Statement of Principles Regarding Property and Casualty Ratemaking,” adopted by 

the Casualty Actuarial Society in 1988, defines credibility to be ‘&a measure of the predictive 

value that an actuary attaches to a particular body of data.“’ Actuaries often speak 

equivalently of the “weight” given to a body of data. The language of arraching or giving 

credibility to data is suggestive of an important point made by Longley-Cook: 

the amount of credibility to be attached to a given body of data is not entirely an intrinsic 
property of the data. For example, there is always stated or implied in any measure of 
credibility the purpose to which data are to be used. 

Hence, we see that credibility is not a simple property of data which can be calculated by 
some mathematical formula [9: 41 

If credibility is not entirely intrinsic to the data, then it is at least partially extrinsic. In 

practice, credibility is largely, if not entirely, extrinsic to the data. And what is extrinsic to 

the data pertains to informed judgment; so it is fitting that Longley-Cook concluded his 

monograph as follows: 

it is perhaps necessary to stress rhat credibility procedures are not a substitute for informed 
judgment, but an aid thereto. Of necessity so many practical considerations must enter into 

’ In the ‘[n:p]’ format ‘n’ is the reference number and ‘p’ gives the page number(s). 
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any actuarial work that the student cannot substitute the blind application of a credibility 
formula for the careful consideration of all aspects of an actuarial problem. [9:25] (also 
quoted in [I I : 1 Of.]) 

Since the credibility of data is the predictive value or weight given to the data, the question 

arises what to do when the actuary judges the data not to have enough predictive value or 

weight. The answer is to weight the answer which is based on the data with an answer 

based on informed judgment; so it is natural for actuaries to speak of credibility-weighting 

the empirical answer with another source of information. 

One great teacher and apologist of credibility was Arthur L. Bailey. Writing between 1945 

and 1950, he claimed that certain credibility procedures conflicted with current statistical 

theory; in fact, statistical training could hinder someone from accepting these procedures: 

The basis for these credibility formulas has been a profound mystery to most people who have 
come in contact with them. The actuary finds them difiicult to explain and, in some cases, 
even difficult to understand. Paradoxical as it may be, the more contact a person has had with 
statistical practices in other fields or the more training a person has had in the theory of 
mathematical statistics, the more difftcult it has been to understand these credibility 
procedures or the validity of their application. [3:7] 

Bailey listed as three offending credibility procedures (1) the use of prior hypotheses in 

estimation. (2) an estimation of groups together which is more accurate than estimating 

each group separately, and (3) estimating for an individual that belongs to a heterogeneous 

population [4:59f.]. Speaking from his own experience and with the ardor of a convert. he 

wrote: 

I personally entered the casualty insurance field from the completely unassociated tield of 
statistical research in the banana business. The first year or so I spent proving to myself that 
all of the fancy actuarial procedures of the casualty business were mathematically unsound. 
They are unsound, if one is bound to accept the restrictions implied or specifically placed on 
the development of the classical statistical methods. Later on I realized that the hard-shelled 
underwriters were recognizing certain facts of life neglected by the statistical theorists Now I 
am convinced that casualty insurance statisticians are a step ahead of those in most fields. 
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This is because there has been a truly epistemological review of the basic conditions of which 
their statistics are measurements. I can only urge a similar review be made by statisticians in 
other fields. [4:6 I ] 

Bailey [3] sought to ground these procedures in what later became known as Bayesian 

analysis. No doubt, in his day statistical theory could not accommodate certain actuarial 

ideas. Therefore. he saw the actuarial profession as in “revolt,” as for example when he 

wrote: 

Philosophers have recently discussed the credibilities to be given to various elements of 
knowledge. thus undermining the accepted philosophy of the statisticians. However, it 
appears to be only in the achwial field that there has been an organized revolt against 
discarding all prior knowledge when an estimate is to be made using newly acquired data. 
[3:9f.) 

But a revolt involving Bayesian analysis was soon to happen among the statisticians. as 

Allen Maycrson remarked in 1964: 

Statistical theory has now caught up with the actuary’s problems. Stamng with the 1954 
book by Savage, and buttressed by the 1959 volume by Schlaifer and the 1961 book by 
Raiffa and Schlaifer. there has been. among probabilists and statisticians, an organized 
rev011 against the classical approach and a trend toward the use of prior knowledge for 
statistical inference. 

The relationship between Bayes’ theorem and credibihty was first noticed by Arthur 
Bailey, who showed that the formula %4+/l-2)8 can be dewed from Bayes’ theorem 

It seems appropriate, in view of the growing interest among statisticians in the Bay&an 
point of view. to anempt to contmue the work started 15 years ago by Bailey, and, using 
modem probability concepts, try to develop a throy of credibility which will bridge the 
gap that now separates the actuarial from the statistical world. [lO:BSf.l 

Bayesian analysis has continued to be a popular basis of credibility theory It plays a 

prominent role in Gary Venter’s momentous chapter on credibility in the I;o~rndurion.s 

textbook [ 131. But Bailey’s seminal idea was a “greatest accuracy credibility” (2:20]. of 

which Venter writes: 
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The most well developed approach to greatest accuracy credibility is lrasf squares 
crrdihilrry, which seeks to mmimize the expected value of the square of the estimation 
error ._. 

More recent statistical theory. Bay&an analysis for example, also addresses the use of 
data to update previous estimates, and this will be introduced later below. Credibility 
theory shares with Bayesian analysis the outlook toward data as strictly a source to update 
prior knowledge. Credibility, particularly least squares credibility is sometimes labeled 
Bayesian or empirical Bayesian for this reason. It also gives thr same result as Bayesian 
analysis in some circumstances, although credibility theory can be devrloped within the 
frequentist view of probability ._. 

Frequentist refers to an interpretation of probability as solely an expression of the relative 
frequency of events, in contrast to a subjectivist view which regards probability as a 
quantification ofopinion. This latter view is a hallmark of Bayesian analysis. [13:384] 

This quotation clearly indicates that Bayesian analysis is not the be-all and end-all of 

credibility theory. Rather, despite some similarities. greatest accuracy credibility is 

independent from Bayesian analysis, and especially from the on-going philosophical debate 

between the frequentists and the sub.jectivists. With all the limelight on Bayesian analysis, 

actuaries have not realized that statistical theory now has some non-Bayesian things to say 

about credibility. In particular, modem statistical modeling can accommodate the three 

“offending” credibility procedures mentioned above; moreover, it provides a richer world of 

ideas than the one-dimensional formula ,UT~I-Z)B. 

3. An Overview of the Linear Statistical Model 

In an earlier paper [7] the author treated the best linear unbiased estimation (BLUE) of the 

linear statistical model. That treatment was detailed and self-contained; so the author will 

assume it, rather than derive it. In Appendix C of that paper the author compared BLUE 

with Gary Venter’s formulation of least-squares credibility [ 13:418], and concluded: 

Thus Venter is essentially doing best linear unbiased estimation on a linear model. The 
author hopes that actuaries will begin to see the subject of credibility from the perspective 
of statistical modeling. [7:335] 
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It is for the purpose of realizing that hope that the present paper is written. 

The form of a linear’ statistical model is y = Xp + e, where Var[e] = Z = 0’0. In this 

model y and e are (PI) vectors. X is a (txk) matrix, j3 is a (kxl) vector, and C and 4, are 

(fxr) matrices. The design matrix X is known. or posited; y is observed. Although the 

parameter vector p is not known, it is not random; an estimator of p is random, but p itself 

is not. What injects randomness into the vector y is the error term e. e is not observable: 

however, E[e] = Oc,,r,, and Var[e] is known, or posited, at least to within a proportionality 

constant, i.e., Var[e] oc @ No assumption is made as to the probability distribution of e. 

Most presentations of the linear statistical model dwell on how to estimate p, but there is a 

wider approach. Suppose that the I rows of the y are of two types, those which have been 

observed and those which have not. The observed portion of y we will call yr and say that 

it is (11x I); the unobserved will be y2 and (rrx I j. Of course, I, + 12 = I. We can also arrange 

the rows of the model so that the observed portion comes first. Similarly partition X and e. 

so that the model looks like: 

Y, =X,D+e, 

y2 = X,P+e, 
, whereVar[:j]=Z;[~~: ~::1-02*=02[~: :l] 

Since variance matrices are symmetric (cf. [7:304] and [8:43]). 121 = CIZ’ and 021 = @I:‘. 

Being unobserved, yr contains missing values. The problem is to formulate an estimator of 

y2 based on yt, X, and Z. In particular, we want the estimator to be linear in yt, to be 
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unbiased, and to be in some way best; i.e., we want the best linear unbiased estimator 

(BLUE) of yz. In Appendix C of the earlier paper [7] it is shown that the BLIJE ofyz is: 

3, = x,P +&,G(Y, - x,ib 

Var[y, -9: ] = ZZ2 - C,,C;,‘C,, +(X1 - Z,,C;,rX,)Var[fi](X2 - Z,,.&‘X,)‘, where 

i = (X:C;:X,) ‘X;X;,‘y, and 

Var[b] = (x;x,;x,,-’ 

This is equivalent to: 

$2 = x,/3 + a,qI;‘(y, - X,P! 

Var[y2 -$,I= 02(Q2 -U%,O,~‘CP,,)+(X, -02,0,;‘X,)Var[~](XL -Q,@,;‘X,)‘. where 

b = (X;O,,‘X,)-‘X;O;,‘y, and 

Var[b] = 02(x;q~x,)-’ 

If oz is not known, it can be unbiasedly estimated as 6’ = U 
t,-k ' 

where 6, = y, - X,b 

[7:333f.] 

What does it mean for ji2 to be best? As explained in Appendix A. of two competing linear 

unbiased estimators the best estimator is the one the variance of whose prediction error is 

smaller: 

This means that the right-hand side of the second inequality is a non-negative definite 

matrix. The estimator with the caret is at least as good as the one with the tilde; and if the 

expression is non-zero, it is better 
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Before applying this overview to credibility. the next two sections will warm the reader up 

with two simple linear models. Prior to riding a horse it is wise to practice on ponies. 

4. The Simplest Statistical Model (Example I) 

Suppose that we have seven non-covarying and identically distributed observations of a 

random variable: 6.164. 11.103. 9.663, 12.998. 10.329. 9.564. and 9.602. A simple model 

of the i* observation (i = I. . 7) is y, = fi + e,. where Var[e,] = c?. The matrix 

formulation is: 

6.164 
I I.103 
9.663 

11.998 
IO.329 

9.564 

9.602 

=y=xp+e= 

I- 
I 
I 

1 B+e 
1 
I 

‘J 

Since the observations are non-covaqing and identically distributed. Var[e] = 0’1,. In this 

C’*.v, _ ~_ simple example rj = (X’X).’ (X’y) = - 
Cl+’ 

- y - 9.917. So the parameter is the mean of 

the observations. and the estimator of 0’ is the sample variance ( = 4.240). One might react 

that this is like using a sledgehammer to crack a walnut: “Why go IO all this trouble when 

the mean and the variance are the obvious solutions from the start?” The answer, however, 

deserves to be pondered: This model. the simplest of all. undergirds the mean and variance 

functions; these functions are in reality pre-packaged solutions of the simplest linear 

model. 
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Exhibits I and 2 present and solve this model. The seven observations are contained in YI. 

Since these observations are non-covatying, the off-diagonal elements of @,I r are zero; since 

they are identically distributed. the diagonal elements of Qtt are equal (ones). Thus. 

according to the formulas of the previous section (which are repeated in the exhibits). p and 

its variance may be estimated. 

However. in this example we have chosen to estimate. or to predict, a certain (1 I xl) vector 

yz = X$ + er. What y2 estimates is determined by XI, (&t, and @2. The first seven 

elements of y2 have the same variance as el and are perfectly correlated with er. This 

means that as far as this statistical model is concerned, these seven elements are 

indiscernible from et, and hence nre et. The eighth element of yz models the constant 0. 

The ninth element models a new error term, i.e., an error term which has the same variance 

as el but does not covary with et. The last two elements of y2 model 0 without an error 

term and with a new error term. Exhibit 2 derives the estimate of y2 and the variance of its 

prediction error. 

5. Another Simple Statistical Model (Example 2) 

Exhibits 3 and 4 concern a slightly less simple example. We have actual utility expenses 

for thirteen months (Sep95-Sep96). For each of these months there is a suitable utility 

index. We desire to estimate the expenses for the next three months (Oct96-Dec96), and 

are comfortable with 160, 162, and 168 as predictions of the utility index. 
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Many actuaries would simply rescale the last month’s expenses. For example, Oct96 

expenses are expected to be 2,192*(160/156.779) = 2,237. But this ignores the information 

from the earlier months. If one were to do a similar calculation for the other twelve months. 

one would then have thirteen estimates in need of combination. If this combination were 

performed correctly, one would be doing a statistical model in a roundabout manner. 

Exhibit 4 tackles the problem directly. The observed expenses are equal to !3 times the 

utility index plus a error term. However, 011 is not of constant variance. It seems 

reasonable for the standard deviation of expenses to be proportional to the utility index 

(e.g., if prices were to double, the expense swings would double). This causes the variances 

of the expenses to be proportional to the squares of the utility indices. which squares are 

found along the diagonals of @,I and 011. Each month’s error is assumed not to covary 

with the other months’ errors. In this exhibit I3 and yz are estimated in accordance with the 

formulas already mentioned. One can also take linear combinations of yz and of the 

2,339 
variance of its prediction error. For example [l I l]i2 =[I 1 I] 2,368 =[7.163] is 

I 1 2,456 

the estimated expense for the entire fourth quarter. Moreover, the variance of its prediction 

1 r40672 2941 3050 
2941 41695 3089 
3050 3089 44841 iI 

1 
1 

1 1 =[145370], for a 

standard deviation of 38 I. 
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6. A Simple Example of a Model wirh Prior Information (Example 3) 

Now that we have warmed up on two simple models, let us see how to express credibility in 

a statistical model. We return again to the seven observations of Ecxample I (Exhibit I ). 

The numbers 6.164, , 9.602 were actually generated as random numbers with mean IO 

and variance 4. Therefore. the mean and variance estimates of 9.917 and 4.240 are close. 

Of course, if one knew the true parameters, they would not need to be estimated. 

But suppose that prior to observation we believed (for w,hatever reason) that the mean is 1 1 

and the variance is 3. Could we benefit from combining observation with our prior belief? 

(We will assume that the prior belief is well-founded, so that it is prior information. rather 

than prior misinformation.) The answer is “Yes;” it is possible, even advisable, to combine 

prior information with observation. 

One way of combining is Bayesian inference (Appendix B). But a simpler way is to treat 

the prior information as if it had been observed. Therefore, in Exhibit 5 the prior 

information is appended to the observations as an eighth row (separated from the genuine 

observations by a light line). In an earlier paper the author referred to prior information as 

quasi-observation [‘l:Section 6 and Appendix E]. Judge [8] refers to observation as sample 

information and to prior information as non-sample information. Combining the two is 

called mixed estimation [8:877]. Our formulation of this hybrid model, which differs onl) 

slightly from Judge’s, is: 
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So the best linear unbiased estimator of D is: 

= (XZ’X + R’V-‘R)-‘(X’C-‘y + R’V.‘r) 

Certain properties of this estimator are explored in Appendices A and B. In particular. the 

estimator is a matrix-weighted average of more familiar estimators and has a smaller 

variance. These properties depend on the block diagonality of the hybrid variance matrix. 

i.e.. that e and v do not covary This is a natural assumption; however, the estimator can 

accommodate covariancc if these properties are surrendered. 

Exhibit 5 works out the mixed estimate of p as 10.099. This is equivalent to what actuaries 

would call a weighted-average of the data with the prior hypothesis. where the weight of the 

data, 0.832. results from the well-known nl(n+k) formula. It is interesting. perhaps 

surprising, that the variance of the mised estimator. 0.904. is less than both the \.ariance 

from the unmixed model (4.240) and the variance of the prior hypothesis (3.000). This 

synergy of combination is analyzed in Appendix A. 
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One complicating detail of this model has to do with the variance matrix. Usually we 

specify the variance matrix not absolutely, but relatively, or to within a proportionality 

constant. In other words, in the model y = Xp+e, where Var[e] = C = 020, the estimator of 

p is invariant to the scale of C. So we usually specify Q,. calculate the estimator of p, and 

then derive an estimate of 02, In the unusual event that V/c? is known [or, V is known to 

within the same proportionality constant to within which C is known), then one can use the 

mixed estimator with the relative hybrid variance matrix. However. the usual case is that V 

is known absolutely and Z is known relatively. In this case the author recommends that o2 

be estimated in the unmixed model, and that the absolute matrix 
6% [ 1 be used in the 

V 

mixed model. (This implies that one should solve the unmixed model as a prelude to 

solving the mixed.) This was done in Exhibit 5, where the 4.240 down the diagonal of Qtt 

is the estimate of the o2 of Example I Using an estimate of the absolute variance for the 

absolute variance itself disturbs the optimality (the “bestness” of “best linear unbiased”) of 

the estimator; however. statisticians and econometricians feel that this is a small price to 

pay for the benefit derived from combining observation with prior information. Moreover, 

the estimate of o2 in the mixed model (0.904 in Exhibit 5) will not significantly differ from 

1 if the absolute variance matrix is correct, Therefore. one can assume the estimator of c? 

in the mixed model to be a chi-square random variable with #degrees of freedom divided 

by #(i.e., a gamma random variable with mean I and variance 2/dfl and can perform a 

significance test. But seldom is there a problem. and this will not be mentioned again in the 

following examples. 
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7. A Statistical Model of Merit Rating (Example 4) 

A simple method of merit rating a driver is to make the premium proportional to the 

expected number of accidents. This ignores differences of severity, e.g., driver A is half as 

likely to have an accident as driver B, but perhaps his accidents are likely to be twice as 

severe. However, as with experience rating in workers’ compensation, it is natural to 

suppose that the insured has more control over whether an accident will happen than over 

how severe it will be. So we wish to estimate a driver’s accident frequency, and the 

problem is to determine how much a driver’s accident record should differentiate him from 

his peers. 

Lester Dropkin paved the way for a Bayesian solution, viz., that every driver has his own 

accident frequency m, and that the number of his claims is Poisson distributed with mean m. 

Therefore, the probability of x claims is me-, .s 
X! 

Moreover, the frequencies of the drivers 

of a certain class are gamma-distributed with parameters P and u [5:392f.]. So the 

probability density function of the ms is -Ummrm’, and the ms are distributed with 

mean r/u and variance r/a2. As Dropkin showed [5:399]. the claim count distribution of a 

driver randomly selected from the class is negative binomial with mean r/u and variance 

ra+l 
a a 
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But the posterior density of a driver’s one-period m given x, . . I,, accidents in n previous 

periods is proportional or equal to: 

This posterior density is gamma with parameters r’ = r i-11, and u’ = 0 +n. The 

posterior mean, to which the merit-rated premium should be proportional, is a weighted 

average of the prior mean (r/a) and the empirical mean (cf. also [10:99-l 0 1 ] ): 

I-’ r-r., 
o1 u+n 

The same result is obtained from the following linear model: 
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Each X, is explained as some mean value p plus an error, where the error is like a Poisson 

random variable (with parameter t-la) centered about zero. But the last row is a quasi- 

observation: it is as if !3 had been observed as r/u but obfuscated with an error whose 

variance is rla2. The mixed estimator is: 

I ' \ 
1 r/a 0 0 0 

rj= j ; ',. 0 ; ; 
0 r/a 

I 0 0 0 r/a2 

:;: -' I 

1 

II r/a 0 0 '_ 0 0 .o r/u 0 0 0 0 

U 
FY x, +. .+ - x, +f-’ 

CL r r a 

f+...+‘+U 
r r , 

= I, +. ,.+x, + r 

1+...+1 +a 

The statistical model reaches the same conclusion without assuming a distributional form. 

Exhibit 6 shous another example of merit rating. A driver had one accident in the second 

of three periods (years). The variance of his yearly accidents is assumed to be 0.0625 

(standard deviation of 0.25). But there is prior information that drivers of this class are 

expected to have 0.25 claims per period with a variance of 0.0225 (standard deviation of 

0.15). In Part A of the exhibit the three years are three one-year observations. But in Part B 

they are summarized into one three-year observation. The estimates are the same in both 
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parts, but their variances differ. This hints that summarization is attended with loss of 

information about prediction error variance. An amount of 1 over three years could mean 

l/3 each year and no apparent variance. Or it could mean widely varying positive and 

negative amounts by year and an arbitrarily large variance. If actuaries \vish to speak of 

variances, then they should know where to stop summarizing the data. 

8. Stochastic and Exact Constraints (Example 5) 

The prior information. or the quasi-observation, r = RP+v is a stochastic constraint since v 

does not have to be zero. However, as V = Var[v] approaches a zero matrix, the constraint 

behaves more and more like the exact constraint r = RD. In an earlier paper [6:26] the 

author filled out a loss triangle by means of estimated pure premiums by payout year. But 

the pure premiums by year were exactly constrained so that the sum of the first seven of 

them (the pure premium of payments before 84 months) was 7.213. Exhibit 7 shows that 

the same result is obtained by adding a quasi-observation that this sum is 7.213 with a error 

whose variance is IO-” relative to the variances of the observations.’ Exhibit 8 shows how 

different the estimate is when the constraint is relaxed. (One should not suppose that the 

estimates of a2 in the two exhibits are equal; they differ by about six million.) Appendix C 

proves that the mixed model (stochastically constrained model) approaches the (non- 

stochastically) constrained model as V approaches zero. 
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9. Credibility and Random Effects (Example 6) 

So far. credibility has been statistically modeled by adding quasi-observations to 

observations. i.e., by mixing non-sample with sample information. The non-sample 

information is aptly considered to be logically prior to, if not also temporally prior to, the 

sample information. It too may have been derived from a sample; but if so, its sample is a 

different sample. If the two samples are grouped into a grand statistical model, such as the 

first grand model of Appendix A, the submodels are naturally considered as non- 

simultaneous. or temporally extensive or longitudinal. For esample. if we begin observing 

the pure premium of State X with the prior opinion that it is 0.10 with a standard deviation 

of 0.02, we opine thus because in the past we have observed the pure premiums of similar 

States A, B, 

But credibility may also involve the simultaneous modeling of similar entities. Each entity 

has its own model, and the models are grouped into a grand model; however. the 

(sub)models are simultaneous, or temporally intensive or latitl~dinul. Example 6, which 

begins with Exhibit 9, will illustrate this concept. This example, taken from Venter 

[ 13:433], consists of six observations of a pure premium from each of nine states. If the 

pure premiums were unrelated, then one could do no better than to solve nine independent 

models (to take nine averages). If the pure premiums had to be equal, then one could do no 

better than to average the fifty-four observations. But an actuary would rightly feel that the 

truth lies in between these two extremes: the pure premiums of the states are neither 

unrelated nor identical. The pure premium of one state is related with those of the other 
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states, but it also has some identity of its own. A natural way of expressing this is to 

assume that the pure premiums deviate randomly from a common value, e.g., B, = PCJ f v,. 

PO is the (fixed) effect common to all the states, and v, is the (random) effect which 

differentiates State i from the other states. Each v, is distributed with mean zero and some 

(known or unknown) variance V. and the v,s do not covary one with another. It is this 

assumption of being distributed that makes the effect random. 

For the moment we will abstract from the example. In general we have n models: each of 

the form y, = X$, + e,, where Var[e,] = Z, and the e,s do not covary. At this point we have n 

independent models. But now we introduce the random-effects linkage, viz., that 0, = Ba + 

v,. Now each model becomes: 

Y, = X,P, + e, 

=X,(h+v,)+e, 

= X,P, +(X,v, +e,) 
=X,p,+T,> 

where E[r,]= X,E[v,]+ E[e,] 

=O 

and Var[r,] = X,Var[v,]X: + Var[e,] 

= x,vx: + z, 
= T, 

The formula for Var[r,] assumes that v, and e, do not covary. Moreover, since v, and e, do 

not covary across groups, the 7,s do not covary one with another. Thus we have the grand 

modelinpa: 1,‘:1=[::]~0 +[:I], whereVar[I:]=r ‘,. Tj. Thesolutionofthis 

model presents no difficulties, as long as V is known.’ Hence, the only difficulty of this 
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form of credibility is to estimate V, the random-effects variance, if one has no prior 

information about it. 

So the difficult task of Example 6 is to estimate the B,s and their common variance.6 This 

involves first solving the model as if it were a fixed-effects model, as in Exhibit 10. The 

estimate of B in this exhibit contains the nine group means, which are carried over to 

Exhibit 11. The estimate of the grand mean fia is 0.563, and the variance of the group 

means about j30 is 0.0662.’ It would be a mistake to think that this represents the random- 

effects variance, because we have calculated the variance of the esfimares of the B,s. rather 

than the variance of the B,s themselves. Unlike the B,s themselves, the estimates of the g,s 

are affected by the error terms. the e,s. So 0.0662 has two variance components, one from 

the v,s and one from the es. which is the reason for labeling it Var[v+e]. Back in Exhibit 10 

the variance of 15 was estimated as if the model were a fixed-effects model. The variance of 

the grand parameter of a fixed-effects model must be (kxk) block diagonal (here k equals 

one); and it is reasonable to attribute these variances to the e,s. Since the v,s and the e,s do 

not covary. one can estimate V by averaging the differences of these variances from 

Var[v+e]; thus V is estimated to be 0.0067.’ Exhibit I I goes on to show that we have 

derived the expected value of the process variance (EVPV) and the variance of the 

hypothetical means (VHM), which implies to an actuary that the credibility of each group is 

10.1%. This will be checked at the end of the example. 

But now we can estimate Var[X,v, + e,] = Var[r,] = X,VX: + Z,, which the exhibit calls 

the 0 for each group. In Exhibit I2 the random-effects model is solved for the grand 
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parameter pa. and the variance matrix of this model is block diagonal in @. But we are 

more interested in estimating the p,s (where p, = 00 + v,) than we are in estimating pa. SO 

in Exhibit 13 we formulate y2 as an estimator of these b,s (we also leave an estimator of PII 

I 

in its first row): y2 = i 

[1 

/?I,, and the covariance matrix 021 takes the v,s into account. (See 
I 

the discussion of the covariance matrix T2t in Appendix E for details.) So the estimate of 

y2 is obtained from the familiar formula yz = X&, +@z,O[;(y, -X,6,). The exhibit 

illustrates that this estimator is equivalent to giving the fixed-effects estimators 10.1% 

credibility against the grand mean, as well as that the simple average of the b,s is 6,. 

Appendix E backs up these specific illustrations with general proofs. 

The results are the same as Venter’s [13:432f.]. One might question whether anything has 

been gained by the setting up of a statistical model. Venter’s discussion of credibility is 

hard enough for actuaries to understand; statistically modeling credibility may seem even 

harder. However, after developing some familiarity with best linear unbiased estimation, 

one will find it to be the more natural and more powerful way of handling credibility. 

Three reasons for its being more powerfil are: I) statistical modeling preserves two 

moments (the variance as well as the mean). 2) combinations of the parameter estimates can 

be estimated, and 3) it allows for multidimensional credibility. The third reason will be 

illustrated in the following trend model. 
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10. Random-Effects Credibility and Trend Modeling (Example 7) 

A simulation of loss ratios for nine states over a six-year period is shown in Exhibit 14, and 

is graphed in Exhibit 15. Simulating nine states makes for a cluttered graph; however, as a 

practical matter, the reliable estimation of a random-effects variance requires enough data 

to distinguish the groups from one another. This requires a fair number of groups and/or a 

fair number of observations per group. The author knows of no rule as to what is a “fair” 

number, but a “fair” number of groups is probably not much less than the nine of this and 

the previous example. An upward trend is evident in the graph; but the states obviously 

have different slopes and intercepts. In fact, State G seems to have a negative slope. 

Exhibit 16 solves the problem as a fixed-effects model. with the (18x1) b containing the 

(2x1) trend parameters of the nine states. The variance of the error matrix (UJ) is 1j4. which 

simplifies the formulas. Var b is diagonal in the same (2x2) block 
[I 

0.001 I -0.0003 
-0.0003 1 0.0001 ’ 

which, as mentioned in the previous section, means that the model is balanced. The trend 

parameters vary widely by state, and State G is showing a negative slope. But will the 

negative slope be credible? 

The random-effects variance is estimated in Exhibit 17. The mean state parameter is 

and the individual states’ parameters vary about it by 
0.0033 -0.0005 

-0.0005 1 0.0006 

Removing the effect of the error term. we are left with the estimated random-effects 
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0.0022 -0.0003 
variance V = 

-0.0003 1 0.0005 
’ The variance of the intercept is greater than that of the 

slope (0.0022 versus 0.0005). Also, the intercept Land the slope negatively covary (-0.0003. 

or a correlation coefficient of -27.0%). This is common in random-effects trend models: 

there seems to be a centroid through which every group pivots. So a higher than average 

intercept tends to pair with a lower than average slope. and vice vcrsu. The exhibit then 

derives the 0 matrix for the random-effects model 

The random-effects trend model is set up and solved in Exhibit 18. From the previous 

section and Appendix E, and because of the balance, it comes as no surprise that the grand 

parameter b, = 
42.3% [ 1 2.70/ . the simple average of the fixed-effects parameters. But we really 

0 

want to estimate the states’ trends, which are sums of the grand parameter and the random 

effects. This is accomplished in Exhibit 19, in which the most difficult concept is @I. The 

blocks of this matrix represent how p, = p, + v, covaries with y, = X,p, + e, : 

Cov[P,, ~,]=cov[P, +v, 1 X,(Po +v,)+e,] 

= cov[p, + v, , W-b + TV, +e,] 

= Cov[v, , X,v, +e,] 

=Cov[v,, X,v,]+Cov[v,,e,] 

= cov[v, , x,v,] 

= cov[v, , v,]x: 

= vaI[v,]x: 

= vx: 

The usual formula for 9, yields the random-effects trend parameters by state. State G 

remains with a negative slope, though less negative than before. 
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In Appendix E the relationship between the fixed-effects and random-effects estimators is 

explored. One result is the discovery of a (kxk) matrix Z such that: 

Random-effects b, =f, = Z(Fixed-effectsi,)+@, -Z$,, 

This is the k-dimensional extension of the well-known scalar (or l-dimensional) credibility 

formula. Exhibit 20 expresses the random-effects estimates in this Z form. As remarked in 

Appendix A. a matrix-weighted average of two vectors is usually not collinear with the two 

vectors. But somewhat surprising is that occasionally the matrix-weighted average can fall 

outside the range of the two vectors. For example. the posterior slope of State A (5.9%) is 

outside the range of the prior and empirical slopes (2.7% and 5.7%). This happens also 

with the intercept of State F and with the slope of State H. Non-zero off-diagonal elements 

of Z make this possible. 

I I. Conclusion 

Practice precedes theory and systematization. For example, the Egyptians were doing 

geometry for centuries before Euclid wrote the Elements. Euclid didn’t discover Geometry; 

he didn’t correct it; he may not even have contributed much in the way of new theorems. 

But he systematized it, made it rigorous, and enabled centuries of mathematicians to 

develop it further. So too. actuaries have been practicing beneficial things under the name 

of credibility largely in ignorance of statistical theory. But just as Euclid made Geometry 

better, so too the theory of statistical modeling makes credibility better. 
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How does credibility benefit? As mentioned at the ends of the Introduction and of Section 

9. statistical modeling furnishes the actuary with the variances as well as with the means; 

and from this the actuary can work with combinations of estimates. But perhaps most 

important, statistical theory and modeling are as at home in n dimensions as in one. When 

the author began to study statistics and econometrics he erroneously believed that his linear 

algebra and multivariate calculus were sufficient for statistical work. As his background 

was typical for an actuary, he can “speak from his own experience and with the ardor of a 

convert” (as did Arthur Bailey in a quote of Section 2) that most of us actuaries, even the 

technically inclined, are Flatlanders as regards our statistical skills. As our problems 

become more complex. as well as the tools with which to solve them, this defect will 

become more grievous. 

Bailey’s three offending credibility procedures (cf. Section 2) were statistically ahead of 

their time. But times have changed. and now it is incumbent upon actuaries to keep up with 

the times. The examples of this paper show how these procedures are legitimated and 

generalized by current statistical theory. For the use of prior hypotheses in estimation see 

Examples 3, 4, and 5. For the estimation of groups together which is more accurate than 

estimating each separately see Examples 6 and 7. And the estimation of an individual that 

belongs to a heterogeneous population is in essence a disguised use of a prior hypothesis; 

but see especially Section 7. The appendices of the paper lay the theoretical groundwork 

for the examples, a groundwork from which credibility has much to gain. 
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Notes 

’ Langley-Cook’s definition is similar: “The word credibility was originally introduced into 
actuarial science as a measure of the credence that the actuary believes should be attached 
to a particular body of experience for ratemaking purposes.” [9:3] “Predictive value” in the 
CAS statement has a more precise meaning that Langley-Cook’s noun “credence.” One 
reason for not giving credence to data is that it is suspected of being erroneous. But in 
credibility theory the quality of the data is not at issue; it is supposed to be valid data. What 
is at issue is the value of the data for predicting. 

2 The title of this paper is “Statistical Models and Credibility,” but only linear statistical 
models will be treated. In the earlier paper [7:325f.] the author argued that due to the 
multivariate Taylor’s expansion, linearity is not much of a restriction. The interested reader 
can refer to Judge, who devotes a chapter of his book to non-linear statistical models 
[8:508-511 J. 

3 There is an easy way to derive the form of the Poisson distribution with parameter m. One 
need only to remember the Taylor series for p”: 

1 = eme-m 

= fi$ e-m ( 1 

4 Of course, the results are not really the same, only very close (to within the decimals 
shown in the exhibit). Reducing the variance of the quasi-observation still more will at 
some point run up against computational problems, and the results will stray. The author 
recommends that a tight stochastic constraint should not be substituted for an exact 
constraint. 

5 As in Section 6, either the Z,s are known absolutely, in which case V must be known 
absolutely, or the Z,s are known relatively, in which case V must be known to within the 
same proportionality constant to within which the Z,s are known, 

6 Since in this example the p,s are the means of the groups (the hypothetical means), their 
common variance is what actuaries call the variance of the hypothetical means. But in 
general, the p,s are @xl) parameters; so their common variance could be called the variance 
of the hypothetical parameters. 
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’ Appendix D derives the formulas for the sample mean and variance of n identically 
distributed non-covarying (kx 1) random vectors, 

s The fixed-effects model is an instance of the first grand model of Appendix A. where it is 

iI 

’ ‘Ii 

VW4 
proved that Var p] = Var i = 

I I 
(x;q’x,)~’ 

‘._ = ‘_ 

Ii var Ii 1 1 Ii I (x:z”xJ 
When the n blocks of this matrix are equal. the submodels are equally influential in the 
determination of V. In this situation the corresponding random-effects model is said to be 
balanced. Both Examples 6 and 7 are balanced. The estimation of V by variance 
components is particularly suited to balanced models. The estimate of the V of an 
unbalanced model can be thrown off by the more volatile groups, and can easily end up not 
being non-negative definite. Nothing precludes positing V by prior information, and this 
recourse is the more recommended according as the model is the more unbalanced. Also, 
Appendix F mentions that V can be estimated by maximum likelihood. which despite its 
complexity is sometimes a useful alternative to variance components, 

9 Compare these estimates with the true values used in the simulation: 

p, =[ 4i::E] and V = [-~:~~~:875 -~:~~~~~~5] (so p = -25%). And by generating 

bivariate normal random vectors with mean 1 and variance V, the true p,s were: 
47.7%1 

5.4% 

41.5% 

3.8 % 
47.3% 

3.1% 

39.3% 

0.8% 

44.0%. 

5.1% 

37.1% 

2.9% 

46.1% 

- 0.8% / 
38.8% 

1.5% 
3X.1% 

3.8% 

Normal random variables with a standard deviation of 4.0% were added to the resulting 
trend lines to form the fifty-four loss ratios of Exhibit 14. 
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Exhlbll 1 

Example 1. The Simplest Slal~strA Model 

y = Xp + e, where Vafle] = 0’0 

flmi 
X2 021 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0010000 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

LIEI 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 

vi 

%2 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01000000000 
0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 to 0 0 0 0 
00000010000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

df = 1,-k 



%%‘% 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

WMV. -0.1 

0 -0606 -0606 
0 4 606 -0.606 
0 -0606 -OWL?+ 
0 -0606 -0606 
0 -0606 -0606 

1 

0 4606 -0606 
0 -0.606 -0606 
0 0 0 

4 240 0 0 
0 0606 0605 
0 0606 4846 



95:09 132.545 
9510 134.440 
95:ll 134620 
95:lZ 139.690 
96:Ol 146.572 
96:02 146.745 
96:03 150.687 
96:04 155.983 
96:05 151.240 
96:06 154.417 
96:07 158.616 
96:08 158.302 
96:09 156.779 
96:lO 160 
96:ll 162 
96:12 168 

Month Index Expense 
1,714 
1,804 
1.862 
2,265 
2,553 
2.170 
2,315 
2,217 
2,279 
2,293 
2,171 
2,263 
2.192 

170 

~ 160 

150 

140 

130 

120 

110 

~ 100 

Exhibit 3 

Example 2: Expense Model 

Utility Index 
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Exhibit4 

Example2.ExpenseModel(ConTd) 

y = Xfi + e, where Var[e]= 0'0 

* Y II - x,i ._ 
7566 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

018074 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 16176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 19513 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 21483 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 021534 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 22707 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22874 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 023845 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25159 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25060 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24560 

% % 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26244 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

X,‘Oj,.’ 

IO.006 0007 0007 0007 0007 0007 0007 0006 0007 0006 0006 0006 00061 

df = t,-k 
1 



Exhibit 5 

Yl x, 
1 
1 
1 
1 Ll 1 
1 
1 
1 

Example 3: Example 1 with Prior lnformahon 

y = Xp + e. where Var[e] = ~‘0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.000 

X,‘%‘Y, X,‘O,,“X, X,‘@,,.’ df = t,-k 

j-?i%%j -1 (0.236 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.3331 -1 

Credibility-Weighed Estimate 
Prior 11 .ooo 0.168 
Empirical 9.917 z = 0.832 
Posterior 10.099 1 .ooo k = EVPVNHM 



Exhibit 6 

Example 4: Merit Rating 

A. Separate Observations 

B. Summarized Observations 

x,‘@,l-‘Y, X,‘O,,“X, XI@,,” 
(27.111) -1 1 16 44.444] 

var[i] 

p&, 

r--mq 
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v-xi 
7 32,536 

-60.480 
133.541 
-59,763 
43.060 
44.301 

-7.552 
-5.244 
81.23, 
50.067 

-62.760 
41.83, 
34.150 

-40.056 
100.615 

07.662 
47.302 

0.627 
141,703 
-16,250 
-12.384 
147.611 
-47.300 
103.661 
-16.327 
-18.472 
11.650 

1 -1.206 
IE-, l92b07 

XP ' dl = ,-* 
,E+lS 1mt5 ,E+,5 1E+15 
IE+15 1E115 lE*15 ,E1,5 
IE+,5 ,E115 ,E*,5 lEIl5 ,2,E+15 

I II 
lE115 IE+15 lE*15 ,E1,5 lE+,5 lE115 1E+15 ,E+IS 

721m15 1Et15 ,E+15 ,E*15 ,E1,5 1E*,5 1E115 ,EHS IE1,5 
7 21E*15 lEtI ,E1,5 lEM5 lE115 ,E115 1E+15 ,E+15 I I ,EllS 

(721E1151[ IS15 YE+15 lEb15 lE115 ,E+,5 lE'15 ,E+15 1E+15 

4 BE-13 .5.4E.13 4.08-13 -O.SE-I3 .I GE-12 -3 ,E-12 
601E-12 4.jE.13 -,.OE-13 -1 lE-12 -1 6E.12 -3 5E-12 
4 IE-,l 0.45E.12 -OJE-13 -1 X-,2 -1.BE.12 4 ZE-12 

-6OE.13 -7.5E-13 -0fE.13 ,.l,E-,, -1 BE-12 .2.4E-12 -5 3E-12 
-0 ,E-I3 -7 IE-42 -1 ,E-12 -WE-12 1 BE-11 -3.JE.12 .7 ,E-12 
-1.4E.12 .1 BE-12 -1 OE.12 -2.G.12 -33E-12 2.17E.1, ., ,E-,, 
-3 ,E-12 -3.5E.12 4.2E.12 -5.3E-12 -,.lE-12 -1 1E.11 342E-1, 

“al I 
I 0.04400 -00026-5 -000342 -000432 4.00585 -0W600 -00~04el 

4.00288 005021 -0.00365 -000400 0.00550 -DO,013 -002102 
-0.00342 -0W365 0.05024 -0005*1 -0.00767 -00,ZlO -002610 
-0.co432 ~Occ406 .O.W58, 007335 -0.00005 -0.0,630 -003310 
-0 cm66 -0.cm50 -0.0076, -0.00005 00056, -002072 .o c-u63 
-000600 -0.0,013 -00,210 -0.01530 402072 0 13610 .0.06604 
-001046 -0ono2 .0026,0 -0.03310 -0.04463 -0ceBY 0.21445 
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ITi& 
1 0375 
1 2.341 
1 0175 
1 1016 
1 0.466 
2 0247 
2 I.587 
2 1.939 
2 0712 
2 0054 
2 0.261 
3 0661 
3 0237 
3 0.063 
3 0250 
3 0602 
3 0700 
4 0.162 
4 0351 
4 0011 
4 0.022 
4 0019 
4 0.252 
5 0311 
5 066-I 
5 1.002 
5 0.038 
5 0370 
5 2502 
6 0301 
6 0253 
6 0.044 
6 0109 
6 2105 
6 0.691 
7 0219 
7 1.186 
7 0431 
7 1.405 
7 0.241 
7 0804 
8 0.002 
8 0.056 
8 0.235 
a 0.018 
8 0.713 
8 0.206 
9 0.796 
9 0260 
9 0.932 
9 0.057 
9 0.129 
9 0.349 

Exhlbil9 

Example6:TheSimpleslRandom-Effects Model 

Preliminary Faxed-Effects Model 

Y 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

- xi 

0.371 
0.426 
1.541 
0.626 
0216 
0.335 
0.553 
0.767 
1139 
0.088 
.o 746 
.o 539 
0.242 
0162 
0.356 
.0.169 
0.183 
0261 
o.w3 
0.212 
-0 129 
.0118 
-0121 
0.113 

0.504 
4151 
0.188 

.0777 
-0.445 
1.666 

0316 
-0.364 
-0573 
-0 506 
1460 
0.274 

-0 495 
0.472 

-0.283 
0.691 

-0.473 
0.090 

0.204 
-0.148 
0.029 

4.188 
0.507 
0.002 
0.242 

-0.294 
0.376 
0.303 

-0425 
-0.205 
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Exhibit 10 

Example 6: The Simplest Random-Effects Model (Cont'd) 

Solution of Fixed Effects 

t 
k 
df=t-k 
62 

XX 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6, 

(XX)-' 
0.16667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0.16667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.16667 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.16667 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.16667 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0.16667 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.16667 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.16667 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16667 

54 
9 

45 
0.357 

v+] 
0.0595 0 0 0 

0 0.0595 0 0 
0 0 0.0595 0 
0 0 0 0.0595 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0.0595 0 0 0 
0 0.0595 0 0 
0 0 0.0595 0 
0 0 0 0.0595 

0 
0 
0 
0 1 0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.05951 
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Exhlblt 11 

Example6:TheSimplestRandom-Effects Model(Cont'd) 

Estimation ofthe Variance of the Random Effects 

C-P, (P-P,)(i-L) Var[v+e] - Vafle] = Var[v] 
0.2381 1 0.06621 0.05951 0 00671 

0.0595 
0.0595 
0.0595 
0.0595 A 0.0595 
0.0595 
0.0595 
0.0595 

Credibility Weight 

EVPV (d) 0.3570 

0 for each group 
IO.3637 0.0067 0.0067 0.0067 0.0067 0.00671 

ti'foreachgroup 
1 2.754 -0.047 -0.047 -0.047 -0.047 -0.0471 
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Exhlblt 13 

Example 6 The Simplest Random-Effects Model (Cont'd) 

Estimation of the Group Means 

PI? 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.0067 0.0067 0 0067 0 0067 0 0067 OK67 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0067 0 0067 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

m,.m..-' 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0016854 0016854 0.016854 0.016854 0016854 0 016854 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.016854 0016854 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Credibility-Weighed Eslimales 
Group 1 1 -ZI Pnorl Z( Empiricall Postenor 
1 1 0 8991 0.5631 0.1011 0 801I 0 587 

0.563 0 800 0.587 
0.563 0419 0 548 
0 563 0 140 0.520 
0.563 0815 0.588 
0 563 0.617 0 568 
0.563 0714 0 578 
0 563 0206 0.527 

9 ( 055-31 1 0.554( 0562 
Unweighted Mean 0 563 



Sta 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
6 
B 
8 
B 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 

LOSS 
ear Ralio y: 

1 543% 
2 57.2% 
3 64.6% 
4 67.6% 
5 73.5% 
6 641% 
1 442% 
2 40.6% 
3 548% 
4 46.2% 
5 57.7X 
6 66.2% 
1 53.9% 
2 57.0% 
3 54.6% 
4 599% 
5 52.7% 
0 65.2% 
1 418% 
2 45.2% 
3 45.1x 
4 40.4x 
5 43.9x 
6 44.0% 
1 46.396 
2 46 6% 
3 57.6% 
4 63.3-A 
5 696% 
6 76.4% 
1 46.91 
2 36.4% 
3 46.lOA 
4 46.0% 
5 53.4% 
6 462% 
1 45.7% 
2 445% 
3 442% 
4 46 7O6 
5 43.22 
6 39.5’A 
1 36.2QA 
2 420X 
3 36.61 
4 461X 
5 47 3% 
6 50 2% 
1 43.1* 
2 440% 
3 47.3QA 
4 46.4% 
5 52.5% 
6 67 VA 

Exhibit 14 

Example 7: Random-Effects Trend Model 

Preliminary Fixed-Eflecls Model 

x 
1 7 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

1 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 I 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 
1 6 

V-Xi 

3.2% 
-7 4% 
-1.9% 
4 556 
01% 
1.9% 

-1 CA 
20% 

-6.6U 
4.5X 

-2 0-A 
1.2% 
0.0X 
1 9% 

-0.9% 
-1 .O% 
1.5% 

-2.4U 
0 5X 
0.1% 
0 3% 

-0 1% 
3.6% 

-6 35b 
1.9% 

-,.6X 
4.4% 

-2 loA 
-0.6U 
-0.8% 
-0.2% 
32% 
0 60/o 

-2.256 
08% 
2 3-A 

-5.4% 
1.4% 
0 2x 
0 7U 
32% 
0.0% 
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Exhibit 15 

90% 

80% 

70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

Example 7: Random-Effects Trend Model (Cont’d) 

Loss Ratios by State and Year 

I -State 

; -State 

20% 

10% 

0% 

1 2 3 Year 4 5 6 



10fJ 



6 
46.8s 

5.7% 

39.6% 

4.0% 

52.4% 

1.4% 

43.6% 

0.2% 

38.7% 

! 
6.1% 

41.9% 

1.4% 

47.2% 

-0.9% 

34.9% 

2.4% 

35.7% 

4.2% 

Exhibit 17 

Example7: Random-EffectsTrend Model(Cont'd) 

EstimationoftheVarianceoftheRandomEffects 

0.0020 0.0013 

0.0013 0.0009 

0.0007 -0.0003 

-0.0003 0.0002 

0.0102 -0.0014 

-0.0014 0.0002 

0.0002 -0.0003 

-0.0003 0.0006 

0.0013 -0.0012 

-0.0012 0.0011 

0.0000 0.0001 

0.0001 0.0002 

0.0024 -0.0018 

-0.0018 0.0013 

0.0055 0.0002 

0.0002 0.0000 

0.0043 -0.0010 

-0.0010 0.0002 

Va@+e] 

I] 

Var[v+e] -Var[e] = Var[v] 

0.0033 -0.0005 0.0011 -0.0003 0.0022 -0.0003 

-0.0005 0.0006 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0005 

0.0033 -0.0005 00011 -0.0003 0.0022 -0.0003 

-0.0005 0.0006 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0005 

0.0033 -0.0005 0.0011 -0.0003 0.0022 -0.0003 

v = Varpd] 

-1 

f@ =X.VX’+O’l.~ 
0foreach 9roup ' -' 

1 0.0034 00024 0.0026 0.0029 0.0031 0.00331 

0.0024 00044 0.0039 0.0046 0.0054 0.0062 

0.0026 00039 0.0064 00064 0.0077 0.0090 

0.0029 0.0046 0.0064 0.0095 0.0100 0.0118 

0.0031 0.0054 0.0077 0.0100 0.0136 0.0147 

0.0033 0.0062 0.0090 0.0118 0.0147 0.0186 

6' for each group 

-134.11 -127.04 663.87 -112.90 -105.83 

-88.39 -112.90 646.43 -161.91 -186.42 

6.34 49.75 -105.83 -161.91 565.84 -274.08 

-98.76 -186.42 -274.08 422.10 
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Esl 
State 

A 

B 

C 

D 

9 
E 

F 

G 

H 

Exhibit 19 

Example T:Random-EffectsTrend Model(Ccnt'd) 

Estimationofthe Group Parameters 

X2 % 
1 0 0.0019 0.0016 0 0013 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005 0 

0 1 0.0002 0.0008 00013 0.0016 0.0023 0.0028 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00019 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0002 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

_. ,. 

0.4399 0.31 0.1801 0.0502 -0.0796 -0.2095 0 

-0.0896 -0.0493 -0.009 0.0313 0.0715 0.1118 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 04399 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0896 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Exhibit 20 

Example 7. Random-Effects Trend Model (Cont’d) 

Credibility-Weighted Estimates 

State (I) 

A 

0 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

X, 
1 I 
1 2 
1 3 

LJ 1 4 
I 5 
1 6 

T;’ = (X,VX,’ + 2,)” 

I 509.28 -204 33 -134 I1 -63.89 6.34 76.561 

w, 
0 309 -0.14E 

-0 067 0 061 

Unweighted Mean 

Prior 

42 3% 
2.7% 

42 3% 
2.7% 

42.3% 
2.7% 

42.3% 
27% 

42 3% 
2 7% 

42.3% 
2.7% 

42.3% 
2.7% 

42.3% 
2.7% 

42.3% 
2.7% 

Z 
0691 0.14f 
0 067 0.936 

Empirical Posterior 

46.8% 45.6% 
5.7% 5.9% 

39.6% 40.6% 
40% 3.8% 

52 4% 49 1% 
14% 2.1% 

43.6% 42.8% 
0 2% 0.5% 

38.7% 40 3% 
6.1% 5.7% 

41.9% 41.8% 
1.4% 1.5% 

47.2% 45.2% 
-0.9% -0.4% 
34.9% 37.1% 

2.4% 2.0% 
35 7% 38.0% 

4 2% 3 6% 
42.3% 

2.7%] 
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Appendix A 

Groups of Statistical Models 

The basis of credibility is a grand statistical model which is a group of statistical 

submodels. Suppose that we have n linear models of the form 

Y) = X,P, +e,, where Var[e, ] = E, 1 for i = I, ., n. As to the dimensions of the matrices, 

y, and e, are (f,xlj. X, is (r,xk,). p, is (k,xl), and 1, is (!,*I,). We assume that each 2, is non- 

singular and that each X, is of full column rank, i.e., rank(X,) = k. These assumptions 

ensure that each X,‘Z,“X, is non-singular. The best linear unbiased estimator [7:Appendix C] 

of each p, is c, = (X:Z;‘X,)-’ X:C;‘y, I and Var[p,] = (X:Zy’X,)-’ 

Let / = fl + + 1., and k = k~ + + L. The first model of models is as follows: 

where Var[ e] = Var i 

en 

The best linear unbiased estimator of fl is: 
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Also,Var[b]=(X’C-‘X)-I = 

i 

(x;z;‘x,)-’ 

this grand model the submodels appear together, but they are unrelated. 

But this leads us to a second model of models, the one that forms the basis of credibility. 

Instead of n models and n betas, let there be n models and one beta. In this model k = k, = 

=k: 
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Y(,.~) = Xo.,)P~k.I) i-q,.,) 

Yl Xl [I[ 1 : = p+?, : H Y, X, en 
= =,,x,y 

The estimator of B is: 

~+px)-‘x’py 

.I 

The estimator of this grand model is a matrix-weighted average of the estimators of the 

submodels. The weights themselves, which are (kxk) matrices, are the inverses of the 

variances of the estimators. This is a k-dimensional form of the well-known rule that non- 

covarying estimates of the same parameter are best averaged according to weights inversely 

proportional to their variances. Judge [8:287] notes that a matrix-weighted average of two 

vectors need not be collinear with the two vectors, unlike a scalar-weighted average, which 

must be collinear. 
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A third model of models looks like the first, but has a general variance matrix: 

Because we are accustomed to regarding the variance matris as block diagonal, as in the 

first grand model, the submodels are seemingly unrelated. Models of seemingly unrelated 

models are discussed in [7:Appendix Hj and [8:444-4661 

The remainder of’ this appendix will be devoted to proving that the estimator of the second 

grand model is better than the estimators of its submodels. Roth the proof itself and the 

precise meaning of ‘better’ require a discussion of non-negative definite and positive 

definite matrices. In an earlier paper [7:Appendis A] the author discussed such matrices, 

and developed many basic theorems concerning them (cf. also [1:459-4611 and [8:96Ofj). 

This discussion dovetails with that of the earlier paper. and anything simply asserted here 

will be found proLen thcrc. 

Let A and B be square matrices of the same dimension. say (nrn). and let s be an 07x1) 

vector. The (I x 1) matrices x’Ax and x’Bx are called quadratic forms in x (Judge [8:9591). 

Let ‘-’ stand for one of the five follorving comparison relations among the real numbers: 
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‘i’, ‘<‘, ‘=., ‘>‘, and ‘>‘. What might ‘A - B’ mean? In the case of equality, we know 

that ‘A = B‘ means that corresponding elements are A and B are equal (elementwise 

equality). So it would be natural to define ‘A - B’ as elementwise ‘-‘, as is already the case 

with ‘=‘_ 

But there is another very useful definition: A - B if and only if for every non-zero x, 

{x’Ax}tt - (x’Bx;tt. (Of course, a zero x will result in equality.) The operator (m),, yields 

the ij* element of the matrix inside the brackets, which is a scalar result. Being (1 x 1 j 

matrices, x’Ax and x’Bx have only one element; thus, {*)I, makes quadratic forms 

comparable on a scalar basis. According to this definition, A - B depends on the manices 

A and B, rather than on the elemenfs of A and B. But the matrices must be reduced to the 

definife level of (1 xl) quadratic forms in order to invite comparison. If ‘-’ in the first sense 

is elementwise comparison, we might say that ‘-’ in the second sense is definite 

comparison, perhaps distinguishing it with dots ‘_-,‘. Therefore, A _-. B if and only if for 

every non-zero x, (x’Ax) 1, - (x’Bx} t t. 

Let C be an (nxn) matrix. Obviously, if for all non-zero x. (x’Ax)rl - {x’Bx} I 1. and for all 

non-zero x, {x’Bx:lt - {x’Cx)tl, then for all non-zero x, {x’Ax}tt - {x’Cx}rl. So the five 

definite comparisons are transitive. Also, adding or subtracting the same amount from both 

sides of a scalar compdson does not affect the comparison. Hence, 
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A .-, 0 a t/x # 0, x’Ax .-. x’Bx 

c=r Vx f 0, (x’Ax - x’Bx) .-. (x’Bx - x’Bx) 

ca Vx f 0, x’(A - B)x .-. x’(B - B)x 

a Vx z 0, x’(A - B)x .-. x’O+~x 

-(A-B) .-. 0 

So A compares definitely with B as (A - B) compares definitely with the zero matrix. 

Similarly, multiplying or dividing both sides of a scalar comparison by a positive scalar 

does not affect the comparison; so if k > 0, then kA _-. kB. 

As for inequalities, if A 5. [.?.I B, then B 2. [.<.I A. And if A .1. B and B 5. A, then A 

.=. B. So far, definite comparisons behave like scalar comparisons. But the scalar 

comparison ‘u 5 b’ is equivalent to ‘(a < b) or (a = b)‘. It is different with the definite 

comparison: ‘A .1. B’ means ‘for all x, {x’Ax}rt 2 {x’Bx}tt’. It is possible that for some 

values of x the relation is ‘4 and for other values it is ‘=‘. Thus ‘A .1. B’ is not equivalent 

to ‘(A .<. B) or (A ,=. B)‘. One must be cautious in handling the compound comparisons 

‘5. and ‘2.‘; for instance, it is tempting but fallacious to argue that if A 5. B and not (A 

.=. B), then A .<. B. In a similar vein, according to the law of trichotomy, for any two 

scalars 0 and b, (a < b) or (a = b) or (a > b). But it is not true that for any two (nxn) 

matrices A and B, (A S. B) or (A .=. B) or (A .>. B). 

As for equalities, since every (1 x 1) matrix is symmetric, x’Ax = (x’Axj’ = x’A’x. So, for all 

non-zero x, { x’Ax} 1, = (x’A’x} t t, implying that A .=. A’ and that (A - A’) .=. 0. Moreover, 

if A .=. 0, then A’ = -A (skew symmetry). For if A .=. 0, then for all non-zero x, {x’Ax} 1 I = 
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0. But {x’Ax},, = 22 aBx,x, If one of the xs (say x,) equals one and the rest are zero. 
,=I ,:I 

then {x’Ax} t t = udtZ = a,, = 0. And if two of the xs (say X~ and x,j equal one and the rest are 

zero, then { x’Ax} t t = CI,J,’ + ai,rx, + (I,XX~ + o x , ,2 = au + nu + or, + a,, = au+ a,, = 0. For all k 

and 1, CI,~ = - at,. which makes A skew symmetric. Conversely, if A is skew symmetric then 

A .=. (A + A)/2 .=. (A - (-A))/2 .==. (A - A’)/2 .=. O/2 .=. 0. Therefore, .4 .=. 0 ifand only if 

A is skew symmetric. Moreover, if A is symmetric and A .=_ 0. then A is both symmetric 

(A’ = A) and skew symmetric (A’ = -A), which implies that A = -A = 0. Finally, if A and 

B are symmetric and A .=. B, then A - 0 is both symmetric and .=. 0. Hence, A - 0 = 0; 

so A = B. 

A matrix A is non-negalive d&i& [posilive definite] if and only if A is symmetric and A 

.2. [.>.I 0. Obviously, if A is positive definite then it is non-negative definite. but not 

necessarily vice versa. It is a theorem that if A is a non-negative definite matrix, then A is 

positive definite if and only if A-’ exists (or A is non-singular). Another theorem is that A is 

non-negative definite if and only if there exists a square matrix W, such that A = WW’. 

Such a W is sometimes called a square root matrix of A. If A is positive definite, then it is 

non-singular and every square root matrix of it must be non-singular. In such 

circumstances, A-’ = (WW’j-’ = (w?-‘(W)- = (We’jf(W-‘), which is non-negative definite. 

But since A” is non-singular, it must also be positive definite. Therefore, if A is positive 

definite, then so too is A-‘. 
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If x is an (nx I j random vector with Var[x] = E. and A is an (nzxn) non-stochastic matrix. 

then Ax is an (mx I) random vector with Var[Ax] = ACA’. If A is (1 in), then Ax is a (1 x I) 

random vector. whose element must bc non-negative. Hence. a variance matrix. which 

must be symmetric. must also be 2. 0: otherwise some non-zero linear combination of the 

elements of the random vector would imply a scalar random variable with a negative 

variance. In other words, every variance matrix is non-negative definite. 

We would like to compare two (nxn) variance matrices Var[xi] = Z;i and Var[xr] = 12, If 

ZI .<. [.<.I Z?. then the variance of every non-zero linear combination of XI is less than Iless 

than or equal to] the variance of the same linear combination of x2. If ZI and 12 are the 

variance matrices of two estimates of an unknown parameter and 11 .i. Cz. then Cl is the 

better estimate. If Zi .2. CZ. then Cl may not be better: however. it is at least as good. But 

if. in addition Cr # X2. then not (1, .=. Xl) and 1, is again better. 

So, turning back to the second grand model. we will prove that bi,Var[g].<. Var[b, 1. 

which is equivalent to Var[i,]- Var[bj.> 0. This too is equivalent to the statement that 

Var[p, ] Var[p] is positive definite. 

AS above. ~~[ri]=(Var-‘[ic,]+...+Var-‘(~“I) ’ . or Var.‘[fi]= Var.‘[~,]+...+Var.‘[~“] Being 

a variance matrix, each var.‘[fi,] ts non-negative definite. And being non-singular, each is 

positive definite. Therefore. Var.‘[ p] - Var.‘[ p,] IS positive definite. So there exists a non- 
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singular (kxk) matrix W such that ~ar-l[fi]=~~-~[~,] +ww'=~ar.'[jj,] +wI,w'. or 

va+]=(v,,-$3,] + Wl,Wj'. 

how it is a theorem that if De’ + CA-‘!3 exists and is non-singular. then (A + BDC)“ _ A-’ - 

A-‘B(,D.’ + CA”B)-‘CA-‘. As the first part of the proof: 

(A 4, BDC)(A ’ A.‘B(D ’ +CX%).‘W’) = A,\ A,\ ‘R(L).’ + CA %)‘CA I 

+BDC,\ ’ - BDCA ‘B(D ’ +CA%l) ‘CA” 

= I - R(I) ’ + CA-‘B) ‘CA ’ 

+BDC,l ’ - BDCA.‘B(D ’ +cA.%‘CA-1 

= I - BDD ‘(n-’ + CA.‘B)~iA ’ 

+BDCA.’ - BDCA ‘H(D.’ +CA %i“C.4 ’ 

= I +BDCA.’ 

-PD(D.’ +CA-‘BHD” + CA”+% ’ 

= I + BDCA’ - BDCA“ 

I 

Reversing the order of the multiplication is the second and final part of the proof: 

(A ’ - A-‘B(D-’ .:,CA %]‘,A-‘)(,4 + RDC) = /\‘A + A.‘BDC 

-A-!+I-’ +CA.!B).‘CA.‘A - ,I-‘B(D-’ +CA.‘B)‘CA ‘BDC 

= I + A.‘BDC 

-A+l(D- +c’A ‘B)-‘C- A”B(D.’ +W’f3)h%DC 

= I +A.‘B(D” +CA ‘B)“(D-’ +C.4-‘B)DC 

-A.‘@’ +cA-‘B)‘C - A.‘“(D” +CA ‘B)“Ch-‘BDC 

= , ,- A.‘B(D ’ +CA”B)‘(D ‘)DC - A.‘t)(D.’ +CA-‘B)‘C 

= I + A”B(D-’ + CA.‘D).‘C - A.‘B(D ’ + CA ‘B) ‘c 

Therefore, using this theorem: 
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va$]=(var+i,] +wI,w’)-’ 

Some explanation is in order: Var[j,] is p ositive definite and thus factorable as, say, UU’. 

so I, +w’var[i3,]w=I, + WYJLJ’W=I, +W’U(W’IJ) The identity matrix is positive 

definite, and to it is added a non-negative definite matrix. Hence, I, + WrVar[G,]W is 

positive definite. It follows that (Ii + W’Var[b,]W)“ is positive definite and factorable as, 

say, VV’, where V is non-singular. Thus, (v~[fi,]w)(I, +w’var[P,]W)~‘(var[P,]W)‘is 

factorable as (Var[p,]W)W’(Var[~,]W)’ =(vx[&]wv)(v~~(&]wv)‘. This is a non- 

negative definite matrix. But inasmuch as the square root matrix consists of the product of 

three non-singular matrices, the root itself is non-singular, and so too is the root times its 

transpose. Therefore, (va[~,]w)vv( h[&]w)’ =(v~[~,]wv)(V~[&]wv)’ is positive 

definite, and so Var[b].<.Var[fi,]. 

So the grand model is better than every submodel. But an even more powerful statement 

can be made. Consider a partial grand model, consisting of some, but not all, of the 

submodels. Let fi be the estimator of the partial model. Then 



var-‘[~]=v~.‘[~~...+cv~.l[a,], where the subscript i is ranges over the submodels left 

out of the partial grand model. Then, by similar reasoning, ~m-~[Ij].<.~ar.l[p]. This goes 

to show that the more submodels. the better the estimate. 

v~-~[rj]=v~~‘[rj,~...+var.l[~,] IS called a harmonic sum. It is a /c-dimensional equation. 

But there is an interesting l-dimensional analogue in electricity. which may help the reader 

to understand the meaning of the statement ‘the more submodels, the better the estimate’. 

A group of n resistors in parallel, whose resistances are t-1: _. , r”, has an overall resistance 

R such that $ = b +. ..+ L (a harmonic sum). Every extra resistor added in parallel allows 
1 rn 

a little more current to flow through group, which in effect reduces the overall resistance. If 

the extra resistor is of high resistance (almost an insulator), then the reduction is small; if it 

is of low resistance (almost a short), then the reduction is great. The variance of an 

additional submodel is like the resistance of an additional resistor: when the variance is 

high, the extra group provides little additional information, so the reduction of variance of 

the estimate of the grand model is small (but a reduction nonetheless). When the variance 

is low, the extra group provides much additional information, with a great reduction of 

overall variance. Of course, the assumption implicit throughout is that each submodel is an 

appropriate model; otherwise. information could be created ex nihilo. 

The case of a grand model in which some X,‘C,-‘X may be singular deserves a discussion. 

We will consider a model with only two submodels, in which Var[fi,]= (XlI;‘X,)-’ 
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exists, but X~‘Z>-‘XZ may be singular. In this case, the second submodel, though 

informative, may not be sufficiently informative for a unique estimate of 0. For example, if 

p were (2x I), the second submodel might be a non-sample judgment that the first element 

of p has a mean of I and a variance of 2: 

y2 = X,!3+e2 

[I]=[1 O]P+e,. 

where Var[ez] = rz = [2]. In this example, p cam-tot be uniquely estimated because 

0] = [’ i’ i], which is singular. 

XZ’&“XZ is non-negative definite; therefore. for all non-zero u, {LI’(X~‘CJ-‘X+I}, I 2 0. We 

will define a set Z. possibly empty. of all non-zero u such that { u’(Xz’&-‘Xl)u}, , = 0. But 

u’(X~‘CZ-‘XZ)U = (XZU)‘~J-‘(X~U). Since 12.’ is positive definite, ((X~U)‘C~.‘(X~U)} 11 = 0 if 

and only if XZU = 0. Therefore. u E Z if and only if u is non-zero and X?u = 0. Recall that 

X: is (clxk). At the beginning of the appendix it was assumed that rank(X1) = k, but now 

we will relax this assumption. Let rank(X2) =i 5 k. Then the set of all u such that Xzu = 0 

is a (k -j)-dimensional linear subspace of k-space. Z. is this subspace less the zero vector 

(so if rank(Xz) =i = k, then Z is empty and X2’)3l.‘Xl is positive definite). 

Therefore. in the grand model: 
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Var[B]=(Var-‘[/?,I +X~~2’XL)~’ 

=(var-‘[~,]~ -(Var-‘[~,])-‘X;((Z;I).’ -~X,(Var~‘B,)~‘X~).‘X~(VaT.‘[~ll)’ 

=Var[lj,]-V3+[~,]X;(~2 +XzVar[~,]Xr).‘X~Var[PII 

=v~[ii,]-jX,Var[il,])‘[ 1, +,,v~[~,jx;)-‘(x,v~[~,]) 

.s.var a, 
I I 

The inequality follows from the fact that ,])‘(I: + X,V,[P,Ixr)-‘(XIV~(~~]) is 

non-negative definite. But strict inequality, which represents an efficiency gain, depends on 

{ +*qs,l)‘( c, +x,v,lil,ix:i'ix,v~[b,l)~} >o. Since (x1 +XIvjid]X;r is 
II 

positive definite, strict inequality is thwarted only when XiVar[&]u=O. And 

X,Var[fj,]u=O if and only if Vj&]u ~2. Since Vjfi,] is non-singular, there exists a 

(k -j)-dimensional subspace of k-space, Z’, formed by premultiplying each member of Z by 

Var.‘[e,] When rank(X2) = j 5 k, Var[fi].<.Var[bl] except in the (k -J-dimensional 

subspace Z*. within which Var[fi].=.Var[&] (so Var[fi]= Var[&]). 
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Appendix B 

A Bayesian Interpretation of Prior Information 

Consider the model Y(,~~~ = Xc,.,,P+,I +e+,). What makes this model Bayesian is that j3 is 

stochastic. Let us assume that j3 is multivariate normal with mean j30 and variance V. i.e., p 

- N(Po, V). We will assume also that e - N(0, C), and that e is independent of p. Being 

variance matrices, C and V must be non-negative definite. But we will further assume that 

both matrices are positive definite, which implies that their inverses exist and that their 

determinants are positive. 

The probability density function of /3 - N(ao, V) is [8:49f.J: 

As for the random vector y given that j3 = j3. or y@ = p: 

YlP=P=(W+e]P=P 

=W+(el~=~) 
=Xp+e 

The last equation follows from e’s being independent of p. Hence, y//3 = p - N(XP, 1); so 

its probability density function is: 

Therefore, according to Bayes’ theorem, the probability density fknction of ply = y is: 
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We will now expand the exponent of this density function: 

The two terms of the expansion which did not involve p were absorbed into the term c. 

which will be a catch-all for all terms not involving p. 

Next we will perform a multivariate “completion of the square” with respect to fl, To do 

this we must recognize that since V is positive definite, V’ exists and is positive definite. It 

is similar with Z, so x’Z“X exists and is non-negative definite. This implies that XY’X + 

V“ is positive definite. Therefore, there exists a nonsingular (kxk) matrix W such that W’W 

= X9X + V’. So we continue: 
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(y-xp)z~‘(y-xp)+(p-po)V~1(p-p~);-P’X’Z~’y-y’z’xp+B’x’z~‘xp 

+p v-y-p, v ‘p-p v ‘p, +c 
=P’(x*r ‘x -v~‘)p-pqxpy + V~‘P,,) 

+I ‘X + p,+)p + c 

= p’(xT ‘x + vqp - P’(X’Py + v ‘P,,) 

-(xsz~l, + v~lp,j~ +c 
= p~wwp - p*w’(w’) ‘(XT ‘y + v ‘P,) 

-(xPy + q3,) w-‘wp + c 

;(wp)‘wp-(wp)‘(w-‘)‘(X,Z ‘y+V ‘P”) 

(xyy + v ‘(3,) w.‘( wp) + c 

-= (wp)’ wp - (wp)‘( w.‘)‘( X’5 ‘y + VP,‘) 

-((w ‘j(Wy + v-‘P,))‘(WP) + c 

=(wp)‘w~-(~g)‘(~~j(~~~ I?+V 9,) 

-((wq’(Yr ‘y+V ‘P,))‘(WP) 

-((w.~)‘(xax~~y + v-~p,):l’((w ~)‘(xze~~y + iI Ip,,j) 

-((w.l)‘(x’x-ly+” ‘p,,))‘((w-‘).(x.z~ly+ v IP,,)) +c 

: (wp-(w~~j(x~z ‘y + PP,,)) (wp--(w a,‘(x’raY + v &)) 

In the last equation a term not involving p has been absorbed into the catch-all term c. NOW 

we can simplify: 

(Y-Xp)~‘(?~Xp)+(p~p”)“~~(II-p,,)-(W,~.-(W~)’(.Y~L’,+V~P,))’~Wp~(W~~)~(X~E’~Iv~p,,))+c 

-(wp- ww-qw q’(xPy + V~‘P,,))‘(WB-ww.‘(w-‘).(x,r ‘y+ v I$,,,) +c 

r (wp- w(w~w)~‘(x~r ‘y + v 1p.))‘(wp- W(WfW)~‘(XT ‘y + v ‘P”)) + C 

-(pm (W’W) ‘(XT’y * v Q”))‘ww(p - (W’W) ‘(XT ‘y + wp,)) +c 
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Therefore. the probability density function of ply = y is: 

The term having c in the exponent was absorbed into the proportionality, since c does not 

depend on p. This function is proportional to the probability density function of a normal 

random vector whose mean is (W’W).‘(XY’y + V’P,)and whose variance is (W’W)‘; 

therefore. p/y = y - N((.W’W)-‘(X’C“y +V’&,), (W*W)-I), or: 

This is the same result as that obtained from the mixed linear statistical model: 

which mixes the sample information y = Xp + e with the non-sample information PO = p + 

v. Because the results are the same, Judge says that estimating the p of such a model, i.e., 

mixed estimation. is a “quasi-Bayesian approach” [8:877]. 
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It may seem when R is not an identity matrix that the mixed model 

[‘;]=[i]P+[:], whereVaf:]=[’ “1 , has no Bayesian interpretation. However, if R 

is of full row rank (which is not a restrictive condition), there exists an S such that 

,kXxj is non-singular. Add to the non-sample information thus: 

1 = 
Letting y = Qp, a one-to-one transformation because P = Q’r, we can transform: 

Y 

[il P 
S 

The transformed model does admit of a Bayesian interpretation. Both the mixed estimator 

and the Bayesian estimator are the same: 
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Therefore: 

However. this model has extraneous non-sample information. But if “1, the variance of the 

extraneous non-sample information. is allowed to approach infinity, this extraneous 

information will have no effect. Hence: 

zz lim 
V2~‘4 

(X’C-‘X + R’V,-‘R +S’V,m’S)m’(X’Cm’y+ R’V,.‘r +S’Vze’~) 

= (Xfc-‘X -t R’V,-‘R)‘‘(XT’y +R’V;‘r) 

Thus, in general, a Bayesian formulation, suitably transformed and taken to a limit, can be 

made equivalent to the mixed model. 
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Appendix C 

The Limiting Behavior of a Stochastic Constraint 

Themodel[:]=[t]l3+[:]. whereVar[:]=[’ v]. contains the stochastic constraint r 

= Rl3 + v. The constraint loosens as Var[v] = V increases, and tightens as it decreases. In 

the limit, as V approaches 0, the constraint is non-stochastic, or absolute. The problem of 

estimating p in the model y = Xl3 + e subject to the non-stochastic constraint that Rl3 = r has 

been solved by many authors, e.g., [I :20-231. [6:35-421, and [8:235-2401. In this appendix 

we will demonstrate that that the same solution obtains from a stochastically constrained 

model as the variance of the constraint approaches zero. 

We will assume that both C and V are positive definite, so that their inverses exist. Also, 

assume that R is of full row rank. i.e., rank(R) =j. This means that thel constraints on l3 

contain no redundancy. We will also assume that the (kxk) matrix X’K’X has an inverse. 

Normally this is guaranteed by assuming that X is of full column rank. From these 

assumptions it follows that the (ixj) matrix R(X’~‘X)~‘R’ has an inverse. which inverse we 

will call H = (R(X’Z-‘X)“R’)“. 

The best linear unbiased estimator of p. sometimes in this context called the mixed 

estimator ([I:251 and [8:877]), is: 
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=([X’ R’][‘-’ v-,][$[X’ R’][‘-’ v-,][:] 
= (X’Z-‘X + R’V-‘R)-‘(X’T-‘y + R’V-‘r) 

The expectation of the estimator is p (hence unbiased), and the variance thereof is 

(X’C-‘X+ R’V-‘R)-‘. Therefore. ffi = Var[@X’C-‘y + R’V-‘I-). Evaluating this 

expression as V approaches 0 is complicated due to the fact that as V approaches 0, V” 

approaches infinity. Thus, fi = var[b](x’~-‘y + R’V’r) -+ (UJ-‘co. an indeterminate 

form. The trick is to transform the expression so as to remove V-’ 

In Appendix A we proved that (A + BDC).’ = A-’ - A-‘B(D-’ + CA’B) -‘CA-‘, provided 

that the inverses exist. We can apply this theorem to the variance of the estimator: 

Var[i] = (XY’X + R’V-‘R)-’ 

= (Xgx-‘X)-’ -(Xl,-IX)--‘,‘((V-I)-’ +,(,‘,-‘,)-‘Rf)~‘R(X’~-‘X)~’ 

=(xPx)-’ -(XPX)~‘R~(V+R(XPX)‘R~)-‘R(XPX)-’ 

Because of the assumptions, all the inverses exist; in particular, V + R(X’L’X)-‘R’ is the 

sum of positive definite V and non-negative definite R(X’Z-‘X).‘R’. Therefore, it is positive 

definite, and hence non-singular. This expression has no V”, so: 

liiVar[B]=(X’x-‘X)-l -(X~~~‘X)-‘R’(R(X’T-‘X)~‘R’)~‘R(X’X-’X)-I 

= (X’C-‘X)-l -(X’C-IX)-’ R’HR(X’C-‘X)-l 
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Also worth noting is: 

= R(XT-‘X)-l - R(XT’X)-‘R’HR(X’C-IX)-’ 

= R(X’Z-IX)-’ - H-‘HR(X’Z-‘X)-I 

= R(X’C-‘X)-l - R(XT-IX)-’ 

= 0 

Now we are ready to remove the remaining V’ from the estimator: 

~=Var[fi](X’Z-‘y+R’V-‘r) 

= Var 6 
II 

X’Cm’ytVar [I 6 R’V-‘r 

=Var p X Cm yt 
L-1 I ’ ( 

(X’Z-‘X)-‘-(X’Z~‘X)~‘R’(VtR(X.Z’X)~’R~~~’R(X~~~‘X)I)K.V~‘~ 

= Var[B]X’X-‘y+(X’~-‘X)~‘R~V-‘~ 

-(~,Z-IX)‘R,(V+R(X,Z-IX)~‘R’)~‘R(~,ZI~)~’R~V-~~ 

=Var[~]X’Z-‘y+(Xf~~‘X)-‘R’(V+R(x”‘-1X)-’R’)-’(”+R(X’r’X)-’R’)”-’r 

-(X~Z-IX)~‘R~(V+R(X~T~IX)~‘R~)~‘R(X~ZIX)~’R,V-~~ 

=“ar[~]X’Z-‘y+(X’T’X)-‘R’(V+R(X’~~’X)~’R’)-’VV-‘r 

=Var[~]X’Z-‘yt(X’T-IX)-‘R.(Y+R(X’T~’X)~’R’)-’r 

Therefore: 
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In the limit the non-stochastic constraint is satisfied: 

{,i,moRi = ~~O(R(Var[~]X’C-‘y+(X’Z-lX)~‘R’(V + R(X’YL-IX)-‘R’)-‘r)) 

= ?i~~(RVar[P]X’~-‘y)+IIVm_,(X’L-IX)-’R’(V + R(X’X-IX)-‘R’)-‘r 

= (~~ORVar[p~X’E-‘y+ R(X’I:-IX)-‘R’(R(X’Z-IX)-‘R’).‘r 

= (0)x3 -‘y + I,,r 
r 

In an earlier paper [6:35f.] the author derived the formula for the non-stochastically 

constrained estimator p*=(~, -(x’x)~‘R’HR)(x*x)-‘x’~+(x~x)-‘R*H~. We see 

that the formulas are identical except for the presence of Z-’ in the middle of X’X and X’y. 

(Remember too that H contains an XIX.) But the earlier paper simplistically assumed 

Var[e] = I: to be some scalar multiple of an identity matrix, i.e., 0’1, [6:35]. The general 

model can be reduced to the simpler model by a transformation [8:329f.]: If Var[e] = C = 

0’0, where b, is positive definite. then @-’ is also positive definite and there exists a non- 

singular W such that 0.’ = W’W (cf. Appendix A). Transform the general model by 
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premultiplying it by W (a one-to-one transformation): Wy = WXP + We. where Var[We] 

= WVar[e]W’ = Wo’OW = 02W(W’W)“W’ = 02WW.‘(W’)‘W’ = 0’1,. The transformed 

model (WY) = (WX)(3 + (We) has the scalar-identity variance of the simpler model. so the 

term corresponding to X’X is (WX)‘(WX) = X’W’WX = X’@,“X. Similarly, the term 

corresponding to X’y is (WX)‘(Wy) = X’O-‘y. The formula for p* is so constructed as to be 

invariant to the scale of 0’; hence, Q can be replaced by E with the result: 

P*=(~,-(x,z-~X)-'R,HR)(X'T.'X) 'x~-1~t(xPx) 'Rwr, 

where H = (R(X’Z”X)-‘R’)“. Therefore, we have demonstrated that the non-stochastically 

constrained model is a limiting case of the stochastically constrained model. 

Amemiya [ 1:25f.] performs a similar demonstration, but with the simplistic assumption that 

(His notation is different. but this is in effect his reasoning.) 

The limiting case results from letting k2 approach infinity. Our demonstration is more 

powerful. since it allows Var[v] to approach zero in any manner. not just as a shrinking 

scalar multiple of an identity matrix. 
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Appendix D 

Estimating the Mean and the Variance of a Multivariate Random Sample 

The variance of the error term of a linear statistical model is usually assumed to be known 

to within a proportionality constant, i.e., Var[e] x a. But in the case of a multivariate 

random sample the entire variance can be estimated. We start with n (kx 1) random vectors 

y I. , y”. which are randomly sampled from a population of unknown mean and variance, 

p and 1. According to the definition of variance ([7:Appendix A] and [8:43]). 

C = V~[Y,] = E[(Y. -I& - ,,‘I. 

The mean and the variance will be estimated from the linear model: 

The variance matrix is block diagonal in Z, because random sampling implies independent. 

identically distributed trials. The best linear unbiased estimator of p happens not to depend 

on the unknown Z: 
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(That the true Z might be singular does not impugn the validity of the estimator.) Since the 

estimator is unbiased, E[fi] = p The variance is: 

For future reference it is noted here that $(y, -i) = 0 and q(y, - p) = $(fi - p) 

Now consider the function Y(v) = &y, - v)(y, -v)’ This function can be minimized: 
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m-h -V)(Y, -v)’ 

=Y(~)+~(v-go(~-~)’ 

=Y(fi)+tl(v-fi)(“-Ji)’ 
.Z.Y(r;) 

The matrix inequality (cf. Appendix A) holds because .(v- i)(v- b)‘is non-negative 

definite. with equality obtaining if and only if v = fi Due to the existence and uniqueness 

of this minimum, we could have defined fi as the minimizing argument of Y, rather than as 

the best linear unbiased estimator of the model above. 

The minimum of Y is: 
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But the importance of this minimum lies in its expected value: 

+(i;)]=+, -P)(Y, -P)' -+&-I')'] 
I 

= E[$ (Y, - P)(Y) - P)' ] - E[n(lr - d(i - ~1' ] 

= $ E[(Y, -P')(Y) -P)'] -+ -I&-P)'] 
n 

= C Var[y,] - nVar[i] 

Therefore, i = hII’( $$(y, - ^)( , - ^)’ p y p IS an unbiased estimator of 1 
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Appendix E 

Credibility and the Random-Effects Model 

Appendix A introduced groups of statistical models. The first model consisted of n linear 

models of the form y, = XJ, + e, , where Var[e, ] = C, , for i = I, .., n. y, and e, were 

(LX I), X, was (LX/G), p, is (k,xl), and Z, was (IN,). Each Z, was non-singular, and each X, 

was of full column rank, i.e., rank(X) = k,. which ensured that each (X,‘C,-‘X,) -’ existed. 

These specifications will be adopted here, but with the additional specification that all the 

ks are equal: k = kl = = k.. The model then appears as: 

e, =, 
where Var il[ i = ‘. 

en 1 C” 

As shown in Appendix A, the best linear unbiased estimator of p is: 

This is called a fixed-effects model because every submodel is given its own p., 

The second model of models was like the first, but w?th the constraint that all the p,s be 

equal: PO = j3t = = p.. The model then appears as: 
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e1 c, 
wherevar i = .._ 

HI I em L 

Again, as shown in Appendix A, the best linear unbiased estimator of PO is: 

This too is a fixed-effects model, but with only one fixed effect. 

Now an attractive basis of 3 credibility model is the belief that the parameters (here y,s) 

constitute a random sample from a distribution of mean yo and variance V. So y, = yo + v,. 

where E[v,] = 0. Var[v,] = V, and the v,s do not covary either with each other or with the es. 

This transforms the fixed-effects model into the random-effects model (with estimations): 

YI 

Y. 
YI 

X, 
. . 

-yo +v, 
X” z 

1, 
. . 1 : Yo f”” I + 

1Y.I 1 41 

e, 

en 
0 

101 
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Instead of each submodel having its own fixed effect y,, there is one fixed-effect (~0) for the 

whole model and each submodel has its own random effect v,. Therefore, the estimations of 

this random-effects model have a non-zero error term, and the variance matrix is: 

r TV, + e, 

Xnvn + en 
var 

VI 

1 V” 

The best linear unbiased estimations are: 

= Var[,,] 

XIV 

X”\ 
V’ 

V 

Let us define the n blocks of Tt I as T,! i = X;VX,’ + C; T 1 I is (1,x1,) and positive definite. 

We will also use the shorthand espression of ‘T,’ for ‘T r 1,‘. Then the estimations may be 

written as: 
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=(x;T;'x,+...+~,T-'x n I, n 

= Var[$,](X;T,-‘y, +..,+X:Ti’y,) 

(X;T;‘y, +...+X:T,‘y,,) 

The penultimate expression for 7 li looks like the expression for 6, except that it contains 

terms with T,” instead of terms with C,.‘. But this small difference has great effects, which 

must be investigated. As a beginning. borrowing a theorem from Appendix A, viz.. that (A 

+ BDC)” = A“ - A-‘B(D“ + CA”B)“CA”, we have: 
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T;’ = (I, + X,VX:)-’ 

= c;’ - x;‘x,(v-’ +x:x;‘x,)~‘x:z;’ 

Then X:T;‘X, = X:Z;‘X, - X:Z;‘X,(V-’ + X:Z;‘X,)-‘X:Z;‘X, Moreover: 

X’T.‘v = X:x;‘y, .- X;)-;‘X V-’ + X:z.-’ / I .I ,( I X,)k~h 

= x:~;‘x,(x:z;‘x,)“x:c;‘y, - x:,qx,(v-’ + x;c;‘x,).‘x:s;‘x,(x:z;‘x,)“x:z;‘y, 

=(x:Z;xx, - x:‘Y;‘x,(v-’ + x:lz;‘x,)“x:z;‘x, )(x:z;qx:z;‘y, 

= X:T;‘X,(X:C;‘X,).‘X:C;‘y, 

= x:-r,-‘xj, 

And finally: 

Therefore, the estimator of the grand parameter of this credibility model (~0) is like the 

estimator of the grand parameter of the non-credibility model (00) in that both are weighted 

averages of the estimators of the fixed-effects model (the 6,s). The difference is that the 

weights of the credibility model are X:T;‘X, , whereas those of the non-credibility model 

are X:Z;‘X,. 

There is a danger of using the fixed-effects estimators 6, = (X:Z;‘X,)-‘X:Z;‘y, in this 

random-effects model. Whichever model is assumed: 
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vz+,] = var[(x:x;‘x,)-‘x:~;‘y,] 

=(x;zl’x,).‘X:r;‘var[y,]~l’x,(x:~;’x,)-’ 

However, under the fixed-effects model: 

vx[P,] =(x:~;‘x,).‘x~~;‘var[y,]~;‘x:(x:z,’x,)-’ 
= (x:x;‘x,)- ‘x:z;‘z,~;‘x,(x:~;‘x,)~’ 
= (x:z;‘x,)~’ x:z;‘x,(x:z;‘x,)’ 
= (x:c;‘x,)~’ 

But under the random-effects model: 

Further manipulation (again. using the theorem from Appendix A cited above) yields: 

Var[b,]= V +(X:C;‘X,)-’ 

= (((x:z;‘x,)-’ + vr’) -’ 
= x;c;‘x, - x:c;‘x,(v ’ -k x:z;lx,)-‘x:r;‘x,)-’ 

= (X;T, IX,)-’ 

So. the variance of this estimator under the random-effects model differs from that under 

the fixed-effects model either by the addition of V to the latter or by the substitution of T 

for I: in the latter. With the use of the correct variance, the true formula for Var[y “1 results: 
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Limiting cases for V of the random-effects model are important. The first limiting case, as 

V -+ 0, is simple. As V + 0. the v,s + zero vectors, and model approaches: 

YI 

Y. 

Yl 

-Y” 

= 

X, ‘_ 1 
X” 

: i 

Yo+O 

1, “. i 
‘_ YofO 

1, _ 

5 

en 

I # 
+ 0 

0 

= 

But this is the fixed-effects model with the constraint that all the y,s be equal: y. = y, = _. = 

y”. And as V -+ 0, T, + C,, and: 

limf, Y-r0 = ~~(X;T;'X,+---+X:T'X.)'j>;lr;'y,+...+X~T~'y~) 

=(x;c;'x,+...tx:z~x")-'(x;~:;'y,+...+X:C,'y,) 

= Var[~,](XI~;‘y,+.,.+X:Z;ly”) 

In typical actuarial parlance, the submodels of this case have no credibility. 
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The opposite limiting case is for V to approach infinity. But the more precise meaning is 

that V’ + 0. It is best to see what happens to?, in this case. Inasmuch as 

f, =(X;T;‘X,+...+X:T;1X,)-‘(X~T;‘X,~,+...+X,T,.1X~~~) and X;T;‘X, + 0 asV-’ -+ 0, 

the limit is the indeterminate form 0.‘0. However, since V +(X:C;‘X,)-’ = (X:T,-IX,).‘: 

X:T;‘X, =(V +(X:Z;‘X,r’)’ 

= ((Ii + (x:r;~x,)~‘v-‘)v).’ 

= v-jr, +(x:~;‘x,)-‘v-‘~’ 

= v-‘u 

Therefore: 

= (U,+...+u~)~‘VV-~(U,~,+...+U,P~) 

=(U,+...+U,) ‘(u,P,+...+uj) 

But ?i,m,,U, = ?i,mO(l, +(X:Z;‘X,)-‘V-I)’ = lim (I1 Y ‘4 
+(X~2;‘X,)~‘O]~’ = I,. Hence: 

Ji,yc, i ,, = ~i,~,~U,+~~~+U,)~‘(U,~.,t.~~+~J,,~,,) 

= (l,+...+I,)~‘(l,i(, -+...‘I,Q 

= ;(P,+...+q 

In actuarial parlance. the submodels of this case have full credibilit). Therefore. it makes 

sense here for q o to be the simple average of the fixed-effects estimators 
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We turn now to the credibility estimators, and elaborate the formula: 

i, + =;T;‘(Y, -X,7,) 

i,+ W’L’(Y, -X,?,) 

: 

fo+ VX;T;‘y, -VX;T;‘X,y, 
= 

7 o + VXLT,’ y, - VX:T;‘X,y 0 1 

i, + VX;T;‘X,6, - VX;T;‘X,?, 
= 

i 

VX;T;IX,& + (II -VX;T;‘X,)y, 
= 

VX:T,‘X,p” +(I, - VX:T,‘X,,)y^, 

So the credibility estimators are matrix-weighted averages of the fixed-effects estimators 

and the estimator of the grand parameter. This is a k-dimensional generalization of what 

actuaries call credibility weighting. (See the remark in Appendix A on how matrix- 

weighted averages differ from scalar-weighted averages.) 

In the first limiting case, t;?Z, = lJyVX,T;‘X: = OX,Z;‘X: = 0; so. lvitni, = f,. This is 4 

to say that as the submodels lose credibility. random-effects model approaches the 

constrained fixed-effects model, or the one-fixed-effect model. In the opposite limiting 

case. ;jm”Z, = $nOVXCT;‘X: = vli,mOVV-‘U, = J&U, = I, ; so. $nO?, = P,. This means 
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that as the submodels gain credibility, the random-effects model approaches the n-fixed- 

effects model. 

In the linear model y = Xp + e, where Var[e] = X, b = (X’Z.‘X)-‘ XT’y Therefore: 

XT-‘(y - xi) = X’Py - XPX~ 

= x’~~‘y-x’~-‘x(x’~-~x)~‘x’~-~y 

= ypy _ xyy 

=o 

We will apply this identity in the following derivation: 
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This shows that the simple average of the credibility estimators equals the grand parameter. 

Earlier we saw that in the fixed effects model, i, was a weighted average of the i,s, the 

weights being proportional to the inverses of the variances of the 6,s. This average is 

aristocratic in that the better p,s (i.e., those with the smaller variances) receive more 

weight. But in the random effects model, 5 o is a simple average of the 7 ,s This suggests 
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an interpretation of credibility: credibility democratizes submodels. After a credibility 

adjustment, every submodel is entitled to one vote in determining the grand parameter. Of 

course. the weaker submodcls are adjusted more vigorously. 
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Appendix F 

A SAS”~ Procedure for Credibility Problems 

According to Appendix E. many credibility problems can be expressed as random-effects 

statistical models. There is a SAS’ procedure. PROC MIXED, which is very versatile with 

random-effects models. This procedure formulates the model as [12:575f.. 6341 

y=Xb+Zy+c,where E[:]=[i],andVar[:]=[i i]. Zy+sisthetotalerrorteml, 

with a mean of 0 and a variance of V = ZGZ’ + R. We know that the best linear unbiased 

estimator of p is (X’V’X)-‘X’V’y. To estimate y, we would use the estimator equation 

‘r’=Op+y; so$=Ol?+Cov[y,Zy+c]V-‘(y-Xb)=GZ’V-’(y-Xl?) [12:641]. But the 

most powerful feature of this procedure is that the variance matrices may be specified with 

an unknown parameter vector, viz., G(B) and R(B). The procedure will estimate 8, whether 

by variance components or by maximum likelihood [12:588, 639f.l. This model is more 

general than the random-effects examples of this paper; and estimating 9 is a more general 

problem than estimating the random-effects variance of those examples. The following 

code succinctly solves the problem posed by Gary Venter [ 131 and treated as Example 5 of 

this paper: 

/" This SAS program uses PROC MIXED to solve the problem on page 433 "'1 
1” of Gary Venter's ‘Credibility,’ Foundations of Casualty Actuarial “*/ 
/” Science, Casualty Actuarial Society, 1990. l */ 

data datal; 
input risk year1 -yearB; 
cards; 

1 0.430 0.375 2.341 0.175 1.016 0.466 

2 0.247 1.567 1.939 0.712 0.054 0.261 
3 0.661 0.237 0.063 0.250 0.602 0.700 
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4 0.162 0.351 0.011 0.022 0.019 0.252 
5 0.311 0.664 1.002 0.038 0.370 2.502 
6 0.301 0.253 0.044 0.109 2.105 0.691 
7 0.219 1.166 0.431 1.405 0.241 0.604 
6 0.002 0.056 0.235 0.016 0.713 0.206 
9 0.796 0.260 0.932 0.657 0.129 0.349 

proc transpose data=datal aut=datal (rename-name-=time coll=x)); 
by risk; 

proc mixed data=datal; 
class risk; 
model x= /p s; 
random intercept 19 s subject=risk; 

run ; 

Once the time is invested to learn how to use routines like PROC MIXED, many 

complicated problems can be solved easily and quickly. However, it is possible to go 

overboard and to pose problems that are so complicated that one might unknowingly misuse 

the software. In such cases, a wrong answer may go undetected because intuition has been 

overwhelmed by the complexity 
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The Analysis of the Effect of Tort Reform 
Legislation on Expected Liabiligl Insurance 

Losses 
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Abstract: 

This paper presents a framework for possible methodologies 10 evaluate rhe effect of tort reform 

leg~slal~on on expected hability msurance lows and loss adJusrment expense An analysis of the most 

common hpcs of reforms and the ddXcultics thar may be encountered when evaluating their effects IS 

presented. The dircct(non-behavIoral) cfTect on General Llablhty losses of a b~po~hetrcal reform which 

caps punitive damages and non-econonw compensator) losses and which eliminates joml and several 

liabllilk IS analyzed usmg mcrhodologics dcvelopcd at IS0 
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Note: 

Due lo the highly subjcctwc nature of many tort reforms and their often complex influence on potential 

htiganrs behavior. it IS cxtremcly d6ficult IO predlcr theu impact In dlc pasr. many actuanes have taken 

lbc ucu that the best way to approach tort reform is to let the effect of highly SubJectwe reforms be 

reflected ITI tbc loss cspericncc This is a vatld approach s~ncc the rcat Impact of the reform will be 

reflccwd ITI the ncual expcncncc IS0 has been studymg this ISSUC and 1s m due process of trying to 

dewtop a methodology which wdt permit the rctlcction of the ctkcr of highly subjective reforms upon 

losses cartw and wth greater prccwon In this paper we prowdc an oven XIV of common types of tort 

reforms and a dwusslon of lbc dlfkulries cncounrered when cvatuatmg the Impact of these reforms. We 

also discuss a methodotog! that 1s bcmg evaluated at IS0 to reflect the dlrect(non-bchaworal) etTect on 

General LIablht) losses of a h!porhetlcal reform, which caps punmvc damages and non-xonomic 

compcnsatoq damages and cllmmates ~oml and several habdlty These analyses product only 

prel~mma~ cst~ma~es for only certam ppcs of reforms We catmoo agnms~ ovcrcslimating either the 

precwon of the results presented here or the broadness of thelr apphcabon 
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1) BACKGROUNLI 

Durmg the 1x1 several years a number ofmdwduals and groups have expressed concern about 

rwng Ilability msurancc COSIS and about the posslbty dctnmcntat effect of high levels of lilrgauon 

on our national economic eflicicncy and on Ihe rate of technologlcat mnovation m some industries 

(c g pharmaceuticals. awanon) They have proposed sratotov changes m the tort system intended 

to reduce or stabdlzc IQation cqxnses. especially for businesses and government agerues. These 

proposed .wucs. which arc mtcnded to modif! cslstmg stamles and cxclsting case law, have 

commonly been referred IO as ton reforms Although fea such reforms have been enacted at the 

fcdcral level a number of slates have enacted ton reforms Some reforms have been applicable to 

ccnxn types oTcnscs, such as. Mcdlcat Malprnctlce and Employer Lmbllity. whde others have 

arrccrcd a wdc range orcascs 

Mnm of these reforms. 10 the exlem lhar thck are effective. wilt affect msurance liability losses. 

The nc~oar~al qoestlon of ho\v to prospxuvcl~ csllmate Ihe effect of Ihex reforms on expected 

lossc$ (Inctudmg 105~ adJusrmcnt expense) IS. therefore. ow o~mcrcasmg lmportancc For reasons 

that ~~111 be dxusscd m grcawr dctnd bctou the efiect of most reforms can only Lx cslunated by 

making a number ofJudgmental modcling assumptions In some cases data based analyses are not 

powblc at all and pollmg of auorncys and other experts might product rhc best estimates. 

\Vork on [Ills tuhlcct perforrncd m wvcral actu:~r~aI arcas I” IS0 during the last year has 

hclpcd form a rrarncwnk (or the analw5 01 Ihc cffccl of several d\Cfcrcnt bpcs of reforms In Lhis 

pntxr \,c \~111 dlszw rhc ~ssucs cncounlcrcd when anatyzlng [on reforms We wdl also provide an 

cumplc of an ;m&w ot’lhc direct Impact of scvcral reforms on General Llabitity losses 
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II) TYPES OF TORT REFORMS 

Most ton reform provisions that have been cnactcd m the past several years can be 

characrcnzed as falling m one of the followmg carcgorles. 

I) L.lmitmg the amount of speclfc type(s) of damngcs lhat can be paid to a claimant in total or 

by a specific rortfcasor. Such as: 

a) Monetaq caps on damages or on spwfic kinds of damages (e.g , punitwe damages, 

non-economic compensalory damages). 

b) Changes to comparative negligence s1atitcs and/or case law. 

c) Changes to jomt and several liability stat~les and/or cast law. 

2) Restrictmg the conditions under which specific type(s) of damages can be paid. Such as: 

a) Changing definitions of types/degrees of neghgcnce. 

b) Changing ty@degrce of negligence (e g., gross neghgcnce. intentional acts) required to 

award specific types of damages (c-g , punitive damages). 

c) Changmg contributory negligence statotes and/or case law. 

d) Changing statutes of lmuration and/or repose 

3) Modifymg tie rules of evidence. Such as 

a) Changmg standards of proof 

b) Changmg typzs of ewdcnce that may be consldered in determimng fault or evaluating 

damages (e.g , mformation on available collateral sources of recovery). 

4) Other changes lo legal procedures intended to change potenual liugants behavior. Such as’ 

a) Rewed lirmts on contingency fee perwntages 

b) Making the losing side m a civd trial responsible for the tcgal expenses of the winner 

c) Encouraging or mandating mediation or arbitration 
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Of these four mayor categorlcs of tort reforms IimItations on the amount of damages IS the area that 

is most rcachly analyxd StatMically reported insurance data can be used to calculate claim we 

distributions for all mdemnq losses combined For some lines of msurance there IS a limltcd amount 

of closed claim data Ihat can be used to support assumptions about the distrdmtlon of these losses by 

type of award (economic. general. punitivc. erc ). b\- number of tortfcasors and by degree of contributory 

negligence The prlrnary generally awlablc multl-state source that we have found for this type of 

~nforrnatlon 1s thr blcnmal NAIC Closed Clams Survey for Commercial General Liability To the 

went that additional closed claim data sources are not avaIlable for other lines of msurancc the effect 

of tort reforms on these lines must bc evaluated mdlrcctly by ntak!ng~odgrIICnta~ adjustments 10 the 

results obtained for Gcncral Liablllh 

Even for 11~s of msurancc whcrc closed claim data IS awlable to c\ahwc spcc~tic reforms. h\‘o 

mayor conceptual and pracrxal Imutat~ons eusl First. in many CRSCS dctalled information IS only 

awlable for claims that go to trial and arc resohcd by a Lcrdlct This is a small mmon4 of the achlal 

claims that enter the system smce most clauns arc resolved bx ncgotlatcd settlement at an earher stage 

in litlgnrlon or after the mmal vcrdlct mhilc nppcals arc pcndmg Thcrcfore. assumptmns about the 

rclatlonshlp betaccn the sue and cornposItIon of awards duectcd by verdicts and the sue and 

composmon of negotlatcd settlements must bc of major importance m any tort reform analysis. Second, 

any stahc analysis of 011s relationship between anards and settlements made under existing condltlons 

most be funhcr adJustcd IO reflect bchavloral changes on Ihc part of claimants. defendants and attorneys 

resulting from lhc changes m the risk/bcncfit sccnar~os that thep fact as a result of the reforms. (By 

r~sk/bcncfit sccnarm we wan the set of possible faborable and unfavorable outcomes faced by each 

potcrmal partupant m the liab!l$ clnlm process and the probablllty associated wth each outcome.) 
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110 BEIIAVIORAL CHANGES: AN EXAMPLE OF THE LIMITATIONS ON PRECISION OF 

TORT REFORM ESTIMATES 

E\en when lhc direct elkccta of a reform can bc accurateI> csmnatcd usmg closed claim and 

s~nt~sr~:~ll~ rcportcd data. lndlrcct “bchauoral” cffccrs ol that reform n hvch may tx of far greater 

magnUudc. ma? hc SUbJccI to a far less prcwx dcgrcc of analysis. A vcn clear csample of this 

s,n,a,~on can be seen 111 any moneta~ cap on pomtwc damages 

As nored abolc. most casts do MN go IO tr1a1 Mosl xc rcsolvcd by negotiated settlements rather 

than b! vcrdlcts. Pun~wc damngcs arc onl! warded m casts that arc resol\cd b> a vcrdxt We can 

asswnc as a working hypothcsls that cases thal arc rcsokcd by scttlcmcms hale an average Implicit 

pro~won for pumtw damages. thal 1s a spcc~fic function of the awrage ponmve damage award that is 

mcluded rn vcrckrs for similar casts. Of course the choice of this function may rely largely on 

mformcdJodgmsm 

Even If the lmphclt provisIon for ponmvc damages in cases rha[ are resolved by wtlements can be 

accuratcl! esnmatcd under prc-reform conditions. a pokrrtrall~ more slgmticant faclor ~111 be even 

more chff~cult to cstlmatc This is the behavloral ctTcc~ rhnl might result from m~posmg monetary caps 

on pumtwe damages. Thrs clFcct wll be mamfest m 111 leas1 three aspects of the process The tirst is 

rhe propensity of potcnnal claimants to pursue claims. The second 1s the propcnslty of claimants and 

defendants to go IO trial rather than to negotiate The third 1s comprlscd of the possible changes that 

ma)- occur in the functional rclauonshlp bct~reerr vcrdlct svc and composition for cases that go to trial 

and negotiated sctllcmcnt amounts for smlku casts ihat do not go 10 trial 

In short. even \vhen the change m expccwd losses rcsoltmg from a reform can be cstimatcd 

analytically from dara under the assumption thal participants’ behavior will not change, the actual 

change III cxpccled losses ma\ bc hlghly dependent on bchaworal changes Induced by changes in the 

rlsb’bcnetit sccnanos faced b! the panupnnts The effects of these bchavloral changes may be 



cstimablc only through an analysis that includes a number of important Judgmentally chosen 

assumptions. 

The sigmficance of behavioral changes is oticn stressed by proponents of specitic reforms, 

lncludlng those adwcatmg monetary caps on ponmve damages. Defenders of the status quo have 

pomtcd out rhat only a very small nombcr of claims go to tnal and that only a minority of those clams 

result m awards of pomtwc damages One argument that opponents of restrlcuons on punitive damages 

make 1s lhat the overall effect of pumtivc damages IB grossly exaggerated and that punitive damages do 

not adversely affect economic etlicicncy but rather serve to deter the most egregious forms of conduct at 

a rclatwely small cost to the cntlre Ilability system’. Proponents ofadditional hmltatrons on pomtive 

damages respond that the posslblhty of large punitive damage awards. especrally for casts where 

potcntlal compensatoy damages are relatncly low. signiticantly affects the nsk/benefit scenarios faced 

by plaintiffs, defendants and attorneys The!: mamtam that punitive damages greatly enhance the 

bargammg position of plalntlfls rcsultmg in a grcatcr propensity by potential claimants to make claims 

and a grcatcr wllmgness by dcfcndants to scttlc claims rather than risk potcntmlly rwnous punitive 

damages that could result If they inststed on gomg to trial.’ 

Some proponents of punitive damage caps and other tort reforms claun that these behavioral 

cffccts are the truly su@icant factors that must bc consldered when cvaluatmg the powble monetary 

cffccts of tort reforms. To the extent that this is true. WI: as actuancs. arc faced with the difficulty of 

having to rely on the least quantltiable and vcrlfiable aspect of our analyses to measorc what may be 

among the quanntatwely most sigmficant factors 

Robin. Topping. “Around the Island Crime & Coons Law and Order Contract Still Open on 
Lltlgatlon Reform”. News&v . 24 May 1994. 

2 Steven Hayward, “The Role of Pun~lw Damages in Civil Litlgatlon NW Ewdencc from 
Lawswt Fllmgs”. (San Francisco Pacllic Research lnstitutc for Pubhc Pohcy).8 
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IV) ALLOCATED LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSE(ALAE) 

Many reforms may affect espcctcd ALAE m dilfcrent ways than expected indemruty losses. 

Both the direct and bchaworal effects of each tort reform on expected ALAE must bc considered. 

Consider an example whcrc the mayor result of an enacted tort reform (c.g., loser pays winner’s 

c~qcnscs) 16 a khnvioml chaflgc rcsultmg III fcwcr fn~olous claims being made. If most of these 

claims wcrc formerly successfully contested the effect on cspcctcd ALAE may be proponmnally much 

grcatcr than the cfkct on cxpectcd Indemnity lows Howcvcr, if most of the claims were formerly 

settled by the defendant to avoid court costs the effect of the rclorm on ALA’S may be proportionally 

much smaller than the effect on expected Indemnity losses. The relationshlp txtween indemmty losses 

and ALAE must be modeled throughout even stage of a thorough ton reform analysis. 

V) OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE FOR ANALYZING THE EFFECT OF TORT REFORM 

LEGISLATION ON EXPECTED LIABLLITY LOSSES AND ALAI? 

The analysis of the effect of tort reforms on liability losses can bc divided Into the following seven 

steps. 

I) Analyx the content of the tort reform legislation. 

2) Evaluate the possible Interactions among the various reforms that were concurrcntJy enacted 

3) Evaloate data sources available to ald m the analysis of each reform and develop the best 

strategy for analyzmg each reform as well as for measuring the e&t of any Interactions found 

Lrl step 2. 
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1) Perform thr analyses dcslgned m Step i and test results for reasonableness and consistency. If 

possible comparc u \th the results of past reforms m the same or dlFfcrcnt Junsdiction 

5) Evaluate the elTcc~ of behavioral changes that may result from changes in the risk/benefit 

sccnarlos faced by potcntlal claimants, defendants and attorneys ModIf! the analyses 

performed in Step 4 IO reflect this analysis 

6) Evaluate the probablht! of specific prous~ons of the reform being o\~enurned or modified 

under jodual revicu of the rclcvant appellate coons If ncccssap modify shon term pricing 

dccwons to reflect thcsc conrmgcnws 

7) Evaluate an! mitigatmg factors that might temper Ihc cfIccts of the above analysis. such as 

changes m tactics by plaintlffs’ atlorncys lo cucumvcnt the Impact of the reforms. 

A dwzusslon of each of thcsc wcn steps follous 

STEP 1: ANALYZE THE CONTENT OF THE TORT REFORM LEGISLATION 

This is a slgmticant and often a dilfcult task. The present changes m the statutes have to bc 

analyred and any carhcr changes that might affect prior loss expcrlcncc used m the tort reform 

analysis must be Identified A leglslatlvc andJudICIal history caendmg swcral years Into the past 

IS often nccdcd It IS often ncccssac to consult wth attorneys that arc knowledgeable m this area 

This may add consldcrably to the espensc of the analysis 

‘Tracking the changes III the language of all of the rclcvant statutes may be an arduous and 

CspCnSweJOb However. this is often far cas~cr lhan mtcrpretmg the intcracttons between the 

changes m the slatutcs and cast law and judicial prachcc In this arca local legal cspcruznce may 

bc cspeclally valuable This 1s a key pari of the analysis both rerrospcct~\cl~ (m mterpretmg the 
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hls~o? of pas, reforms. as ucll as the corrcm legal cnvironmcm m thcJurwjztion) and 

prospcctivcly m cvalun~mg how the stahltory provwons of the cwrcnt reforms will bc mterpreted 

b} trial and appellate courts In some casts reform statutes may be. knowmgly or not. largely 

Costnctlc In thal the! ma? JUS! codIf> the cxl’31n.y cast Iair 

It is optlmal when zmalyzmg sqlficnnl ton reform leglslntlon to have an effectwe working 

rclarlonshlp bctwccn actuarIcs and artornqs In-house attorrqs sho arc experts m rnwrance law 

ma! pro\ Idc a great dcnl of guidance. Consultation \rllh local attorneys may also bc desirable m 

order to accuralcly annlyzc the Illslo? of procedures m clvd trlnls m the rclcvrmtJurisdlcr~on. 

Thcx wxs arc compounded when mulu-state dara 1s used m analyses of tort reform statutes 

7 hc rcIc\ ant nspccts of the legal cnwronmcnt m each state \\hose data 1s mcludcd In the analysis 

should bc c\aluatcd throughour the cspcrxr~c pcrmd of the stud! 

STEP 2: EVALUATE THE POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS AMONG THE VARIOUS 

REFORMS THAT WERE CONCURRENTLY ENACTED 

Thcrc arc a number ofpowblc dlllucnt mwractlons. Thcsc should bc car&II! analpzcd b! 

the actuan. uhcrc ncccssac m consultntlon j!lrh an mrornq Comparatwz ncgligcnce provisions 

arc closcl! rclnted toJomt and sexcral hnbll$ prowsions Moneoq caps on spwlic types of 

damages may often lntcract wth other reforms thm affect those damages Numerous other 

mwxacllons arc powblc. 
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STEP 3: EVALUATE DATA SOURCES AVAUABLE TO AID IN THE ANALYSIS OF EACH 

REFORM AND PLAN THE BEST STRATEGY FOR ANALYZING EACE REFORM A5 WELL 

AS FOR MEASURING THE EFFECT OF THE INTERACTIONS FOUND IN STEP 2. 

As noted in the carher sections of this paper. data ma) ealst that can be incorporated into the 

analysis of some reforms. such as monetary caps on damages. However, other reforms may only be 

subject to a non-data based analysis. Informed assumptions, expert optmons of knowledgeable 

pamcs (c g.. local attomcys and claims adjusters) and analogies IO reforms with more readily 

quantifiable cffccts arc among the stratcgles that may have to be employed for these reforms 

Compartson with changes in loss Icvels m OthcrJurlsdlctions after smlilar reforms may be possible. 

Howver, m these cases It may bc lfftcult to control for other factors affecting loss levels. 

If data from a longer tlmc permd than originally expected and or from additional states IS 

mcludcd in the analysts then the legal hlstorics produced in Step 1 ~111 have to be extended 

STEP 4: PERFORM THE ANALYSES DESIGNED IN STEP 3 AND TEST THE RESULTS 

FOR REASONABLENESS AND CONSISTENCY. 

Rcasonablcncss can be cxammed by analyzmg the eflects of past reforms in the same or 

dlffcrcnt JurlSdlCtlOnS when such mformation is available In some casts compartsons may be made 

atth losg levels m states that have legal systems that are swmlar to the post reform system m the 

state bcmg studied. Of course, controlhng for other factors may bc dlllicult when making hstorical 

attaloglcs or makmg dwct compawons wth othcrJunsdlctlons. Hopefully. as more reforms are 

cvaluatcd actuaries will benefit from the cxpcrlcncc gamed and wll bc better able to analyze the 

rcasonablcncss of results. 
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STEP 5: EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF BEHAVIORAL CHANGES THAT MAY RESULT 

FROM CHANGES IN THE RISK-BENEFIT SCENARIOS FACED BY POTENTIAL 

CLAIMANTS, DEFENDANTS AND ATTORNEYS. MODIFY THE ANALYSES 

PERFORMED IN STEP 4 TO REFLECT THIS ANALYSIS, 

Ttus 1s one of the most difficult and Important aspects of tort reform analysis. (A discussion of 

possible behavioral changes related IO monetary caps on punitive damage awards can be found in 

Secbon III of this paper ) Almost any reform can be expected 10 have some behavioral effect An 

effective reform till change the probabilmes of recovery and/or the expense of pursuing a legal 

claun for at least some potential claimants These changes can influence the decisions of 

prospective claimants, defcndanls and attorneys on whether or not to pursue speciiic claims, 

defenses and negotianons. In fact, many proponents of tort reform stress the importance of 

behavioral changes. In their opinion the current tort system encourages frivolous litigation which 

is detnmental to efficiency and serves as a disinccnuve lo technological innwation. A stated goal 

of many proponents of tort reform is to make ir more nsky and on average less profitable to pwsu~ 

frivolous claims and thereby to deter legal action through behavioral change. 

STEP 6: EVALUATE THE PROBABILJTY OF SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF THE REFORM 

BEING OVERTURNED OR MODIFIED UNDER JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE APPELLATE 

COURTS. IF NECESSARY MODIFY SHORT TERM PRICING DECISIONS TO REFLECT 

THESE CONTINGENCIES. 

Ton reform leg&rlon is often challenged m the court% Frequently these challenges are al least 

partially successful. Even when challenges are not successful. they may significantly delay the full 

impact orthe reforms For example. consldcr the CX~CIISIYC tort reform statute that was enacted in 

lllmo~s dung 1995. Illinois courts ovcnurncd major provisions of this act m decisions that were issued 

in February. May and SeptemLxr of 1396 The February mhng struck a section of the sfatllte that gave 
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defendants greater access to the medIcal records of plamrlffs in many casts ’ The May ruhng found 

the act’s $500.000 cap on pem and suffcrmg awards to bc unconsrltutlona14. The September decision 

struck down provisions dealing will, smls conccrmng unsafe producrs ‘. The ultimate fate of thcsc and 

other pro\ wons will probably depend on subsequent decisions by higher appellate courts 

When a reform 1s passed that seems to have a significant probablht! of bemg succcssfbll~ 

challenged m the COWS a delayed lmplemcntntlon of rcwsions to msumncc prices might be appropriate 

Alternatwely. a loss cost or premium discount rmght bc adp%tcd to reflect the llkehhocd that the tort 

reform prowlons might bc rcscmded or s~gmficnmlv modified. II may bc possible to cwmatc the 

probabih& of various outcomes to court challcngcs and the percent of the [oral cspecled savings thal 

would be associated w%h each outcome An average expected sawng that reflects the probability of 

successful challenges could then be calculared and used m place of the full savings csmnawd under the 

assumplion that the enme reform IS upheld. This strateg! adds an addmonal la!cr ofcomplesity to the 

analysis Additionally. 11 may not be fa\orabl> vlcwed b) rcgulnrors In usmg thls stra1eg.v a more 

complex set of assumptions are subslltuled for the sm~plcr assumption thnr lhc provwons of the act ~111 

not bc s~gmficantl) modiftcd by Judicial acl,on In either cast. rhe CITW of the enacted IOII reform 

should be rccvaluatcd aficr all slgmficant coun challcngcs are rcsolvcd 

STEP 7: EVALUATE ANY MITIGATING FACTORS THAT MIGHT TEMPER THE 

EFFECTS PREDICTED BY THE ABOVE ANALYSIS. SUCH AS CHANGES IN TACTICS BY 

PLAINTIFF’S ATTORNEYS TO CIRC’UMVENTTHE IMPACT OF THE REFORMS. 

Afwr enactment of any lort reform pro\lslon. plalnrlfrs alrorncys ~111 rc-cvaluale thclr legal 

s~ra~cg~cs 111 some cases thcrc may bc altcrn~~c legal strategies lhnt prove cffecuvc in 31 leasl 

Andrew Fcgclman. “Judge Oxcnurns Tort Reform on Mcdlcal Record Access “. The ChIcago 
Trlbunc. 28 Fcbman 1996 

’ Andrcu Fegclman X: Rick Pearson. “State Cap on JUT Awards Rcmovcd Judge Rules La\! 
Unconstmmonal .‘, The Chlcago ‘l’rlbunc 23 May lW6 

’ Andrcu Fcgclman, “Another Ton Change Knocked Down Product Ltabllity Provwon Ruled 
Unconstituttonal “, The ChIcago Trlbunc IX Scptcmbcr 1996 
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pnrl~ally ~II~I~~IIII~J Ihc cffcct ofthc cnacrcd rclorms For esamplc. the rcccnt rcstnct~on on Federal 

~1111s for SCCII~~~ICS frwd has been Tolloncd b! an Incrcancd nmnbcr of thcsc CIWS bc~ng brought m 

the stale courts Chaqcs m the JurlSdlctlon. chc lcgnl grounds for a claim. &PCS of damages or the 

chmcc of dcfcndnnts may at times help the cl;umnnt to parnaIl! or totally avoId the Impact of’ 

cmwcd reforms on npccled compcnsatlori 

The rules of rhc CIUI JUS~ICC s\stcm xc compnscd of an ~nlr~catcl! cnrwned mlxturc oTsratute 

and cast law. I” some casts Including prmclplrs of common Ia\% that go back to colonial times. 

E\cn nhw tn\vs xc ,,o, succcs~f~~ll! challeqcd IT, an appellate court the details ot-their actual 

!mplcmcmatlon may not bc complctcl) dctcrmlrlcd untd a number of casts hnvc been tncd It 1s 

powblc lhat a coun clwgcd alth Inlcrprcling II~~I~ cnaclcd ton reforms WIII ~nrcrpret them 

narrow I! I” order to prcscnc rights that cxlslcd under former Ia\\ 

Jur~cs nlllrudcs may also mmgntc Ihc effect olsome tort reforms In cases ahcre there 1s a 

grc;n dsal of sympath\ for the clalmant and/or a scnsc of repugnance at the conduct of the 

dcicNlnnt. the jurors’ sense ofJust!cc ma! result m decwons that at least partially offset the 

pmct~cal cfl?c~ of lhc cnactcd rcrorms. For csnmplc. hmltations on or abolinon of pumt~vc 

dnm;qxs may caosc Jones m some casts to award larger amomns m compcnsatoy damages than 

rhq nould have formcrl~ 

Evaluacmg these factors IS curemcly difficult The legal phllosoph) of the appcllatc judges in 

rhc SIRW as ncll as popular attitudes toward a number ot’ ISSWS can have a decwvc effect on how 

Judges andwncs shape lhc posl-con rclorm s\stcm and on the rcsulrmg dcgrce ofcffcct~veness of 

the cnncted reforms 

Rcckcll. Paul. “Rcform Rmgs HolIon for Fums Worned About Class Acnon Law Suls”. IVaIl 
Street Jourrul. 3 Apnl lW7 
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VI) ALTERNATE ANALYTICAL STRATEGIES 

WC have constdered too ways tn which to analyze Individual tort reform provtsions (t.e , in 

whtch to perform Steps 3 and 4 of the analysis outlmed above) The first such strategy is to use any 

available data IO model the loss gencratton process before and after the enactment of the reforms 

and to calculate an effect of the reform as a function of the ratto of the post reform losses to the pre- 

reform losses When adequate data for such an analysis de-es not extst expert opinion. historical 

analogtes and logrcal arguments are rclicd upon Our work to date has ccntcred on dewloping 

applrcatrons of thts strategy to prrcc spccitic reforms 

An alternative strategy. that we have not yet attempted, would tit a least squares model for loss 

cost le\cls to multt-state data where the various states tncluded represent a broad range of legal 

em ironments The fitted values of the regression coctlic~ents for categorical variables rdentrfymg 

dtfferent tqes of CIVII law procedures could tbcoretrcnlly serve as the basts for estimates of the 

dtlfcrences in loss levels that would occur under specific alternatnc cwl law provtstons. Other 

factors that could also mfluence dtffercnccs m loss levels among slates would also be included in 

order to rcrnovc theu effect on state spcclfic loss lcvcls from the analysts. The categorical 

varrables would be evaluated on a state-by-state and year-by-year basts m order to identify 

diffcrcnces m levels of factors that occur over time within specific states. as well as among states. 

The drfftculttcs oCpcrformmg such an analysrs rncludc 

I) Needmg to perform an accurate startnor) and cast law htstory for each state included tn the 

analysrs throughoul the esperiencc period used 

2) The number of dtffercnt prowstons that could bc dtrectly modeled would bc restricted by the 

current and htstorrcal vartatton in prowstons among states, although some degree of 

cxtrapolatton mtght bc valtd 
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3) The dttfrculty of identifymg and controlling for all major extraneous factors. such as 

soctological. polttical and economtc dtffcrcnces among states 

VIJ) EFFECT ON INCREASED LIMJTS COVERAGE 

Many tort reforms Impact different stze claims dtffcrcntly. Thts is most obvious for monetary 

caps, \\hich generally will have a mmimal effect on small clanns Larger claims are more likely to 

Involve punitr\~e damages and joint and several liability and are therefore more likely to be at%cted 

by reforms m these areas. In many cases the most accurate rcflecuon of changes rn expected losses 

due lo tort reforms would be to revise both base loss costs or rates and increased linuts tables. 

Revising increased limits tables to reflect tbc effect of tort reforms on expected losses raises 

sewral practical and theoretical questions. For credibibty reasons Increased lirmts tables are often 

calculated on a countrywide or mulh-state (e.g , all tort states for Personal Auto BI) basis Revrsmg 

increased limits tables to reflect indwidual state tort reforms could result in an explosion m the 

number of such tables. Individual state increased limtts tables may in many cases depend on 

sparse claim size detail data and require new credtbility procedures. The additional cost of 

computing, updating and applying a significantly mcrcased number of tables must be considered 

and weighed agamsr the posstble mcrease in accuracy attamable. tn light of credibility lnnitations. 

An alternative to mdtvidual state mcreascd lrrnits tables is groupmg states by tort system. IS0 

already does Uus to a limited extent for Personal Auto Bodtly In)ury Liabmty by grouping states 

mlo a tort state group and ftve groups of No-Fault states Refinmg this system for Personal Auto 

(brcakmg up the tort state group) and e-tending rt to other lines 1s rheoretmally possible. 

Groupmg by tort system is certarnly preferable to ad-hoc adjustments to countrywide or multi- 

state tables to reflect tort reforms enacted in indwtdual states. Such ad-hoc adjustments can lead to 
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severe ~nco~~s~slcnc~es. For example. State A ought still have a more “plamtlff fnendly” tort system 

even slier the cnac1mcn1 of ton reforms than Slate B does I” the absence of any such reforms. If 

modilicatlons arc made to gwe Sratc A a less steep mcreased table and Stale B rcmams on the 

countnvidc table an obwous incqulc wuld result In summary. the current counttywdc and 

multl-slate mcrcased tables are not prc-reform tables. lostcad they NC tables that reflect the 

averages of losses by clam and/or occurrence WC mcurred under a wide range of legal and other 

variables among and often wthm states. Treating these lablcs as a pre-reform base that can be 

adlusted incrementally. wIthout tempcrmg. to rellect rcccntl~ enacted tort reforms can result in 

sigmlicanl maccuracies 

Evaluating mcrcased hmlts that \a~ b! state group 10 rcflcc~ dlffcrences in legal systems 

among the states IS. thereforc. an area that dcsencs further rescarch Such tables may be more 

accurate both m a static lcgal cnwonmcnt and as a way ofdcahng wth ton reforms whose 

proportional effect dlfkcrs by loss six Honcvcr. lhe follonmg factors must be considered 

I ) Groupmg states by legal sxsrcm for the purpose ofcnlculat~ng mcreascd hmlts factors 

rcqums a thorough state-by-state annl~s~s of each slate’s tort s~slcm mcludmg any changes 

that have occurred durmg the expericncc period used for mcreascd hm11s ICYILIWS Even a 

thorough rewew of current and past statutes may not bc sufiic~cnl due to the importance of cast 

law and ]rldvxl procedures in dctcrnumng the frequcne and dlsposltlon of claims. 

2) Many other factors whlcb may afTec1 loss SIX dwnbutlons slgmficanll! differ among (and 

wrhm) states bestdcs the relevant components ofthc legal s!stcm Some examples include. 

types of mdustry. condmons of roads. Iwcl of traffic and s‘afety cnforcemenl. lcvcls of past 

pollution. income dlstrlbutlon, unemploymcnr levels. polltlcal and social attitudes that may bc 

rellcctcd m decisions by Jules. Jodgcs and other partictpants m lhc tort process. etc. 
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VIII) EXAMPLE OF ‘THE EVALUATION OF THE EFFECT OF THREE TORT 

REFORM PROVISIONS ON GENERAL LMBILITY LOSSES 

Up lo thls pomt WC have dwusscd m consldcrablc dclall the d~iTicult~es that are faced when 

cvalua~~ng the effect of ton reforms on cspcctcd losses Non WC ~111. more ophmlslically, prcscnt 

an c.umplc ofan analysis ofthc direct (non-bchnwoml) clTcct ofsctcral of the more rcadilj 

c\~nlunled rcforrns on cxpcclcd Gcncral Llnbllll! losxs 

h cn IIIC consldcnrlons dlscusscd aborc MC hn\r Itmltcd Ihe scope of this annlysls m the 

I) WC ha\c analyxd onlp rhc direct. non-bchawornl. cffccts of Ihe reforms 

2) WC hwc rcstrlckd our awnrlon to reforms lhal arc rcprcscnwr~\e of the first calcgoq- of 

reforms descnkd 111 Section I: “Llmllmg the amount of specific h-pc(s) of damages that 

can bc pald to a claimant m to~nl orb! a spcuf~c ~onfcasor 
3) WC have anal!xd the effect of the modclcd reforms only for prcmlses and opcr~~r~or~s 

Gcncral L!abllw(GL) clamps 

The three reform lypcs that UC hwc analpxd arc 

I) Cap on Non-Economic Danugc .4nards 

2) Cap on Pumt~vc Damage Anards 
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3) Repcal of Joint & Several Liability 

This analysis products rough estimates for only cehlm types of reforms We caution 

agamst over-cstlmating either the precision of the results, or the broadness of its applicability 

METHODOLOGY 

WC USC simulation lo model the effect of these reforms This allows us more fle.ublhly than 

a purely analjllc method in integrarmg data from dlfferenr sources from which the probability 

dwtbutlons of a number of varlablcs are cstlmated using a variety of discrctc and contmuous 

functions 

The IS0 occurrence indemnity size distnbrmons prowde the framework for our simulation. 

(Smce. a high pcrccntage of these occurrences have a single claimant. WC used this occurrence 

dlslrlbutlon as a proq for a General Liablhb prcmlses and opcrarlons claim s.Ize distribunon.) 

For simphcq. wc use the tnmcatcd Pareto approxm~atlon. rather than the full mlxcd Pareto 

model which IS used m ISO’s Gcncral Lmblllly mcreascd hmlts ~CYICWS Although expenencc 

has show us that lhc tnmcalcd Pareto distrlbutlon is a reasonable model for liablhty occurrence 

and claim swc dlstrlbutlons and rhnr II fits the IS0 General Llabllrty Occurrence size data well, 

wc recommend c\aluatmg alternate dlstrlbullons when other data SOIIICCS are used. WC can 

invcn the truncated Parclo. wng formulas shown I” Exhlblt I This invcrled function IS used to 

~cncratc the wcs of our slmulatcd clamps (A slmllar analysis can bc done If a dislribubon other 

III~II the tnmcntcd Pareto IS used to model occurrcncc or claim SIZC ) The IS0 data xvas also used 

IO cwmatc IIIC pcrccnt of total Iosscs lhal arc attrlbutablc to bodily qua (BI) rather lhan 

propcrh damage (PD) by loss SIX interval 

For all other mformatlon wc tumcd to rhc 1991. 1993 and 1995 NAIC closed claim 

suncys Using fhcm wc can mnkc assumptions and cslm1atcs about our simulated claims 
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Unforttmatcly. the NAIC surveys only include sizable bodily Injury settlcmcnts and verdicts For 

property damage, we have no such resource 

As noted above, a fundamental problem IS thal most CL clamu are settled by negotiation 

and do not result m a verdict However. a breakdown of damages by type (punitive. non- 

economy, economic) IS only available for the small ponlon of claims that arc resolved by verdict. 

If a reform caps a portion of an award, v,c musk derermine what mdwxr impact it will have on 

the settlements. While II seems reasonable that a settlement reflects an expected average verdict 

for that claim, we know that settlements tend to be smaller than verdicts Is this a rcflect~on of 

the possibdity of a $0 verdict (which would not get mto our average), or is it a different body of 

claims? Here we assume reforms impact settlements of SX the same as verdicts of SX. 

We have estimated the following quantities usmg the NAIC closed clam! data 

I) Ratio of average claim sue for clrums with a punitive damage component to average claim 

size for all claims. 

2) Ratio of average claim size for mulliple defendant clam6 impacted by Joint and several 

habdrb lo average claim six for all muhiole defendant claims 

3) Probablhty of a claim involving multIpIe defendants 

4) Probablhr) of a multiple dcfendanr claim being impacted by joinr and several habihty 

5) Probablhty distribution of non-ccononuc loss amount as a pcrccnt of total compensatory 

amount 

The population of claims arwlable m the NAIC surveys is relnrivcly sparse and for CUtam 

important categories of claims it is edremely small Information is only available for 19 verdicts 



that itemixd pumt~ve damages in the combmcd data irom the 1991, 1993 and 1995 surveys. 

This hmllcd data source does not support detailed modeling of many of the rclatlonshqs among 

the different variables being studled Many assumptions about these rclalionshlps and hence 

many aspects of the slructurc of the model that we have dcvcloped to evaluate the effect of thcsc 

reforms are based largely OnJudgnlelll WC hope that additional data sources will become 

available that will sopporl iurther testing and rcfinemcnt of these assumptions 

Using data from ilcmlzed verdicts. NC made rhc iollowng assumptions 

I) Large total awards arc more hkely lo have a punitive damage component 

2) lithcre is a punitix componem. the porllon of the total mdcmmty Ihal II comprises is 

umformly dlslribuled from 0% to 100% 

3) For General Llabilq. Ihc KIIIO oinon-ccononw to cconomlc damages 1s mdepcndcnt of 

award SILC 

4) Large awards wth mulllple deicndams are more hkcl! lo mvolvcJomt and several 

liabllit\. 

In addition based onJudgmCnl w have assumed: 

I) The probablllly oia claim bemg BI var~cs bx SIX of loss 

2) PD claims have no signtficanl chance oi~~~r~olw~g punmw or non-economic awards 

3) The likelihood thar mult!plc dcfcndants arc mvolvcd and the number ofdefendants 

1s mdcpcndent of the mod&d dcfcndanr’s prc-rciorm award amount. 
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4) The cl;um wc chslrlbutlon oiclnm~s ISII~ a puniuc damage ~omponcnt rcprcscnts a 

scalar csparwoo of the claim si/c d!sWouhon for all claims (I I:.. If c IS the rallo of the 

axerage clam1 we ior claims lncludmg a pumtivc damage component lo the average clmm 

WC lor all ckums and %.X IS Ihc value of the nlh pcrcenllle (for any real number n. 

0’~ 100) of rhc clam WC dlslrlbutlon ior all claims then ScX( c ilmcs $X) IS the nth 

pcrccnlilc of the claim SILC dlstrlburmn for claims lncludmg a pm~mw damage 

componcnl ) 

5) The clnm~ SIX dls!rlbufron of mul~~plc defendant claims impacted byJoin and several 

llabdln rcprcscnts a scalar cupanslon of fhc clams SW dwrlbuion ior all multiple 

dcfcndanl OCCUT~CKCS 

WC could smndntc cnch probablhsllc characterlstlc oicach slmulatcd clmm Insread we 

choose to only slmulatc clams six from the mvcned truncated Parclo dwrlbution. For each 

simulnrcd clmm. !\c model each posslblc combmatlon orvnlucs of ~hc other variables and weigh 

all of lhc rcsuhmg combinarlons b) we@& dcrwcd from ~hc cmpwcal probabllq dlslrlbulions 

cstunntcd from the closed clmm stud! data TINS event tree SWUCIU~C cmbcdded m the smwlation 

rcduccs the risk of slgmficant bms rcsulrmg from a very large clmm hnung an exircmc value of 

one or more of the varlablcs olhcr than claim WC 

For each slmulatcd claim. I68 sccnar!os rcprcscntmg posslblc combmauons of values of 

~hc orher mod&d varlablcs are \\clghcd togelhcr to product the csllmakd loss bciore and .aftcr 

wch combmatlon of the reforms bung anal?rcd The ~nrlablcs thrill arc rcpresentcd b> these I68 

scenarios arc 

I) BIvs PD 
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2) Single vs Multiple Defendam 

3) Impacted by Joint and Several Liability vs not Impacted 

4) Perccm of award comprised by a punitwe damages (the mode oi lhls distribution is 0%) 

5) Percent of compcnsalory damages Iha1 arc non-economic 

Each possible combmallon oireiorm provisIons are apphed lo the simulated claims. For 

this analysis we model a rciorm compnscd of the iollowing componems 

I) Cap on Non-Econonuc Damage Awards -$250.000 per plainrll?’ 

2) Cap on Purut~vc Awards -Greater of 5100,000 or 3 x Economic per plain&T 

3) Rcpcal oi Joint & Several Llablhty - Total 

Eshiblt 2 shows the Impact on one simulated clalrn 

Finally, we apply policy hmlts 10 lhc simulated claim. both before and after the reform A 

reform that hnuls large losses may have little effect II’ the pohcy hmlts are often exceeded both 

before and after the apphcallon oithc reform. 

WC generalcd a large number oiclaims under the 16X scennr~os. For each combmation we 

calcularcd the average indemmty Impact on the above reform package at scvcral polq lirmts 

Eshiblt 3 summanzcs the results of this analysis 
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EFFICIENCY OF SIMULATION 

Dlfferenccs in the prowsIons of the reforms and m characterwcs oi the population of 

msurancc pohcies bung consldered wll affect the convergcncc rate of the simulation. Evaluating 

the effect on politics waith higher hmits of habdity wll ofren require more mxatlons since more 

vanauon 6 prcscnt further out in the tad of the claim sue dlstnbutlon 

Our early simulations required at least hundred thousand occurrwces IO produce 

conxrgcnce for the rclauve impact. Milhons of simulations were necessary for seventy 

convcrgcnce. rcqmring over a week on a personal computer. 

We improved the etficiency of our simulation using two related techniques. re-ueighting 

and stratified sampling Re-weighting entailed generating more occurrences of larger size. but 

givmg them proportionally less aclght. This is accomphshed by modifying the function which 

assigns a Pareto distribution value to each randomly generated uniform &stribution value. A 

compensatmg \relghting function is apphcd IO avoId the introduction of bias in the resulting claim 

size dwribution 

Stratltied sampling involves fixrng the number of simulations wthm mtervals. WC cycled 

bur gcneratlon ofunifoml random values withm 500 equal probablhry intervals This ensues 

adequate coverage of every part of the distribution. 

ADDITIONAL AREAS FOR RESEARCX 

There arc a number or areas that rcquirc further research. We must develop methodologies 

to evaluate additional types of reforms. WC need to dcvclop methodologies to estimate the Impact 
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of the beha\~“ral ellects of reforms We need to mcorporatc a consideration of the likelihood and 

potential impact of rcpcal or remtcrprclatlon Ccrlainl). cfforls to dcvclop or find ne\v or 

cwtmg data s”,,rccs should bc pursued 

CONCLUSION 

Actoarlcs RTC “frcn called up”,, IO c\.aloatc the cfTccl of lau changes on espectcd insurance 

Iosscb fhc mlposition. modlficauon and on “ccas~on cllmmation of automobile No-Fault systems 

111 ,I number ofs~atcs: changes m lInItIsurcd/under-Insured motorist s~atu~cs: and mandated 

challgcs I” \\;“rkcrs‘ Compensation bcncfi~ Icvcls are common cxm~plcs of such sltuatlons. The 

changes which arc nou rcfcrrcd to as ton reforms arc oCtcn less wll defmcd m rhex scope and 

~mpncr than the abo\c csamples ‘The! also. often. alfec~ all IIW of Insurance rather than specific 

lines and covcwgcs They ma! often ha\c mammal effecl .4t hmc( they ma? only represent the 

codlficatlon of cus,~ng cast la\\. .41 other l~mcs ltnr cffcct ma! bc s~@icant. bm onl, mdlrcctly 

mnmfcstcd. through bcha\ ~“ral cbnn$s that ma! or ma! no, Im\,c been Intended b> the drafters 

and pr”poncn,s of the leglslatlort. The iiccuratc an;~l>s~ of tort reforms may be dGudt and 

costly. The limits on accmnc~ ma! bc s~gulicanl c! cn !I hen talent and cvpensc are not limltmg 

factors 

However. 11, man> casts \va~t,,~~ may not be an ncccptnblc IIIIIIRI pr,cmg stratcg First. 

,ns,,~rs mn\ hc rcqmrcd b! stntutc and/or rcgula~on LO rcflcct the cffccl of reforms unmcdlatcly “1 

b! ;I spcclficd dala Second. due 1” the slou dc\cl”pmcn~ of some Ilnblllty claims it may take a 

number of!cxs for the full clTcct “I changes to cntcr I”,” the darn Third. some changes may 

have s~gmficanr cffccts and the po~cnl~al error rcsultmg from delaying rcflcct~on of the change 

ma! bc grca~cr rbnn the porcnual error rcsult~~~g from analysts based on timitcd or lmpcrfecl data 

Thcrc ma! bc polmcnl and rcgulaton prcssurc to rcflcct chatyes. C~CII of then effect IS at 

f~rsr qocstlonablc Trade groups for a numbcl of Industncs as ncll as Think Tanks. political 
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groups and clcctcd uff~c~als h:nc made substnm~al. pcrhnps somctmxs owsralcd. clamps about 

tbc cost sa\mgs and otbcr bcnclits that might result from lbc reforms that they wpport. When 

such reforms arc cnnctcd (WCII If rhck ha\c bccrl ncakcncd s~gmlican~l~ by amcndmcnt) clccted 

offic~ds and the public cxpcct s~gmficant ,awngs to bc rcalwcd quickly. Actuaries must 

cvaI~~:~tc Ihcsc changes as nccuratcl~ as powblc o\~ng the hmwd mIormntion rhar IS available. 

\Cc bopc that 1~1s paper conlnbutcs I” lhc iont,nu,ng cvolutlon of more nccuratc mctbods 

ofan;~l!/~~~g lbc cffcct of tort reforms and olhcr ch:mgcs II) lbc lugal c~n~ronmcrlt on cxpeclcd 

I”s\lra”cc losses 
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VIIQ EXHIBITS 

I - Truncated Pareto Formulas 

2 - Impact of Sample Reform on one simulated clan 

3 - Average Impact of Sample Reform by Polq Limit 
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‘Truncated Pareto Formulas 

Definitions 
B>Q = Pareto parameters 
_. I 1 truncation point 
P ; probability that an occurrence is less than T 
s := average size of an occurrence less than T 

ABT,BBT -z exponenttal fit parameters (from P,S and T) 

Formulas For Truncated Pareto -__~-.-- 

(I) Probabilny Density Functton 

4Lir .s+HnT e for 0 < .\’ c T Exponential fit 
h(X) = (XI-P)(T+H)L’ 

~- for T c .Y 
(x+ H)c”’ Pareto distribution above T 

(2) Cumulative Distribution Function. 

(e iar .x _ ,) eRK 

___-- forO<:X<T 
H(X) = 

ART 

for T < .Y 

(3) Average Loss Size when Losses are limited to Policy Limit K 
(Limited Average Severity) 

LAS = E{min(.X.K)? = 

for0 < K 5 T 

for (T < K) and (Q # I) 

0 Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc , 1997 
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Exhibit 1 
Page 2 

Inversion of Truncated Pareto Formulas 

Starting with the cumulative distribution function 

Te ‘f6-J .y - QeBBT forO<X<T 
H(X)=< ART 

I-(I-is(f:“,!u for T<X 

Solving for X in terms of H gives us 

By generating uniform random values for H (From 0 to I), X(H) gives us simulated indemnity 
values for our truncated Pareto distribution 

0 Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc , 1997 
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The Analysis ofthc Effect of Tort Reform Legislation on Expected Liability Insurance bsSCS Exhibit 2 
Impact on One Simulated Occurrence Page 1 

Notation and Parameters 

Occurrence Indemnity Size Model - 

B 33,941 I74 
Q 1.300 
P 0.869 
s 2.925.63 1 
T 10.000 
ABT -0.0002797 
BBT -8.2591837 

From Prcm-Ops Table 2. 

Truncated Pareto Distribution 

Pareto Scalar 
Pareto Thinness of Tail 
Probability of an Occurrence bcmg less than T. 
Average (mdcmmty) size of an Occurrence less than T 
Truncation point of Model 
1st Parameter below truncation point (from P,S,T) 
2nd Parametcr below truncatton pomt (from PST) 

Non-Economic Damages Model: Cycle %NE through empirical quantiles: 

0.0% 

BIat 

I8 2% 38.6% 56.5% 70 0% 82 7% 93.4% 100.0% 

0.87 Avg.Weight of BI, in layer above $100,000. 
0.60 Avg.Wcight of BI, in layer below $100,000 

Pun-sz 2 0 = AvgSev(occurrences with punitive)/AvgSev(All occurrence) 

Pun-a 5.0% Overall Probability of a BI occurrence having a punitive component. 

Mult 0.40 Chance of a claim involving Multiple defendants 
JS-sz I .20 Relative Size of J&S claims (From Closed claim study: S280k / $23 Ik) 
JS-a 15 .O% Overall J&S Prob, given a BI occurrence ~lth multiple defendants. 

xc 250,000 Parameter in Estimates of Total Size of Alldefendant award and J&S impact. 

Js-Sm 0.60 Impact of (Elimination of) J&S on claims smaller than Xc. 

Js-Lg 0.30 Margmal Impact of (Ehmination of) J&S on claims larger than Xc. 

QCopyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc., 1997 
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The Analysis of the Effect of Tort Reform Legislation on Expected Liabtlity Insurance Losses Exhibit 2 
Impact on One Simulated Occurrence Page 2 

I. Simulate One Occurrence 

I H = Random Variable underlying simulated mdemmty size 
We could generate this from a uniform distribution from 0 to I, 
For our study we used stratified samphng. 

generating one from 0 to 0 002, the next from 0.002 to 0 004, ctc 
WC also used reweighting to generate more large values of H. but giving each less weight 

= 0.989988 

2 X = Indemnity Uncensored, Pm-reform 
WC invert the CDF reprcsentmg the Occurrence Size Distribution 
For this study we used a Truncated Pareto Approximation (Set Exhibit 1) 
X= Ln( l+abt H Exp(-bbt))/abt OR (B+T)[( l-P)/( 1 -H)]“( l/Q) -B 

= 283,640 

3 PunProb= probabili& that a Bl occurrence of size X involves punmve damages 

= p(pW) 
= p(pun) * [f(xlpun) i f(x)] 

Assummg that the pdf of f(s/pun) represents a scalar expansion of f(x) 
(that the distribution of punitwes is the same. except for a constant multiplier). 

f(slpun) = f(x I Pun sz) / Pun-z - 

= (Pun-a/Pun_sz) * [f(x/Pui~sz) / f(x)] 
= (Pun-alPun_sz) * [Q(l-P)(T+B)Q([X/Pun-sz]+B)-(Q+l) / Q(l-P)(T+B)Q(X+B)-(Q+l) ] 
= (Pun-a/Pun-sz) * [([X/Pun-sz]+B)-(Q+l) / (X+B)-(Q+I) ] 
= (Pun-alPun_sz) l ((X+B) / ((X/Pun-sz]+B)] Q+I 
= (0.05 / 2.00) * 3.90 
= 0 09747 

4 JSProb= Probability that an occurrence of size X is impacted by Jomt & Several Liability. 
given that it has multiple defendants 

Using the same assumptions as in PunProb 
= p(JS) * [f(xjJS) / f(x)] 
= ( JS-a/JS-sz) * [f(x/JS-sz) / f(x)] 

= ( JS-a/JS-sz) * [(X+B) / ((X/IS-sz] +B) I’-’ 
= (0.15/ 1.20) * 14.5 
= 0 18109 

CCopynght, Insurance Services Office, Inc , 1997 
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The Analysts of the Effect of Tort Reform Leglslatlon on Espccted Llabihty insurance Losses Exhtblt 2 
Impact on One Simulated Occurrcncc Page 3 

5 Slmulatc various scenarios underlyng ttus occurrence 

Smglc Defendant. MultIpIe Defendants \v/o Jomt Llabdlt!. Multlplc Defendants wth J&S 

Each of the those 3 arc broken into 7 posslblmes 
If BI, assw~c six possibilltles. with vavmg pumtivc components 

One wth No Punitwe (Pumtlvc = 0% of Award) 
FIW \~lth VaFing Pumtives of 10%. 30%, 50%. 70% or 90% 

If PD. assume only one powbllilty. punmvc of 0% 

Each of the above 2 I are then calculated with 8 values of NE% 
If El. percentage of non-pumt~vc (compensatoy) damages given by non-cconom~c damages 

For PD. \\e currently assume the entw damages are economic, so NE% has no cffcct 

The Followng 8 values of NE% are used \\lth equal wxght: 
0 0% 18 2% 3x 6% 56.5% 70 0% 82.7% 93.4% 100 0% 

This makes 16X (=3x7x8) dlstmct scenarios 

Here WC display the calculations for four (of the 168) scenarios 

A) BI, Single Defendant, No Punitive 

If the msured IS the only defendant. then Jomt and Several cannot apply. 

B) BI, Single Defendant, 90% Punitive 

As “A” abox, but the same size loss now cotwsts mostly of pumtwc 

C) BI, Multiple Defendants, but without Joint & Several, 50% Punitive 

Now the insured’s loss IS part of a larger verdict The verchct IS half-pumtlvc 

D) BI, Multiple Defendants, Joint 61 Several invoked, 50% Punitive 

Smular to “C”. but part of the msurcd’s loss was from other defendants 
Due to reform (repcal) of the J&S doctnnc, this extra amount IS now a sawngs 

Each uses 56.5% for NE% 

CCopvnght, Insurance Services Office, Inc , 1997 
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The Analysis of the Effect of Tort Reform Legislation on Expected Liability Insurance Losses Exhibit 2 
Impact on One Smmlated Occurrence Page 4 

Scenario: A B c D 
Defendants Smgle Single Multiple Multiple 
J&S Applies n/a n/a No Yes 
Punitive Damages 0% 90% 50% 50% 

Weight (BI YS PD) 0.8700 0 8700 0.8700 0.8700 BI\\t or I-BIwt 
Weight (of # of Def) 0 6000 0.6000 0.4000 0.4000 Mult or I-Mult. 
Weight (of J&S) I .oooo I 0000 0.8189 0 1811 1, JS-Prob or I-JS_Prob. 
Weight (of Punitive) 0 9025 0.0195 0 0195 0.0195 =PunProb/S or I-PunProb 
Weight (of NE%) 0.1250 0 1250 0 1250 0 1250 = I/ (# of NE quantiles) 

6 Scenario Weight** 0 0589 0 0013 0.0007 0.0002 Product of weights 
* For cases with punitive. Otherwise Weight = 1 -PunProb 

l * The weights for the hvcnty-one scenarios with this NE% add up to ,125. 
The weights for all 168 scenarios add up to 1.000. 

7 Verdict Size= 

8 xJS= 

Loss. J&S reduced 

9 PunOld (after J&S)= 

IO NeOld(aficr J&S)= 

I I EcoOld(afier J&S)= 

283,640 283,640 542.05 1 542,OS 1 
Total award (verdict or settlement) to plamtiff from ALL defendants 
If Single Dcfcndrmt = X 
If Multi-Defendant = X * 2 (if X< Xc) 

Xc*2 + (X-Xc)* I ,2j (if X> XC) 

283,640 283,640 283,640 160.092 
If J&S impacted this occurrence, how large would it have been without it? 
If Multi-Defendant = X * JS-Sm (if X < Xc) 

Xc*JS-Sm + (X-Xc)* JS-Lg (if X > Xc) 

2.55,276 141,820 80,046 
Punitive calculated as our scenario %, of the post-Jomt & Several loss 

= XJS * h”% 

160,257 16,026 80,128 
Non-Economic = XJS * (I-Pun%) * NE% 

45,226 

123.384 12,338 61,692 34,820 
Economic = XJS - NcOld- PunOld 

Cc:Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc., 1997 
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The Analysis of the Effect of Tort Reform Legislation on Expected Liability Insurance LOSSCS Exhibit 2 
Impact on One Simulated Occurrence Page 5 

Scenario: 

I2 Cap on Non-Eco 
O*Economic 

Mm Cap 
Max Cap 

Net Cap per plaintiff 
Cap by dcfcndant 

I3 Cap on Punitive 
j*Econonnc 

Mm Cap 
Max Cap 

Net Cap per plaintiff 
Cap by defendant 

I4 Capped Punitira 100,000 14 1,820 80.046 

15 Capped Non-Eco 160,257 16.026 80.128 45,226 

A c 

250,000 

250,000 
250.000 

250,000 
250,000 

250.000 
130.818 

370,151 37.015 
100,000 

353,688 

370,151 100,000 353,688 
370.151 100.000 185,073 

!2 

Variable Cap 
Minimum Cap 
Maximum Cap 

250.000 
130.8 I8 = Net Cap * (X/Verdict) 

353,688 Variable Cap 
Minimum Cap 
Maximum Cap 

353,688 
185,075 Entire punitive cap 

I6 Xref = 283,640 128.364 283,640 160.092 
Post Reform Loss. =EcoOld + Capped Punitive + Capped Non-Eco 

I7 Calculate the Limited Loss, and calculate the avcrage weighted across all 168 scenarios 
(We cannot Just calculate the Limited Average, we need the average of the Limited) 

We calculate these Average Limited Losses for Five Sxnplc Policy Limits 
$100.00 500,000 1.000,OOO 10,000.000 unlimited 

We should calculate these values reflecting various combinations of reforms 
Elimmatton of Joint&Several. 
J&S + Cap on Non-Economic Damages 
All three (J&S, Non-Eco and Punitive) reforms. 

0Copyright, Insurance Services Office, Inc., 1997 
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‘The Analysis of the Effect of Tort Reform Lcgrslation on Expected Lrabrhty Insurance Losses Exhrbit 2 
Impact on One Snnulated Occurrence Page 6 

Werghted Arg of. 

Post-Reform 
Mm(Xrcf, lOOk)= 
Mm(Xrcf,jOOk)= 
Mm(Xrcf. I M)= 

100.000 I00,000 I00.000 100.000 99.893 99.608 

283.640 128.364 283.640 160.092 261,946 249.422 

283,640 128,364 283.640 160,092 261,946 249.422 

Prc-Reform 
Min( X , lOOk)= 
Mm( X , 500k)= 
Mm( X , I M)= 

Note that all I68 sccnarros \\lII be Identical under pre-rcfonn condmons 

I00.000 100,000 I00.000 I00.000 
283.640 283.640 283.640 283.640 

283.640 283.640 283.640 283,640 

Displayed 

u 

All 

168 

I00,000 100,000 
283.640 283.640 

283.640 283,640 

II. Repeat simulation until results converge. 

For each of limited loss m step one. calculate the Mean value 

100.000 random simulatrons IS sufficrcnt to gcncrate stable % changes at each r&rant lrmrt 
But more arc needed for Lmnted Avcragc Severltlcs stable in absolute dollars 

We used re\verghting and stratrficd s;ampling to unprovc our efbctcnc~ 

r:Copy@t, lnsurancc Serwcs Office, Inc. 1997 
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The Analvaiv ufthc EtTcecl I& Tori Reform Legislation on Expected Liability Insurance L~WY I!shrhrr : 
Impact on One Simulated Occurrence I’agc 7 

H X(H) Which P(PUw.0 t X) Total Losses before caps Limited to: 
Pareto Old Indem. Non-Eco NE/NP punprob J&s Prob g100.000 $1 .ooo.ooo Unlimited 

0.9900 283,640 141 56.50% 0.0974694 0.181091 100,000 283,640 283,640 

If Smgle Defendant 283.640 if Joint applies: 0.5644 100,000 274,691 274.691 
If Multi Defendants 542,051 tf not 1 .oooo 

Scenario Losses before Cap (but after J&S) Losses after Caps 
Punitwe Weiqht Economic Non-Eco Punitive don-Eco Punitive 

EII 0.0% 0.05889 123,384 160.257 160,257 
Smgle 10.0% 0.00127 111,045 144,231 28,364 144,231 28,364 
Defend 30.0% 0.00127 86,369 112.180 85.092 112,180 85.092 

50.0% 0.00127 61,692 80,128 141,820 80,128 141.820 
70.0% 0 00127 37,015 48,077 i 98.548 48,077 111,045 
90.0% 0 00127 12,338 16.026 255,276 16.026 100,000 

El 0.0% 0.03215 123,384 160,257 130,818 - 
Multr- 10.0% 0.00069 111,045 144,231 28,364 130,818 28,364 
Defend 30.0% 0 00069 86,369 112.180 85.092 112,180 85,092 
No J&S 50.0% 0.00069 61,692 80,128 141,820 80,128 141,820 

70.0% 0.00069 37.015 48.077 198,548 48,077 111,045 
90.0% 0.00069 12,338 16,026 255,276 16,026 52,327 

BI 0.0% 0.00711 69,640 90,462 - 73,836 - 

Total Losses after caps Limited to 
$1 .ooo,ooo $100.000 Unlimrted 

100,000 283,640 283,640 
100,000 283,640 283,640 
100,000 283.640 283,640 
100,000 283,640 283,640 
100,000 196,137 196,137 
100,000 128,364 128.364 
100,000 254.202 254.202 
100,000 270,228 270.228 
100,000 283,640 283.640 
100,000 283.640 283,640 
100,000 196,137 196,137 

80.691 80.691 80.691 
100,000 143,476 143.476 
100,000 152,522 152,522 
100,000 160.092 160,092 
100,000 160,092 160,092 
100,000 110,704 110,704 
100,000 160,092 160,092 

100.000 283.640 283.640 
100,000 283,640 283.640 
100.000 160,092 160,092 

i 2.487 32,743 32,743 
99,893 261,946 261,946 

Muk- 10.0% 0.00015 
Defend 30.0% 0.00015 

50.0% 0.00015 
J&S 70.0% 0.00015 

90.0% 0.00015 
PD 

Single 0.0% 0.00975 
No J&S 00% 0.00532 

J&S 0.0% 0.00118 

Weighted Total 0 12500 
(Normalized) 

Entire Verdict 
BlProb 87.0% 

Ratio of Several to Jn Total Losses after J&S Reform Limited to 

62,676 81,407 16,009 73,836 16,009 

48,749 63,316 49,028 63,316 48,028 
34,820 45,226 80,046 45,226 80,046 
20,892 27,136 112,064 27,136 62,676 
40,749 63,316 48,028 63,316 48.028 

283,640 
283,640 
160.992 

16,831 16,064 1,44? 14,989 923 

134,652 128,511 ll,!i29 119,910 7.384 

Numbers in shaded regions include reduction for impact of J&S 

U: Cop)rrghr, lnburancc Scrvrcc~ Otlicc, Inc 1907 



Etibit 3 

The Analysis of the Effect of Tort Reform Legislation on Expected Liability Insurance Losses 
Overall Effect on Average Severity 

Unlimited Indemnity’, by Component 
Reforms: I&S and 

Component None Only J&S Non-Eco Al 

Economic $ 12.037 $ 11,591 s 11,591 $ 11,591 
Non-Economic 9,956 9,562 4,90 1 4,901 

Punitive 885 840 840 487 
Total 22.878 2 1.993 17,331 16,978 

Limited Average Indemnity Severity’ 
Reforms: J&S and 

Policy Limit None J&S Only Non-Eco A!! 

$100,000 $ 9,304 s 9,157 $ 9,131 $ 9,126 
$500,000 13,967 13,656 12,958 12,859 

s I ,ooo,ooo 15,599 15,199 13,889 13,740 
$10,000.000 19,281 18,645 16,553 16,246 

Unlimited 22,878 21,993 17,331 16,978 

% Change in Limited Average Severity’ 
Reforms: J&S and 

Policy Limit None J&S Only Non-Eco A!! 
$100,000 n/a -1 6% -1 9% -1 9% 
$500,000 n/a -2.2% -7 2% -7 9% 

$1 ,ooo,ooo n/a -2 6% -11 0% -11 9% 
$ I o,ooo,ooo nla -3 3% -14.1% -15.7% 

Unlimited n/a -3 9% -24 2% -25.8% 

* Result of 160.000 simulated Premises and Opcratlons occurrences. 

** Simulated Reforms: 
Complete abolishment of Joint & Several Llablhty 
Unconditional cap of $250,000 on Non-Econormc awards. 
Cap on Pumtwe awards of greater of $100,000 or 3xeconomic 

C Copynght, Insurance Serwces Office, Inc., 1997 
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The Concentration Charge: 
Reflecting Catastrophe Exposure Accumulation in Rates 

Donald Mango, F.C.A.S. 
Crum & Forster Insurance 

Abstract 

Diversification of exposure concentration means geographical balancing amongst 
capacity providers -- insurers, reinsurers, or capital market participants. But how to 
diversify those exposures is still unsettled. Efforts to this point have focused on 
balancing the exposures which have already been written by insurers -- via catastrophe 
reinsurance (regular or securitized), several proposed catastrophe indices, even direct 
exposure exchanges. This paper proposes an alternative approach: exposure 
balancing at the point of sale using an insurance pricing structure which reflects the 
insurer’s exposure level or “potiolio state” -- what can be called portfolio state 
dependent pricing. Instead of one set of filed loss costs and loss cost multipliers, 
insurers would quote a manual rate which included a surcharge which reflects their 
exposure level in the area where the potential insured is located. If all carriers were 
required to quote on a similar basis, had similar loss costs and multipliers, a potential 
insured’s desire to be charged the lowest premium would lead them to choose the 
carrier who was least exposed in their area. 

Biography 

Mr. Mango is with Zurich Centre Resource in New York City. Prior to that he was with 
Crum & Forster Insurance in Morristown, New Jersey, where he was responsible for 
Catastrophe Management, Ceded Reinsurance, and Umbrella pricing and reserving. He 
holds a B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from Rice University. 
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The Concentration Charge: 
Reflecting Catastrophe Exposure Accumulation in Rates’ 

Donald Mango, F.C.A.S. 
Crum & Forster Insurance 

Section 1: Introduction 

This paper will present a method for reflecting exposure concentration in property 
catastrophe rates via a “concentration charge” -- an additional charge on top of the 
manual rate which varies based on the insurer’s exposure level in the area where the 
potential insured is located. 

On first glance one might well ask why have a concentration charge? In a perfectly 
functioning economy, with plentiful reinsurance and capital market capacity, insurers 
would be able to diversify away exposure concentration problems. Since the market 
does not reward diversifiable risks, it would appear a “charge” or return for exposure 
concentration risks could be an arbitrage opportunity. Insurers would collect the 
additional money for their concentration problems, then diversify those problems away, 
presumably for less cost than they collected in concentration charges. Competitive 
markets would not allow such an arbitrage engine to exist for long. So why continue this 
paper? 

Because the situation is not as simple as that. Diversification of exposure concentration 
means geographical balancing amongst capacity providers -- insurers, reinsurers, or 
capital market participants. But how to diversify those exposures is still unsettled. 
Efforts to this point have focused on balancing the exposures which have already been 
written by insurers -- via catastrophe reinsurance (regular or securitized), several 
proposed catastrophe indices, even direct exposure exchanges. 

This paper proposes an alternative approach: exposure balancing at the point of sale 
using an insurance pricing structure which reflects the insurer’s exposure level or 
“portfolio state” -- what can be called portfolio state dependent pricing. Instead of one 
set of filed loss costs and loss cost multipliers, insurers would quote a manual rate 
which includes a surcharge reflecting their exposure level in the area where the 
potential insured is located. If all carriers were required to quote on a similar basis, had 
similar loss costs and multipliers, a potential insured’s desire to be charged the lowest 
premium’ would lead them to choose the carrier who was least exposed in their area. 

I would Cke lo thank Gary Blumsohn, Maff Masher, Clrve Keatinge and Paul Kneuer for their 
(m)voluntary efforts providing needed peer review and feedback. I would a/so like to thank the anonymous 
reviewers on the CAS Ratemaking Committee for their helpful comments. 
I lgnorlng for dlscussion purposes issues such as insurer security levels. services and/or other 
coverages provided, personal relationships,.... 
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This is an important distinction: the concentration charge proposed here is not a reward 
for bearing a risk which can be diversified away, it is a means to let the market forces at 
the point of sale do the diversifying. 

This approach is a departure from the current ratemaking paradigm, and significant 
issues stand in the way of implementation. There is no place in the current filed loss 
cost/LCM paradigm for PSD pricing. Adoption would require fundamental changes to 
the concepts underlying insurance pricing. PSD pricing is also computationally intensive 
and complex. Personal lines carriers with hundreds of thousands or millions of 
policyholders may feel the additional costs outweigh any marginal benefits. However, 
as will be discussed below, these are not insurmountable problems. 

Perhaps the biggest concern though is unfair discrimination. Under PSD pricing 
potential insureds could be quoted different rates based on the month, week, or day 
they come in. Such apparently arbitrary pricing does not seem appropriate for an 
economic necessity such as insurance. 

However, PSD pricing need not appear arbitrary. The public could be made aware of 
the concentration charge’s intended purpose. It could be broken out and quoted 
separately from the “regular” premium. Policyholders would have a strong incentive to 
shop around and get several quotes. They may even feel empowered rather than 
powerless in tight insurance markets such as Florida. They become an active 
participant in improving the insurance market rather than a passive recipient of what 
may seem arbitrary capacity decisions by carriers. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the needed 
surplus distribution, derived from the modeled loss distribution and available funds for 
payment of catastrophe losses. Section 3 introduces the concept of surplus tiers, which 
are ranges of percent of total policyholders surplus. In Section 4 we look at the costs of 
exposure accumulation and the concentration charge, an annual “payback” charge 
which takes the form of an expense load to be applied to the new account’s loss cost. 
In Section 5 we combine all these concepts into an approach for pricing new business. 
We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion of PSD pricing in relation to the provisions 
in the CAS “Statement of Principles Regarding Property and Casualty Insurance 
Ratemaking” [I]. 

Section 2: Needed Surplus Distribution 

What is the relationship between surplus and the payment of catastrophe losses? The 
company has some collected funds on hand with which to pay catastrophe losses. It 
may be a planned or budgeted annual cat loss load, or the sum of collected loss cost 
provisions for catastrophe coverage (e.g. the wind load portion of the Basic Group 2 
loss cost for Commercial Multi Peril). These funds will be referred to as the catastrophe 
fund (CF). 
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For events whose losses are less than or equal to the CF, no surplus is needed. 
However, surplus will be needed to cover losses in excess of the CF. This needed 
surplus is equivalent to the catastrophe loss net of a deductible equal to the CF 
amount. Each modeled event loss will require a different surplus amount. This means 
given a CF amount and a modeled loss distribution, one can develop a needed surplus 
distribution. 

Using a modeled occurrence size of loss distribution” with event identifiers i, the event 
probabilities p, and modeled loss amounts L,4, the needed surplus distribution by event 
N-S, is: 

NS, = Max [ Li - CF, 0 ] 12.11 

where L, = modeled loss for event i 

It will prove more convenient going forward to express NS, as a percentage of PHS: 

NS, = Max 1 L, - CF. 0 ] 
PHS 

The needed surplus distribution tells us what percentage of the available surplus will be 
depleted by each modeled event. But different amounts of depletion can have 
qualrtatively different impacts upon a company’s ability to continue functioning 
post-event. To better discuss the different amounts of depletion we introduce the 
concept of surplus tiers. 

Section 3: Surplus Tiers 

An insurer of reasonable size should be able to withstand an event-based depletion of 
say -10%’ of available surplus without significant disturbance to ongoing operations. 
This amount might be considered the limit of “acceptable variation”: there will be no 
regulatory intervention. ratings downgrades, or loss of market position or viability. 

Between -10% and -2O%, the company may begin to attract the attention of regulators 
and rating agencies. Between -20% and -3O%, regulatory bodies may step in to 
oversee operations and protect the interests of other policyholders; guaranty funds may 
be put on alert; ratings downgrades are almost certain, and with them comes possibly 
irreparable damage to market position and viability. Between -30% and -5O%, the 
company would almost certainly fall under direct regulatory control. Beyond -5O%, the 
company is in all likelihood headed for major reorganization, runoff, or even insolvency. 

Annual aggregate loss dwloutions could also be used. 
., See Appendix A for a discusston of possible modificattons to modeled losses which a company 
may want to consider before calculating the needed surplus distribution. 
5 I have selected these breakpoints arbitrarily for discussion purposes 
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These highlighted “ranges” demarcate what I call surplus tiers: 

Surplus tiers are ranges of surplus bounded by selected percentiles within which 
the ongoing operating status of the company is considered “constant.” 

Movement from one tier to the next reflects a qualitative change in the ongoing 
operating status of the company. 

We will be using this sample set of surplus tiers throughout the remainder of the paper: 

Table 1 - Sample Surplus Tiers 

Surplus Percentile 
Tier Range 

1 o-1 0% 

1 2 / lo-20% 1 Regulatory and Rating Watch I 

3 ) 20-30% 1 Regulatory Oversight, Ratings Downgrade 

4 I 30-50% I Reaulatorv Intervention ---i 

I 5 I 50-100% I Reorganization, Runoff or Insolvency 1 

(Note the convention that “higher” numbered tiers of surplus represent deeper shocks 
and more severe impairment to the company.) 

This means that each modeled event has both a needed surplus amount NS, and a 
corresponding surplus tier. Events can even be referred to by their tiers -- a very 
severe event might be “Tier 4.” These tier references are both company specific and 
portfolio state dependent. They will change as the exposure levels, collected premiums, 
and surplus of the company change. 

Now that we have a framework for relating exposure levels and surplus via tiers, we 
turn our attention to the development of an appropriate concentration charge. 

Section 4: The Concentration Charge 

Should the concentration charge just be another form of risk load? If the answer is yes, 
then an application of one of the well known risk load methods -- from Kreps [2] or 
Meyers [3], for example -- would suffice. Both methods would give larger charges for 
adding a risk to a more exposed area, which makes intuitive sense. 

However. these methods would generate a concentration charge for the addition of a 
risk to any geographic area, even those with Tier 1 exposure. This expands the 
concentration charge’s definition beyond its intended focus: reflection of exposure 
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accumulation beyond critical amounts. Also, these methods while being theoretically 
sound may not be acceptable to a regulator as support for additional surcharges. The 
issue of additional (marginal) surplus and an appropriate return thereon have yet to be 
satisfactorily resolved in the public forum. 

This may be a purely semantic distinction, but I intended for the concentration charge to 
serve as more of an economic indicator than as a reward for bearing risk. I had hoped 
this approach could be filed and used to develop portfolio state dependent rates for 
catastrophe coverage. I believe this requires a concentration charge which is 
economically sound yet understandable and acceptable to both regulators and the 
public. 

In that light, I propose a formula for the concentration charge which focuses on the 
reparation of impairment by requiring depleted surplus to be replenished in order for the 
company to continue operating as a viable going concern. The time frame for 
replenishment would depend on the tier: higher tiers would need to be replenished 
more quickly than lower. Tier 2 surplus need not be replaced within one year, but 
maybe over five years. Depletion to the Tier 4 level may mean regulatory supervision, 
so a two year turnaround may be mandated just to restore viability. 

Each tier will be assigned a replenishment period. Since each event has a tier 
associated with it, it too will have a replenishment period. That means an incremental 
dollar of loss to that event exposes a dollar of surplus which must be replenished within 
the appropriate time period. To accomplish this replenishment, that loss dollar would 
need to carry an accompanying annual surplus replenishment load (as a percent of that 
dollar of loss) equal to the inverse of the replenishment period (in years). This expense 
load shall be referred to as the concenfration charge (CC): 

Table 2 - Sample Surplus Tiers and Concentration Charges 

Surplus Percentile Replenishment Concentration 
Tier Range Period Charge (CC) 

Summary 
Before proceeding it may be helpful to review the new components to the approach: 
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l The needed surplus distribution by modeled event, expressed as a percentage of 
total surplus, associates a surplus tier with each event. 

l Surplus tiers are percentile ranges of surplus within which the company’s 
operational status is considered constant, but between which material changes in 
operational status are assumed to occur. 

l Each tier has a different replenishment period associated with it, based on the 
severity of the predicament. 

l The inverse of the replenishment period yields a surplus replenishment load called 
the concentration charge which is applied to any additional loss dollars added to 
that event by a new account. 

These new components will now be combined into a pricing approach for a new 
account. 

Section 5: Pricing A New Account 

The first step in pricing a new account is creation of its own occurrence size-of-loss 
distribution, consisting of loss amounts n, by event. The concentration charge dollars by 
event (CC$,) for the new account then equals 

CC$, = [ CC, l n, I r5.11 

where CC, = concentrafion charge for event i 

These dollars represent the replenishment costs of the additional loss to each event. 
For Tier 1 events, this charge is 0. For Tier 5 events, It is according to our example 
equal to an additional 100% of modeled loss for the new account -- a 100% surcharge 
to pay for exposure concentration. 

The expected concentration charge dollars over all events (CC$) equals 

CC$ = Ci [ “$, l P, 1 

where ci = sum over all events 

The concentration charge (CC) --the expense provision to be applied to the 
catastrophe loss cost -- is calculated as follows: 

CC = CC$ I Ci [ n, l p,] K.31 

where xi [ n, l p, ] = modeled expected loss for new account 
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This assumes that the ratio of 

exoected concentration charse d& 
modeled expected loss 

is a suitable proxy for the required concentration charge to be applied to the filed 
catastrophe6 loss cost. 

Example: Homeowners 
One might deem lhis detailed approach to be “continuous” PSD pricing. Computational 
and regulatory restrictions for a line like homeowners might call for more of a “discrete” 
or approximate method. An example would be territorial loss cost multipliers. 

Begin by calculating the concentration charge for a sample policy added to each of the 
company’s territories (could be bureau defined, county, zipcode,...). This concentration 
charge would be a loss-based expense to be included with the company’s other 
expenses in developing loss cost multipliers, For example, say a company had two 
territories, Y and 2. Territory Z is more heavily exposed than Territory Y. Their expense 
loads and loss cost multipliers would be: 

Table 3 - Example of Homeowners Territorial LCM’s 

Expense Item Terr. Y I Terr. Z 

(1) Premium-Based Expense Load 31% 31% 

(2) Concentration Charge 15% 30% 

Loss Cost Multiplier 

I I 
= [ 1 .oo + (2) ] / 

[1.OO-(l)l , , 

1.667 1.884 I 
I 

(Note: the formula io (3) assumes the concentration charge is included as parf of 
premium for determination of faxes, commission and other variable expense provisions. 
It could easily be modified to accommodate different treatments -- e.g. surcharge.) 

Territorial LCM’s do represent a compromise position between PSI and PSD pricing. 
They would still be on file with the insurance department. An insured would be quoted 
the same manual rate independent of portfolio state for the period the LCM’s are in 
effect. However, they do represent a step forward in their explicit recognition in the loss 
cost multiplier of the cost of exposure accumulation. 

b Clearly the Introduction of separate catastrophe loss costs and multipliers represents yet another 
regulatory hurdle to be overcome before this approach can be implemented. However, many cat-prone 
states are pushing companies to provide a cat/non-cat breakout of their “indlvlsible” package premiums 
(HO or CMP). See Walters and Morin [4] for more on separate cat rates 
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Example: Lame Commercial Account 
Companies may wish to use the “continuous” approach when pricing a larger 
commercial account. The addition of a large account will likely have a substantial 
impact on the portfolio state, so it may be worth the extra effort to get the more exact 
answer from the continuous method over the approximate territorial method. Also, the 
locations may be so geographically dispersed that the territorial LCM method cannot be 
effectively applied. 

Table 3 shows highlights of an example’ showing the difference in concentration charge 
for adding a new account to two portfolios, LOW and HIGH. To reflect the differences in 
exposures, I set LOW’s modeled losses equal to 50% of HIGH’s by event 

Table 4 - Example of Adding a New Large Account 

Item Identifier LOW HIGH -__- - 
(1) Expected Loss C, [ ni * p, ] S151.78 $151.78 

(2) Expected Concentration Charge cc3 , $9.73 / $33.38 
Dollars __-- --_- 

(3) 1 Concentration Charge 

L = (2) /(I) L 

cc 

-~ --__ I 

Holding all else constant, the difference between the LOW and HIGH concentration 
charges is due to the lower tiers exposure (see Columns (7) and (15) on Table 5). 

Section 6: Portfolio State Dependent Pricing and 
the CAS Ratemaking Principles 

Before giving PSD cat pricing further consideration, we might ask how it compares to 
the recommendations of the CAS “Statement of Principles Regarding Property and 
Casualty Insurance Ratemaking” [3]. 

It is important that proper actuarial procedures be employed to derive rates that protect 
the insurance system’s financial soundness and promote equity and availability for 
insurance consumers. 

PSD pricing produces rates which directly reflect threats to a company’s financial 
soundness due to exposure accumulation. PSD pricing is equitable among 

A full version of the example IS Included at the end of the paper in Table 5. 
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policyholders covered under different lines of business and/or different States, 
the collectibility of whose insurance is threatened by exposure accumulation. In 
counterpoint to the discrimrnatory charge against PSD pricing, one could argue 
that portfolio state independent pricing represents an implicit subsidy among 
property cat policyholders in high exposure areas and policyholders in other 
states and/or lines of business and/or companies. Excessive exposure 
accumulation also threatens the availability of insurance. If the exposure 
balancing promise of PSD pricing were fulfilled, it may actually lead to more 
availabrlity. 

Principle 7: A rate is an estimate of the expected value of future costs. 
Principle 2: A rate provides for all costs associated with the transfer of risk. 
Principle 3: A rate provides for the costs associated with an individual risk transfer. 

PSD pricing is based on the view that the cost of adding a new cat policy 
depends not only on the characteristics of the policyholder (transfer of risk) but 
also on the state of the portfolio at the time it is written (individual risk transfer). 

Pnnciple 4: A rate is reasonable and not excessive, inadequate, or unfairly 
discriminatory if if is [based on Principles l-31. 

A PSD pricing process can be as objective and fair as a PSI process if it is 
systematic, based on sound economic principles, objectively applied, auditable, 
and not subject to distortion or fraud. It is not by definition unfairly discriminatory, 
instead reflecting the consumption and availability of a limited resource -- 
underwriting capacity as represented by surplus. 

[It] is desirable to encourage experimentation and innovation in ratemaking. 

That is the intent of this paper. 

Section 7: Conclusion 

The outlined approach provides a connection between 

l current portfolio exposure levels, 
+ modeled losses, 
l the resulting exposure of surplus, 
l the costs of that surplus exposure, and 
l required pricing for a new account based on the current portfolio state 

It reflects exposure accumulation in the rates, but requires a ratemaking paradigm shift 
to portfolio state dependent pricing. There are unresolved regulatory and social issues 
of fairness and order dependency which clearly must be addressed for this approach to 
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ever be implemented. Still, it is meant to be a forward-looking paper, providing a 
conceptual framework for discussion and advancement of the science. 
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Appendix A 
Possible Adjustments to Modeled Losses and Surplus 

The needed surplus distribution should reflect all payments related to a large 
catastrophe net of all budgeted funds. There are several cost components which a 
company may want to consider in addition to the modeled loss amounts produced by 
their catastrophe models: 

1. Reinsurance recoveries (including non-recoverables and Catastrophe 
reinsurance reinstatement premium); 

2. Model adjustments -- demand surge, fire following earthquake; 
3. Non-voluntary and guaranty fund assessments; 
4. Bond losses due to forced liquidation. 

(1) Reinsurance Recoveries 
Needed surplus will be reduced by the recoveries from reinsurance programs, 
particularly catastrophe treaties. These recoveries and those from per risk treaties as 
well as facultative can be built directly into many catastrophe models to give accurate 
net loss numbers. 

However, care should be taken to reflect reasonable non-recoverable provisions. It may 
not be realistic to expect full recovery in a $50B industry event for example. Also, cat 
treaty recoveries should be net of any reinstatement premium 

(2) Model Adiustments 
Demand surge (the localized inflation of materials and labor after an event) and fire 
following earthquake are just two examples of adjustments to modeled results which 
may warrant reflection, depending on a company’s conservatism and faith in the 
modeled results. 

(3) Non-voluntarv and Guarantv Fund Assessments 
Both of these represent costs which will vary with industry event size and company 
participation. The assessments could be substantial and should not be ignored. 
Non-voluntary pools in cat-prone states have gone from insurers of last resort to first 
choice providers for the difficult to insure. Insurers and the public need to know the 
non-voluntary facilities’ exposure tevels. 

(4) Bond Losses Due To Forced Liquidation 
This item differs from the others In that instead of IncreasIng losses it would act to 
decrease asset value and thus surplus. The F-C insurance industry could flood the 
capital markets in the aftermath of a large catastrophe in their demand for cash. This 
create a self-feeding downward pricing spiral, causing material losses to asset value. 
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TABLE 5: Concentration Charge Example - Large Account 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1 HIGH - Collected Needed 
Portfolio 

Evenl 
y- t 

P(EKent) 1 Loss-H(i) 

) ‘-’ P(i) , WEI 

Expected Value : [::151.78 -T 3338- -1 
Concentration Charge : 21.99% , 

(11) (12) (131 (14) (‘5) (16) (‘7) (‘8) 

35.000 7 
’ 27,500 

7,500 
6.250 i 

D 

Expected Value : 
Concentration Charge : 1 



Notes for Table 5 
Concentration Charge Example - Large Account 

Column (1) = the event identifier i 
Column (2) = the event probability p, 
Column (3) = the current losses for the HIGH portfolio Hi 
Column (4) = the collected catastrophe loss cost amount CF of $lOMM 
Column (5) = the needed surplus by event NS, for the HIGH portfolio 

= the maximum of [(3) - (4)] and 0 
Column (6) = the needed surplus by event as a % of PHS (= SSOOMM). 
Column (7) = HIGH surplus tier from Table 2 
Column (8) = HIGH concentration charge CC, from Table 2 
Column (9) = the New account loss n,. 
Column (10) = the HIGH concentration charge dollars CC$i by event 

= [W * WI 
Column (11) = the current losses for the LOW portfolio L, 
Column (12) = Column (4) 
Column (13) = the needed surplus by event NS, for the LOW portfolio 

= the maximum of [(II) - (12)] and 0 
Column (14) = the needed surplus by event as a % of PHS (= $500MM). 
Column (15) = LOW surplus tier from Table 2 
Column (16) = LOW concentration charge CC, from Table 2 
Column (17) = Column (9) 
Column (18) = the LOW concentration charge dollars CC$, by event 

= [(16) + (17)l 

Expected losses for the New account = xi [ (2) l (9) ] 

Expected CC$ for the HIGH portfolio = ci [ (2) * (10) ] 

HIGH Concentration Charge CC =33.381151.78= 21.99% 

Expected CC$ for the LOW portfolio = ci [ (2) * (18) ] 

LOW Concentration Charge CC = 9.73 1151.78 = 6.41% 

3-07 
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A Frequency Based Model for Excess Wind in 
Property Ra.temakirzg 

by Tim McCarthy 
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ABSTRACT 

In some geographic areas the most significant cause of variation in total dollar losses 

are fortuitous, non-hurricane storms. Many of the models developed to address the 

issue of such excess wind losses use dollar loss data only. The traditional models 

may muddy the distinction between large loss procedures and excess wind models, 

particularly in territorial analysis. Additionally, as new models are developed which 

address the hurricane-type risks only, overlap between the hurricane and 

non-hurricane losses in the traditional procedure degrades the utility of the historical 

database. A frequency based model for excess wind is proposed. A frequency based 

model has the benefit of both providing an appropriate load for non-hurricane excess 

wind, and making the company’s internal property data more suitable for trend analysis. 
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A Frequency Based Model 
for Excess Wind in Property Ratemaking 

OVERVIEW 

Increasingly, property ccverages are having a portion of their catastrophic losses 

estimated through the use of loss simulation procedures. These modeling procedures 

provide the long term expected losses for major catastrophic events, like hurricanes. 

However, they generally make no provision for smaller wind catastrophes which can 

represent a more significant component of a line’s annual expected catastrophic 

losses on an ongoing basis. 

As the hurricane models become more widely accepted, a data gap can exist between 

the historical excess wind model, which generally considered non-hurricane events 

along with hurricane losses, and the hurricane only loss procedure. This paper 

provides a procedure to develop a catastrophe or excess wind provision for 

non-hurricane losses. It develops a catastrophe load based upon the non-hurricane 

wind loss frequency. The model as developed enables data in a property book to be 

used for loss trend analysis. 

CURRENTPROCEDURES 

There are currently a number of procedures used. Most applications are variants of a 

procedure described by Homan [I]. He describes a procedure which ratios wind losses 

to total losses exdudlng wind. He takes historic losses over a long period (27 years) 
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and determines the median ratio of wind to non-wind losses over the period. If a year’s 

wind to non-wind losses are 150% or greater than the median ratio, then the excess 

wind ratio for the particular year is calculated as the difference between the year’s 

excess wind ratio and the median. The excess wind ratios are totaled and divided by 

the number of years (27) to produce an average excess wind factor. This average 

excess wind factor is used to develop the excess wind loading for the year’s under 

review. 

Many excess wind procedures are variations on Homan’s procedure. Chemick [2] 

describes a procedure where catastrophe events are Identified in the database, and a 

catastrophe loading is developed with the defined catastrophe losses. Fitzgerald (31 

provides an example where the total losses for each calendar year are ratioed to 

premium. 

the Currat Procem 

There are a number of problems with the current procedures. Among the problems are: 

1. Htinicane Losses Included in the Data 

2. Mix of Different Policy Forms 

3. Historical Premium Adequacy 

4. Changing Definitions of Historical Catastrophes 

5. Geographic Distribution Changes 
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6. Application to Territorial Analysis 

7. Applicability of the Procedure to New Products 

Hurricane Losses Induded in the Data 

The excess wind losses using the traditional 30 year catastrophe period indude 

hurricane (major catastrophic wind) losses which are increasingly accounted for in rate 

development with modeled hurricane losses. A company, with an exposure base which 

is susceptible to both frequent wind / hail storms and hunicane losses, may have lost 

some of the value of an excess wind database if it is unable to separate hurricanes 

from the remainder of wind losses. While such segregation may be possible for most 

recent years, frequently the detail from older years no longer is available. Fitzgerald 

[3] notes that the IS0 historical database lacks information for removing hurricanes 

from older years. 

Mix of Different Policy Forms 

Coverage changes occur over time, and the applicability of the traditional excess loss 

procedure to older years is unknown. For example, in Homeowners many companies 

had a different distributional mix of Actual Cash Value (ACV) policies and Replacement 

Cost Coverage (RCC) policies in older years than exist during the experience period 

under review. Do RCC policies produce proportionally larger or smaller losses than 

ACV policies, given the fundamental coverage differences? 
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Historical Premium Adequacy 

The IS0 excess procedure for Extended Coverage ratios losses to premiums. When 

excess loss ratios are used, problems can exist with the historical premium base. How 

does the adequacy of the historical premium base compare with current adequacy? 

That is, does a particular year appear to have excess losses solely due to the 

inadequacy of the premiums? Even if the historical premiums were adequate, if 

companies have been reducing expenses over time (including policyholder dividends), 

the older years’ premiums are excessive at today’s levels, 

The Changing Definitions of Historical Catastrophes 

In the procedure described by Chemick [2], catastrophes are described in the 

database. How are such catastrophes defined? If Property Claims Service (PCS) 

defined catastrophes are used, then the actuary needs to be sensitive to the long term 

definition changes of catastrophes. Prior to the 1980’s an event was defined as a 

catastrophe if it produced over $1 million in insurance industry losses. Until recently a 

$5 million industrywide loss would be defined as a PCS catastrophe. Now, the storm 

must generate $25 million in losses to be defined as a catastrophe. A number of 

issues are raised by the use of such a standard. 

1. How does a company’s distribution of risks compare to the industry’s? If it 

has a lesser concentration of risks than the industry, then the industrywide 

catastrophe may not have produced many losses for the company. 
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Contrariwise, a company with a much greater concwntration of rfsks in a 

particular area may experience significant losses to its book, yet the storm may 

not qualify as an industry catastrophe. 

2. How well does a national catastrophe standard translate to stats pricing? 

This is a problem which is akin to the geographic issue raised above. The PCS 

catastrophe standard is a countrywide standard. A state on the periphery of the 

system generating an industry catastrophe may experience few losses. 

Similarly, a storm which generates relatively large losses for a particular state 

may not surpass the threshold for it to be defined as a countrywide industry loss. 

3. How does one redefine older catastrophes at the new total dollar level? 

That is, under the PCS definition in 1993, a storm would have needed to 

generate losses of $5 million to qualify as a catastrophe. in 1997 the break 

point is $25 million. What should the level of losses have been in the 1993 

storm to still qualify as a catastrophe? $25 million? Some interpolated dollar 

amount between the time of the last definition and the most recent definition? 

Geographic Distribution Changes 

The traditional method does not account for geographic distributional shifts which occur 

over time. Fitzgerald [3] notes that there has been a population shift to areas impacted 

by hurricanes over the last 30 years. Have shifts ocwrred to or away from areas 
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impacted by wind, hail, and tornadoes? if so, then the historical excess loss model will 

not adequately reflect the prospective catastrophe risk being priced. 

Application to Territorial Anelysis 

The traditional method advanced by Homan [l] performs territorial analysis by 

assuming that the excess catastrophes are distributed evenly across ail territories. He 

does state that territorial catastrophe factors can be developed, but the specifics of 

such a procedure are not outlined in detail. Thus, the historical procedure does not 

allow for area catastrophic losses to be recognized in terrftorfai analysis. 

Applicability of the Procedure to New Products 

The current procedures require the availability of many years of data since the variance 

is a function of a series of full years’ losses. When a new product is introduced if its 

geographic spread or susceptibility to wind losses are different than other product lines, 

the applicability of the current procedures to the new product may be difficuft to 

establish. 

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE 

The proposed alternative is to develop a catastrophe procedure based on the wind 

dalm frequency of particular dates of loss. Why use a frequency based model versus 

total dollars of loss? 
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While total dollars of loss produce the variation in the experience of any inSUrer, it iS 

generally the variation in the undertying number of daims which generates the variation 

in the total dollars of loss. Catastrophe procedures, which rely upon the excess loss 

dollars to develop a catastrophe loading, are utilizing a surrogate for the variation in 

claim counts. By plating reliance upon the frequency, the surrogate is being replaced 

by a more accurate measure of the source of variation. If a frequency model more 

accurately accounts for catastrophic variation, then the accuracy of the actuarial model 

is enhanced. 

Using a frequency based wind cause of loss procedure eliminates distortions to the 

catastrophe factor which can be generated by other causes of loss. That is, in many 

traditional methods, the wind claims are ratioed to the non-wind claims. Suppose that 

in a particular year the wind experience is somewhat worse than usual, but that theft 

and fire losses have declined considerably in the particular year. In such a year, the 

wind losses may be considered “excess” more by virtue of the good fire and theft 

experience than as a result of poor wind experience. The converse Mn hold, wherein 

ail, or most, causes of loss deterioratfng in a particular year can exdude that particular 

year’s wind losses from consideration in the catastrophe factor development. 

THE FREQUENCY MODEL 

The proposed alternative is to consider the relative quarterly frequency of wind losses 

to determine the catastrophe loading. That is, summarize the wind daims and losses, 

by day of loss, over the experienca period. Calculate the frequency of the wind losses 



by dividing each day’s wind daim counts by the quarterly earned exposures. The 2.5% 

of days with the highest frequency are selected to be catastrophe days’. The losses 

associated with these claims are ratioed to the historical total losses exduding the 

catastrophe daims to develop a catastrophe factor. 

Exhibit 1 provides an example of this procedure applied to a recently introduced 

product line which was introduced in 1988.’ The underlying database contains ail days 

with wind losses, the number of earned exposures (units insured) for the quarter, the 

number of claims generated on the day, and the cumulative paid losses for claims 

generated on the day through the most recent valuation quarter. The frequency and 

severity are calculated from the data on the exhibit. in the exhibit, 39 days are 

summarized, which represent the 2.5% of worst wind days. Over an approximate eight 

and a half year period (approximately 3,100 coverage days) the wind daims on these 

39 days generated 14.3% of the total claims which represented 20.5% of the total loss 

dollars. From these data a catastrophe factor of 1. 2601 was generated.’ 

I The derivation of this 2.5% criterion is discussed in the section ‘Catastrophe Cutoff beginning 
onpagell. 

Only 9 and l/2 years of data are reflected in this exhibit. The number of years used to develop a 
catastrophe factor generally can and should exceed this period. This exhibit reflects the experience for a 
recentfy introduced product line. This recently introduced product line was selected for this pager: 

1. to show the applicability of the procedure to recently introduced pm&d lines: and 
2. to keep the example simple by including all the data on one page. 

While more years are needed to develop a reliable excess wind factor, the specific length of 
experience to be examined has not been determined satisfactorify. One could argue that a period of 
approximately 15 years is reliable given tiat underwriting practices, coverage and geographic 
disbfbutional changes render the applicsbilii of data older than this suspect 

3 If one examines the exhibit doseiy, he / she will notice that the seventh catastrophe date 
(1988-09-16) has only 5 daims. Because this is a recently introduced product line one could justify 
exduding the first or second year of data from the determination of the catastrophe load due to the 
instability which muld be introduced to the frequencies from the rapid exposure growth. All data are 
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To pride with this factor, the payments and reserves associated with the catastrophe 

days should be excluded from the calendar or accident years in the review. The factor 

should be applied to the incurred losses, without excess wind, to develop the 

prospective losses with catastrophes. Figure 1, below, demonstrates how the 

procedure would be applied to indications developed using calendar year data.’ It 

summarizes the application of the catastrophe procedure to calendar year 1995 and 

1996 incurred losses. 

Total 1 19.923405 4.292.525 15630.0881 N / A 1 19.696.47 

There are additional adjustments which need to be made to the data to properly price a 

product. 

induded in Exhibit 1 to emphasize the advantage of this procedure over the current procedures. That 
is, the catastrophes are selected not by the total losses they generate (which in the case of this particular 
date may seem to be ridiculously small), but based upon how many claims are generated by an event 
relative to the bmlcs overall site. 

4 Exhibii 2 shows how the exduded excess losses are determined for calendar years IQ95 end 
1996. The example shown here is for illustrative purposes, and intended to show only how the 
catastrophe losses are removed from the experience period losses, and how the excess loss factor is 
applied. Application of trend, hurricane msts. and change in IBNR issues have been ignored. A more 
complete example would indude the hurricane cost loading. Homan 14) discusses one such procedure. 
Finally, while calendar year losses are shown, the procedure can be applied to accident year losses. 

The data in the table are consistent with procedures used historically in the development of loss 
ratio indications. Fdlowing the sedan on trend, an alternative procedure using the application of the 
frequency based model with pure premiums is developed. 
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I. Reinsurance -- For an individual company, the excess wind losses which will be 

covered by an aggregate ocounence treaty should be exduded. This does not 

necessarily mean that losses which were covered by catastrophe reinsuranca 

contracts should be exduded. If historically the company had a treaty which 

provided cover for losses excess $1 million, and in the prospective rate period 

aggregate losses excess $2 million will be covered, then losses exceeding the 

prospective coverage retention should be excluded from the calculation of the 

catastrophe loading. (This presupposes that the “cost” of such a reinsurance 

treaty is handled as ccst of doing business.) 

Aggregate occurrence reinsurance issues complicate the analysis. Should the 

historical losses be trended so that aggregate occurrences be excluded? It will 

be necessary to have long term average coverage amounts to accomplish this. 

2. Use Multiple Days of Loss -- Aggregate catastrophe contracts covering excess 

wind generally consider events generating losses which occur over a 72 hour 

period. Rather than selecting single days, one could aggregate the days into 3 

or 4 day dusters. This would provide a better matching for the adjustment noted 

above. 
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3. Incorporating with a Hurricane Model -- Increasingly, expected losses from 

hurricanes are incorporated in prtcing models. If the expected losses from 

hurricanes are induded in the indications, then all hurricane losses should be 

exduded from this procedure. The pricing actuary needs to understand how the 

expected losses from hurricanes are estimated. If only hurricanes which make 

landfall are considered in the hurricane model, then hurricanes which do not 

make landfall, but which generate insurance losses, would need to be kept in the 

excess wind database used in this mtastrophe model. Similarly, if the hurricane 

model considers only “true” hurricanes (e.g. Saffir - Simpson scale 1 or greater), 

then tropical storms need to be retained in the excess wind database. 

How was the 2.5% of worst days cutoff criterion selected? 

Initially, this value was selected arbitrarily as an acceptable cutoff point.’ However, 

subsequent analysis tended to support this selection. The coeffident of variation 

between the frequency of wind losses, excluding catastrophes, was compared to the 

coefficient of variation on non-wind losses. If one assumes that once the variation in 

wind frequency due to catastrophes is removed, that the random variation in daims is 

the same between wind and non-wind losses, then the ideal percentage cutoff would 

6 
An alternative I have considered, but not employed, is to establish a cutoff frequency which is 

considered “catastrophic”. That is, if the wind frequency for a particular day exceeds, say. 4% men that 
day would be considered catastrophic. Thus, the total catastrophic losses would be the sum of the 
losses, in this example, where the daily wind frequency exceeded 4%. 
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occur when the coefficient of variation was the same between the frequency for the 

wind losses excluding catastrophe losses and the non-wind losses. 

Different cutoff percentages for various products were examined to determine the artoff 

point. No ideal cutoff point has been developed. Although some such equivalence 

could be found at the 2.5% cutoff point, the ideal cutoff point has not been conclusively 

identified. The inability to develop a perfect match between these coeffidents of 

variation probably result from a violation of the underlying assumption. That is, the 

randomness attributable to the non-cat wind daims and the non-wind claims are 

probably not the same. For example, if underwriting was concentrating on a reduction 

in fire losses over the experience period, then the company would have introduced a 

systematic influence on the random variation in fire daims while not simuftaneously 

influencing the wind daims. 

However, given the improvement in the loss trend data discussed in the next section 

that the 25% cutoff criterion generated, I believe a reasonable cutoff point has been 

established. 

APPLICATION TO TREND 

It is wmmon for the trend used in property indications to be derived from external data. 

Homan [l] develops trend factors using Doe&h factors and the modified CPI. He 

states that these factors are surrogates for the historical and prospective changes to 

severity. He presents no procedure to consider changes in loss frequency. 
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ASE 13 [5] states that the most reliable data to be used in the development of trend is 

the data internal to the book of business. Historically, the use of internal data for 

pridng In property lines is complicated by the variance that excess wind and water 

introduce to the calendar year losses and claims. The frequency based catastrophe 

procedure eliminates much of the variance which generally makes internal data difficult 

to apply in the development of property loss trends. 

Figure 2 below summarizes the historical calendar year frequency for the product 

whose catastrophe factor is developed in Exhibit 1. 

Figure 2 

RecIuency 

024 
6 022 

921 931 941 951 961 
Qllarta 

*lncl CSLS -+-Ed cats 

Wiihout analyzing any statistics associated with the chart above, it appears that the 

data excluding catastrophes are more stable than the data including catastrophes. 

Figure 3, below, summarizes the calendar year severity for the line. 
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Figure 4, below, Is a table which summarizes the R-squareds from linear regresslon 

performed on the data underlying the charts above. 

Figure 4 

In each case above the quality of the fii is better using the data exduding catastrophes. 

One might note that the severity has a “spike” in 1993. It should be noted that the data 

used In this regresslon include large non-catastrophic losses which are generally 

removed before the regression procedures are performed. They are not removed here 
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as a complete discussion of the applfcation of a large loss procedure is outside the 

scope of this paper.’ 

Analysis of the frequency exduding catastrophes may be providing insight here which 

is helpful in the development of equitable rates. This is a new product, Often the 

frequency on less mature business is greater than the frequency on mature business. 

The decline in frequency may be a reflection of a maturing In the book, so that 

developing rates which account for the lower frequency could produce lower and more 

equitable indications than would be developed with frequency being ignored.’ 

The more recent dedlne in frequency opens other areas of consideration in the 

development of indications. The actuary may wish to examine the source of these 

improvements. Has there been a shift to larger deductibles? If so, then the premium 

trend may need to make a provision for such a shift. Indeed, one of the advantages to 

using external loss trends based upon external Indices which are linked to coverage 

amounts is that the premium trend analysis Is greatly simplified. The use of internal 

7 
Although a large loss prowdure is not dIscussed In this paper. a general comment about the 

inclusion of such a procedure is in order. Large lower should be analyzed attsr the selection of the 
catastrophe days. If analyzed prior tn the selection of the catastrophe days, then a large loss might be 
exduded twice I it is a large wind loss which occura on a selected urtastrophe date. 

In the example above the 1993 large losses which would be excluded from the severity trend 
aneJysis are more than 120?‘0 greater than the 1992 and 1994 exduded losses. When the large loss 
procadure is employed the R-squared is increased. 

Because this is a new, rapidly growing product, one may want to examine the impact the 
exposure base is exerting on the frequency. Frequency has been calculated using earned exposures in 
the denominator. For this produd the exposure base may be trailing the daim counts during the rapid 
growth. It may be more appropriate to usa an exposure base which is a weighted average of in forco 
polities and earned expures during the period of rapid growth. Such a weighting may provide a more 
accurate reflection of the frequency. If one condudes that such a weighting ia needed in developing the 
frequency trends, then one should revisit the exposures used in determining the catastrophe days. 
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data in property lines will require more sophisticated analysis of the premium trend so 

that there is a complete matching of the trended premiums and trended losses.’ 

If the internal data provide a more accurate projection of the current and prospective 

loss costs, then more accurate indications will be developed. For this product, the 

trends that are generated by the internal data are greater than those derived using the 

external indices commonly employed for the line. If the internal trends truly are more 

accurate, then a parameter error would have been introduced to the indications. If the 

relationship holds over time that the internal trends are larger than the trends 

developed using external indices, then a systematic downward bias would exist in 

property indications.‘0 

AN ALTERNATIVE APPLlCATlON OF THE FREQUENCY BASED 
CATASTROPHE LOAD USING PURE PREMIUMS 

Figure 1 showed how the application of frequency based catastrophe load could be 

applied to obtain untrended calendar year losses without the hurricane catastrophe 

9 A discussion of all the analysis needed to develop the correct premium trend is outside the 
scope of this paper. However, it must be emphasized that if the internal trends are to be used in the 
development of the indications then the actuary must be aware that distributional shifts occurring in, say, 
deductibles, territory, and amount of insurance are contributing to the loss bend. Since each of the items 
is a rating variable, premiums are also being impacted by the distributional shifts. 

Ideally, an analysis of the changes in the average relativifes for each of the rating variables 
which can be impacting the loss tends should be performed. In the absence of time or data to 
adequately analyze how each relativity is impacting toss trend, the average premiums at present rates 
can be used to develop premium trend. 

A.M. Best [S] recently noted for the Homeowners line that “Although baseline costs (excluding 
catastrophe) would dearly show rate inadequacy. many regulators and even some companies are 
reluctant to increase rates.” lf mmpanies’ internal trends are generally greater than the trends 
developed using external data, then companies and regulators may bs unaware of the full magnitude of 
rate deficiencies. 
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load. Figure 5 below provides summaries of the 1995 and 1996 calendar year 

incurred losses for the excess wind, non-excess wind, and non-wind causes of loss. 

In 1995 “Other Wind” losses (wind losses not defined to be catastrophic) were 

approximately $550 thousand greater than the 1996 “Other Wind” losses. The “Other 

Causes” losses (all losses other than those caused by wind) were approximately $1.75 

million greater than the 1996 “Other Causes” losses. 1996’s earned exposures were 

approximately 2% lower than the 1995 exposures. The catastrophe load as developed 

in Exhibit 1 is 26.01%. Should 1995’s untrended, non-hurricane catastrophe loading be 

approximately $450 thousand ($1.75 million X 26.01%) greater than 1996’s untrended 

catastrophe losses? Put differently, should increased non-wind related losses increase 

the level of the non-hurricane excess losses?” In general the answer is no. However, 

when one is developing indications using five years of data, the variation in the 

non-wind losses from year to year should offset sufficiently to limit the bias caused by 

this type of loading. 

If one wishes to load the indications with a non-hurricane excess wind factor which is 

not a function of the non-excess losses, then a pure premium approach can be used. 

Nota that the 5450 thousand doas not consider the non-excess wind lossas. If they are 
considered then 1995’s unbended non-hurricane excess wind Icesas are approximately $600 thousand 
greater than 1995’s ( ($1.75 million + $550 thousand) x 26.01% ). 
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The ability to develop long term severity trends with internal data enables a reasonable 

pure premium method to be developed. The table below outlines the pure premium 

approach. 

Fiaure 6 -.-- 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Days Trended C.Y, 

of Excass Severity Excess Excesz 
:.y. Loss Pure Prem Trend Pure Prem Pure Pren 

398 2 1.20 1.851 2.22 71.81 

389 11 175.48 1.714 300.77 77.55 

990 2 42.61 1.587 67.62 83.76 

391 2 48.88 1.469 71.80 90.48 

992 3 155.68 1.360 211.72 97.74 

993 5 81.52 1.259 102.63 105.58 

994 4 125.66 1.166 146.52 114.00 

995 7 217.98 1.080 235.42 123.07 

996 3 57.59 1.000 57.59 132.92 

rerage Excess Pure Premium: 132.92 

The pure premiums in column 3 are developed by taking the cumulative paid losses 

from the catastrophe dates within a year and dividing them by the year’s earned 

exposures. An annual 8 percent severity trend has been developed from the internal 

data.” Column 5 contains the trended pure premiums. The average pure premium is 

I?. Because of the nature of the losses a stable non-hurrfcane excess wind trend cannot be obtained 
from the excess wind data. It is assumed that the non-hurricane excess wind losses will be impacted by 
the same inflationary influences which impact the non-excess wind losses and the long term non-excess 
severity trend has ken sekcted. 

Since the wind losses are fortuitous, generally one would anticipate only applying a severity 
trend to the pure premiums. However, if one believes that the policy mix at the beginning of the period is 
sufficiently different than the policy mix at the end of the period by a rating variable whii would impact 
historfcal frequency of excess wind daims (such as a shii to higher deductibles), then one ald appfy a 
frequency adjustment to the severity trend. 
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calculated using the average pure premiums in column 5.13 For each calendar year, 

multiply the calendar year earned exposures by the overall average excess pure 

premium to obtain the total non-hurricane excess wind losses at current levels. To 

obtain the total losses at current levels the non-catastrophe experience losses (trended 

to current levels) are added to the non-hurricane excess losses and the hurricane 

expected losses. 

The pure premium based frequency load is not as critical for developing the overall 

statewide indication as one might initially believe. The table below summarizes the 

differences between the total non-hurricane losses before trending to current levels. 

(1) (2) 
Figure 7 

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 1 

CY. Excass Excess Total Excl Pure Prem Factor 
Eamed Excess Usina Pure Derived WI Excess Total Total II 

II C.Y. Exp Pure Prem -Prem Factor Wind Lossas Losses 

1995 16,260 123.07 2,003,560 2,317,643 a,920567 10,924,167 

II 
11.225.321 II 

Total 1996 15,921 132.92 2,116,219 4.119.799 4.065664 1.746.549 6,722,602 19.762.966 6,636,621 19.696.472 6,471,963 II 

The C.Y. Excess Pure Prem in Figure 7 (coiumn 2) is taken from column 6 of Figure 6. 

The data in column 4 are derived from the loss data in Figure 1. There is an 

approximate l/2% difference between the untrended losses developed using the factor 

derived in Exhibit 1 and the pure premium method just presented. When more years of 

13 To maintain consistency with the issues discussed previousty , the 1966 pure premiums are 
shown here and trended. If 1986 were exduded from the average pure premium dafdufation, the 
average non-hurricane excess pure premium for 1969 through 1996 is $149.26. 
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data are considered and the expected losses are added into the above losses trended 

to current levels, the percentage difference between the two methods should dedine. 

An advantage to the pure premium excess process just introduced is that it eliminates 

the leveraging effect the non-wind and non-excess wind losses generate on the excess 

wind factor. A disadvantage is that the average pure premium is dependent upon the 

selected trend factor. in the example used thus far, less than 10 years of data are used 

to develop the catastrophe factor. if the catastrophe factor is developed with 15 to 20 

years of data, any inaccuracy of the trend factor will greatly impact the older trended 

pure premiums. The more inaccurate the selected trend factor is, the more inaccurate 

the average pure premium will be. 

However, in performing analysis for other rating variables, the non-wind losses can 

have a greater leveraging effect on the factor application of non-hurricane excess loss 

load within particular ceils, and the pure premium method is probably preferable. 

APPLICABILITY TO OTHER PRICING ISSUES 

The catastrophe procedure developed here can enhance the equitable pricing of 

property rating variables. 

Fitzgerald (31 notes that the application of the hurricane loss models in the 

development of property rates has eliminated some cross subsidization across property 

rating territories. Historically, the hurricane losses were apportioned throughout the 
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state, whereas the new modeling techniques enable the loading of such losses to be 

more accurately assigned to the proper rating territory. This frequency based model 

similarly enables catastrophic non-hurricane losses to be more equitably assigned to 

the appropriate rating territory. 

in performing territorial analysis, the same catastrophe dates selected for the statewide 

indication are selected in determining the catastrophe loads by territory. However, 

catastrophe loadings are developed for areas of territories separately using the ratios 

for the excess wind losses versus the total losses exduding excess wind within each 

rating territory. The determination of these area, excess wind factors is shown in 

Exhibit 3. The range of factors ranges from 1.0096 in Area 1 to 1.4646 in Area 3. in 

developing the territorial indications, the catastrophe dates are removed from the 

experience period and the area excess loss factors are applied following the same 

process shown in Figure 1. This should generate a more equitable distribution of 

catastrophes to the appropriate territories and a more accurate rate. Again, a 

hurricane loss loading is needed for each area or territory, but is not explored here. 

The historical procedure had catastrophe losses removed proportionally from the 

losses in each territory and the same catastrophe load was applied to each territory. 

This produces inaccurate indications. Consider only those territories subject to higher 

long term catastrophic losses. if over the experience period in the review these 

territories had abnormally low losses (relative to the long term historical average) then 
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loading the average statewide catastrophe load will understate the needed rate level in 

these territories. 

Protection class reiativities can be more equitably priced with this procedure. This is 

particularly important if the distribution of polities by protection class vanes by territory. 

if catastrophe losses have not been removed, and then accounted for with a 

catastrophe load, then the protection classes are developed with the random error from 

catastrophes. 

if the historical catastrophe procedure has been used, then the unprotected properties’ 

relativity is too high. Since a higher protection dass indicates an increased fire risk, 

applying the overall catastrophe factor overstates the total losses by protection class as 

the average catastrophe factor is being leveraged by the higher fire losses. Similarly, 

the lower fire losses In protected areas understate the catastrophe losses when the 

average statewide factor is applied. Developing catastrophe loadings by protection 

dass using the frequency based procedure would produce more accurate protection 

reiativities. 

Finally, the use of the frequency based procedure could facilitate the application of 

accident year loss data in the development of indications. When the frequency 

catastrophe procedure is employed, the development factors for the 15 to 27 link ratios 

are generally smaller with less variance. 
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ADVANTAGESOFPROPOSEDPROCEDURE 
OVERCURRENTPROCEDURES 

A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method to the 

methods currently employed is made below. 

1. The procedure enhances the usability of internal data for loss trend analysis. 

2. Huntcane losses are not considered in the database, so that the proposed 

procedure can be used more readily with hurricane models than the current 

procedures. 

3. The procedure enables catastrophe analysis to be performed on new product 

lines. 

4. The development of the loading is not a function of other muses of loss, which 

have the potential to distort the loading. 

5. The development of the loading is not a function of premium, which has the 

potential to distort the loading. 

6. The development of the loading is not dependent upon multi-state industry 

catastrophe definitions, which can distort the loading. 

7. The procedure enables territorial and protection class indications to have 

catastrophe loadings which can be developed for each analyzed cell. 

6. The above advantages develop a more equitable rate. 
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1. The proposed procedure is more complex than those currently employed. 

2. The initial development of the database may be time consuming and costly. A 

company may not have data which goes back very far past the years used in 

developing indications. Thus, it will need to build the data prospectively. Even if 

the data exist in an electronic archive (most probably tape), system resources 

will need to be utilized to retrieve the archived data. 

3. It is change. It will require time to explain to people within the company and 

outside it. It will require changes to spreadsheets and or programs used to 

develop indications and filings. These issues are time consuming and can 

sometimes create emotional upset with individuals who have taken pride in their 

past work product and perceive change not as an evolutionary improvement but 

as an indictment of their previous work product, 

CONCLUSION 

Atthough significant problems have been identified with the current excess wind 

methods used in property ratemaking, in the absence of available data and alternative 

procedures they served the ratemaking process well. The evolution of information 

technology has made the application of the theory presented herein practical. Prior to 

the 70’s much of the available daim information was highly summarized. Even when 

more detailed information began to be stored, obtaining summarized data in a form 
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usable for the actuary required extensive work with the data processing department. 

Because of the man-hours involved in establishing an initial report process reViSitIg 

reports to obtain better information was difficult to schedule. Only recently with 

inexpensive electronic storage costs and powerful computers, which enable direct 

analysis by the actuary, has the proposed procedure been feasible. 

There are areas which need to be explored further. 

1. When a geographic distrfbutional shift is occurring how should this be accounted 

for in determining statewide excess losses? Should the exposure base be 

adjusted to reflect the distributional shift? 

2. What are the optimal number of years to which this procedure should be 

applied? The historic use of thirty years of data was developed to account for 

both excess non-hurricane wind losses and excess hurricane losses. With the 

advent of modeling techniques which enable expected hurricane losses to be 

considered separately from non-hurricane losses are thirty years of data still 

needed? Does the optimal number of years vary by state? 

The current procedures for developing excess wind losses for property losses are 

undergoing a transformation. The introduction of modeled hurricane losses into the 

rate development procedures necessitates some degree of revision to the 

non-hurricane excess wind procedure. The recommended procedure compliments the 

incorporation of modeled hurricane losses into rate development. It also provides the 
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added benefit of making the internal data for the product line useful for loss trend 

analysis. 
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Exhibit 1 

QTR D.O.L. PklylXllk Cl&E Exposure Severity 
19922 1992-04-28 1.901.667 382 3,550 4,978.19 
19892 1989-05-W 445,312 137 1,672 3250.45 
19892 1989-05-16 457,659 113 1,672 4,050.00 
19912 1991-04-29 562,473 167 3,427 3.368.10 
19892 1989-04-06 439,654 74 1,672 5.941.28 
19892 1989-M-07 191,922 74 1,672 2,593.54 
19883 1988-09-16 6,969 5 143 1,393.83 
19942 1994-04-2s 767,533 131 3.830 5,859.03 
19952 1995-05-05 605,320 137 4,064 4,418.39 
19942 1994-04-26 565,209 125 3,830 4.521.67 
19952 1995-04-29 622,121 127 4,064 4.898.59 
19951 199.5-01-18 534,098 115 3,951 4Ji44.33 
19952 1995-05-07 485,685 106 4,064 4.581.93 
19892 1989-05-05 114,283 42 1,672 2,721.03 
19934 1993-10-18 430,694 93 3,740 4,631.12 
19952 1995-05-28 692,207 97 4.064 7,136.16 
19902 1990-04-0s 279,598 67 3,071 4.173.11 
19952 1995-06-27 3 12,902 87 4,064 3,596.57 
19902 1990-04-27 175,090 61 3,07 1 2,870.33 
19892 1989-05-13 117.219 33 1,672 3,552.08 
19931 1993-03-29 286,444 65 3,469 4,406.83 
19941 1994-03-27 246,397 69 3,712 3,510.97 
19934 1993-10-17 251,317 68 3,740 3,695.84 
19892 1989-05-15 119,477 30 1,672 3,982.SS 
19942 1994-os- 13 243.544 68 3,830 3.581.53 
19893 1989-07-02 138,967 40 2,266 3,474.19 
19962 1996-05-25 356,492 65 3,991 5,484.49 
19892 1989-04-29 67,829 27 1,672 2,512.20 
19892 1989-06-02 163,785 27 1,672 6.066.11 
19932 1993-05-0s 295,454 57 3,560 5,183.41 
19911 1991-02-18 168,999 53 3,329 3.188.67 
19892 1989-05-01 96.47 1 26 1,672 3,710.40 
19931 1993-03-25 150,975 53 3,469 2.848.59 
19922 1992-04-29 229,65 1 54 3,550 4,252.80 
19951 1995-03-25 314,271 60 3.95 1 5,237.85 
19961 1996-01-17 132,113 61 4,020 2,165.79 
19884 1988-1 I-15 9,202 10 678 920.18 
19964 1996-10-21 228,511 57 3,936 4,009.07 
19922 1992-06-04 260,750 SO 3,550 5,215.ca 

“EXCCS” 13,468,271 3,113 NA 4,326.46 
ovclall wind 33,981,642 9,337 NA 3,639.46 
“Excess” / Overall Wind 39.63% 33.34% 118.88% 

Total All Causes 65,252,655 21,711 3,005.51 
“Excess” / Total 2O.M% 14.34% 143.95% 

Development of Excess Wiid Factor 
Accident Years 1988 through 1996 

Evaluated as of March 31,1997 

Frequency 
0.1076 
0.0819 
0.0676 
0.0487 
0.0443 
0.0443 
0.0350 
0.0342 
0.0337 
0.0326 
0.0313 
0.0291 
0.0261 
o.a251 
0.0249 
0.0239 
0.0218 
0.0214 
0.0199 
0.0197 
0.0187 
0.0186 
0.0182 
0.0179 
0.0178 
0.0177 
0.0163 
0.0161 
0.0161 
0.0160 
0.0159 
0.0156 
0.0153 
0.0152 
0.0152 
0.0152 
0.0147 
0.0145 
0.0141 

Excess Wind Factor = 1 + [ 13,468,271 / (65,252,655 - 13,468,271 ) J = 1.2601 
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Exhibit 2 

Determination of Excess Wind Amounts 
Calendar Years 1995 & 1996 

---C.Y.Paid--- - - - Cl’. Ending Reserves - - 
Accident Date 1995 1996 1994 1995 1996 

1993-05xls 10,559 
1993-10-17 5,220 
1993-10-18 2,733 
1994X13-27 55,330 
1994-04-2s 16,495 
1994-04-26 34,840 
1994-05-13 12,661 
1995-01-1s 526,779 
1995-03-25 309,636 
1995-04-29 583,306 
1995-05m 581,170 
1995-05-07 456,512 
1995-05-28 590,584 
1995-06-27 284,713 
1996-01-17 0 
1996-05-25 0 
1996-10-21 0 

Total 3,470,538 901,607 156,675 297,450 77,055 3,611,313 681,212 1 

01 
0 

2.188 
0 

1,080 
6,627 

0 
7,320 
4,635 

38,815 
24,150 
29$?.5 

100,736 
27,363 

134,298 
350,402 
174,468 

0 0 0 10,559 
Loo0 0 0 4,220 
2,995 3,500 0 3,238 

40,310 0 0 15,020 
46,615 0 0 (30,120) 
34,485 0 800 355 
31.270 0 0 W3,609) 

0 36,630 0 563,409 
0 24,840 0 334,476 
0 47,300 0 630,606 
0 54,080 0 635,250 
0 47,475 0 503,987 
0 45,105 1,495 635,689 
0 38,520 0 323,233 
0 0 7,140 0 
0 0 35,785 0 
0 0 31,835 0 

0 

(1,3$ 
0 

1,080 
7,427 

0 
(29,3 10: 
(20,205) 

(8,485; 
(29,930; 
(17,950) 
57,126 

(11,157) 
141,438 
386,187 
206,303 
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Exhibit 3 

YW 1 
1988 7,294 
1989 456,417 
1990 191,891 
1991 815,174 
1992 491,388 
1993 1,053,979 
1994 989,041 
1995 822,881 
1996 393,363 

_ - - - - Rating Ap.em _ _ - - - 
2 3 4 

25,251 92,205 60,309 
791,114 2.172.721 2,061,930 
642,777 2,081,750 1,242,218 

1,746,683 2,316,482 2,OO7,986 
1,336,373 3,831,662 2,373,489 

800321 1,817,877 2,397>82 
871,581 2.755,530 3.121.772 
834,691 4,520,362 2,703,439 
846,549 2,101,594 1,566,133 

5 Total 
26,072 211,131 

1,103,032 6,585,214 
716,310 4,874,946 

1,317,641 8,203,966 
1,814,16o 9,847,072 
2,158,609 8,228,568 
1,412,900 9.150,824 
2,270,943 11,152,316 
2,09O,981 6,998.620 

Total 5,221,428 7,895,540 21,690,183 17,534.858 12,910,648 65,252,657 

YWX 1 
1988 3,122 
1989 0 
1990 5,923 
1991 39,473 
1992 0 
1993 650 
1994 0 
1995 380 
1996 0 

Excess Wiid Paid Iases 
- -. - -Rating Arem - - _ - - 

2 3 4 
2,128 9,135 779 
7,818 913,756 790,462 

51,108 378,241 16,764 
521,146 0 170,853 

0 1,726,972 404,767 
8,306 532,172 510,505 
4,203 1,131,626 638,350 
9,980 l,958,3oo 764,024 

11,636 229,922 108,175 

5 Total 
1,007 16,171 

640,542 2,352,578 
2,653 454,689 

0 731,472 
260,330 2,392,069 
363,251 l,414,884 

48,503 1,822,682 
833,921 3,566,6O5 
367,390 717.123 

Total 49348 616,325 6,aao,l24 3,4o4,679 2,5 17,597 13,468,273 

Excess Wiid 
Factor 1.0096 1.0847 1.4646 1.2410 1.2422 1.2601 

Development of Area Excess Wind Factors 
Accident Years 1988 through 1996 

Valued as of March 31,1997 

Total Paid Losses 
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Abstract 

Tort rcfurms are generally difficult to cvnluatr because historical claim loss data are rarel! 

available in n format to facilitate analys nnd becuwr the tort rrform itself may change 

plrlintifr, behzior in a iv+ that rcndrrs historical data unpredictivc of the future. In this paper 

\ve descrihc our attempt to calculntc the ct‘lkts of tort reform in Tesas using a combination of 

claims dsta. focus group infx-m;~tion 2nd judgment. 
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Backproud 

Subscqusnt to the passage of this series o1lort rclbrms. the I t’xas I.cgislaturc passed ti<,usc Bill 

10X8 in May 1995 lI.8. IOXX required the Insurance C:ommissioncr to hold a hearing and. based 

on the c\ idcncc presented at the hearing. mandaw by October I. I995 appropriate raw rrductiuns 

for each line of insurance efkcted b> the tort rethrms. The rxtc reductions mandated b! the 

Commissioner uere to be effective for all new and rene\\al policies on January I. 19%. The 

Commissioner was further required to annually review the rate reductions and make an> 

approprlntc changes to the rcductlons. If the C‘ommissioncr falled to ordsr rate reductions b) 

October. 199.5. certain default reductions as set forth in l-l 13. 1988 were to he automatically 

applied. The default reductions arc presented in I:hibit I. 

The Commissioner did hold a hearing and recei\ cd evidence on the antlclpated impact of the tort 

reforms 111 July. 1995. As a result of that hearing. the C‘ommissloner ordc1-cd the rate reductions 

prcsentcd in Exhibit 1 be implcmcnted effective January I. 1996. The Commissioner has 

annuall rrvkrcd the ordered rate reductions and to date has made no moditications to his 

original urdcr. It does noi\ appear that the rate reductions ma> bc increased in 199X as a result 

of the 1997 hearing. but that decision \\as not published as of this Lrriting. 

Summary of Tort Keforms 

Senate HIII 75 limited the amount ofpuniti\e damages to the greater of R300.000 or twice the 

amount of economic damages plus non-economic damages not to exceed S750.000. The 

standard for awarding punitlvr damages was raised from gross negligence to malice. Malice was 

defined to mean a ywcific intent to cause substantial injury or an act which involved extreme risk 
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ofwhich the defendant HIS aware. but nevertheless proceeded. This reform took effect on 

causes of action that occurred on or atier September I. 1995. 

Scnnte Bill 28. cffcctiie on causes of action 011 or after September 1. 1995. revised the law so 

that a defendant \\ould be held jointI) and severally liable for damages caused by others only if 

the defendant ~a5 more than 50% liable. Previously a defendant could br held jointly and 

severally liable for damages caused by others even ifthe defcndnnt was at least I I% liable. This 

revision meant that no more than one liable party could be held jointly and severally liable. 

Senate Bill 28 included an exception for toxic tort cascb in which the joint and several threshold 

was set at 15%. rather than 50%. Previousi> the law provided no threshold for toxic tort cases. 

Srnatc Bill 78 also allowed the extent of a person’s liability to be included in the evidence to the 

jury. Previously, a person that was only 60% liable could be held 100% liable by a jurq’ that was 

never told about the defendant’s degree of liability. The revised law created the possibility that 

thejur) might reduce the award to reflect the 60% liability factor. The downside to this reform 

was the threat from plaintifrs. lawyers that they xvould IION sue all liable parties to an accident to 

ensure that 100% of the damages were recovered. thereby increasing defense costs. 

Senate Bill 37 required a plaintiff to bring suit only in the county in which all, or a substantial 

part. of the insured event occurred. or in the county of the defendant’s residence. or in the county 

of the defendant’s principal office. Only if none of the previous conditions applied. could the 

suit be brought in the plnintifl-s county of residence. Previously. suits could ho initiated in an) 

county in which there was some nexus to the insured event. Examples of abuse \\rre the 

initiation of lawsuits against an insurer in any county in \vhich the insurer had an agent. or the 

initiation of a lawsuit for a plaintiff in the proper county. but then joining of multiple plaintiffs 

from throughout Tesas or countrywide. A person will no longer be able to join as a plaintiff 

unless the venue is proper as to that specific plaintiff. The intent of the new venue rules was to 

curb shopping for forums which had a reputation for large injury awards. This act took effect on 
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suits brought under the Federal Employrrs Liability Act and the Jones Act on January I. 1996 

and on all other suits commenced on or after September I 1995. 

Senate I3ill 3 I was patterned after Federal Rule I I and nttcmpted to restrict frivolous pleadings 

and motions in a lawsuit. A frivolous lawsuit is defined as one in which there is no cvidentiary 

support or legal basis for the pleading or is filed for an improper purpose (i.e. harassment). Suits 

involving frivolous pleadings and motions can and ~.ill still be litigated. There will supposedly 

now be an avenue to complain to the court. and the court may apply sanctions against the 

offending attorney or plaintiff. But Senate Bill 3 1 will not in itself eliminate a frivolous suit 

from the system. This act was effectice on suits commenced on or after September I. t 995. 

The Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA) generally reformed the conditions for awarding 

damages when a consumer is harmed by deceptive practices. The new Ian requires a showing 

that the consumer relied on the misleading or deceptive practices before dnnlages can be 

awarded. There is a potential for a DTPA award against the insurer. but if there were such an 

award. it would not ordinarily be included in the ratemaking process. because it would not be 

expected to recur in the future. 

House Bill 971. affective 9’1!94, was intended to discourage friv-olous mcdtcal malpractice 

claims and reduce the number of defendants in each suit. This law provided new deadlines for 

tiling expert reports and attempted to eliminate “junk science” by setting certain standards for 

expert medical testimony. 

The primary sources of data underlying the actuarial costing of the tort reforms were the Texas 

Liability Insurance Closed Claim Annual Report and a series of special data calls designed by the 

Texas Department of Insurance (TDI). 
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In accordance with its statutory mandate. the TDI annually collects information concerning 

closed bodily injury claims relating to the follo\\in~ categories of insurance: general liability. 

medical professional liability. other professional liabilit>. commercial auto liability and the 

liability portion of commercial multi-peril. These closed claim data are rcpularly published in 

the Annual Report. Throughout this paper this report is referred to as the “regular closed claim 

surbey.” 

Because the regular closed claim survey neither covered all lines of insurance nor contained all 

the information needed to cost all the tort reforms. it ~8s necessary for the TDI to issue a series 

of special data calls. One such call. attached as Appendiv 4. applied to the following lines of 

insurance: private passenger auto. homeo\\ncrs. f;lrmo\vners. personal umbrella. general liability. 

other prokssional liability. commercial auto garage. commercial multi-peril and product liability. 

Throughout this paper. this special call for data is rcfcrred to as the “special closed claim 

sur\ c! ... 

There was also a special call for employers‘ liability claim data addressed to workers‘ 

compensation insurers (.~2ppcndk R) and it special call for information pertaining to deceptive 

trndc practices and ICIIUC data (Appendis c‘). 

In addition to the data call information. the following data were also relied upon in costing the 

tort reforms. 

. Size of loss data li)r products liabilit! prepared by the Insurance Services Office 

and released by the .l’Df. 

. ~\nnt~l Statement I’agc l-1 data compiled hy the .IDI. 

. Cause of loss data for homeo\\ncrs. farmowners and tenants provided by the TDI. 

. Information concerning the anticipated changes in lawsuit procedures gathered 

from a focus group discussion Hith ‘Tcsas attorneys. 
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Costing 

Punitil e Ilamnccs 

The actuarial Impact of Senate ‘3111 15 \,a5 calculated 111 individualI> analyzing each claim III the 

TDl’s regular and spcciA closed claim \urwys so as trl dctcrminc th amount ofptmitivc 

damages. Thcsc amounts UCI~’ ~ndi\~irlu;Al! capped to the greater ofS7Ol).~Nl~ or tuicc the 

amount of economic los\ pluh the non-economic 10~s (lcith the non-economic loss limited to 

$750.000). The ditti-rencc bsturen the capped amount of punitive damngcs and the actual 

pumtlve damages rcprcsented thr shtimatcd sa\ ings arising from the nev. cap (see Line I. 

Exhibit 1). 

.I‘he savings due to the elimination of the gross ncglig~ncr standard and the introduction of the 

malice standard \xcrc judged ti) be approximateI\ ?5% ot’the capped punitive damage amount. 

The 25% reduction factor. shwn on I inr 1 of l~.shibit 2. was based on information gathcrsd at 

the focus group discussion \\rth Pcuns attorneys 

The claims data in the TDl’s closed claim surwy included the total claim costs. only a portion of 

which \\as helov. polic! limits and insured Since the purpose of the actuarial calculations ~a5 

tn dctcmminc the ~1 ings to the insurnncc s\;ctcm it &as ncct’ssa~ to di\idc the claims data into 

the primary insured portion t>f the claim and the sxccs:, portion. l-he total XI\ inys tbr each clnlm 

\cas tirst applied to the amount of the claim in cscc’s~ of insurance ,md then an> remaining 

saCngs \\as applied to the insured portion ofthc claim. For csample. assume a Sl million claim 

settlement of v,hich SXOO.000 v~as insured by the primary carrier. [f the pnniti\e damage sa\ ing 

was 10%. the capped claim uould have been 59OO.OW In this cast. there uould have been no 

savings to the primary insurance system and no impact on the prlmarh insurance rate. The claim 

amounts in excess of policy limits are shown on Line 6 of Eshibit 2. 
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The savings arising from Senate Bill 25 were calculated separately for each line of insurance 

The calculations for private passenger auto and general liability are presented in Exhibit 2 as 

illustrations of the calculations performed for each line of insumnce. 

Joint and Several Liabilitv 

The impact of Senate Bill 7-8 was determined using two different analysis techniques. For those 

lines of insurance included in the regular closed claim survey, each claim in the survey affected 

by the joint and several rules was individually analyzed for possible savings. If the plaintiff was 

more than 50% at-fault, then it was assumed that none of the insured defendants would be jointly 

and severally responsible and the entire settlement would be saved. 

The savings estimates were calculated so as to reflect the fact that some settlements will exceed 

insurance policy limits. In those cases. the savings to losses in excess of policy limits will have 

no effect on the insurance rates. 

In cases involving multiple defendants. the new joint and several rules reduced the financial 

liability ofonc of the insured defendants v+hile causing an increase in the tinancial liability of 

another insured defendant. Due to these “dissavings”. a 25% reduction factor wasjudginentally 

applied to the otherwise calculated savings (see Line 23 of Exhibit 3). 

The calculations for general liability and commercial auto are presented in Exhibit 3 as 

illustrations of this first analysis technique. 

For those lines of insurance included in the&closed claim survey, a different analysis 

approach \bas followed because of data credibility concerns. When the data in the special call 

were stratified by claim size. the data in each cell lacked sufficient credibility for reliable 

analysis. For the lines of insurance in the special call, the estimated savings provided by the 

rrspondees (see Question 4K of Appendix A) to the special call were utilized without fin?her 

adjustment. These estimated savings by the respondees were on a combined basis for the joint 
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and several. venue. deceptive trade practices and frivolous suit reforms. Examples of the 

calculations are shown in Exhibit 4 for the homeowners and products liability lines of insurance. 

The actuarial analysis was based on claims data from the regular closed claim survey for the 

product liability and the environmental liability lines of insurance. Data from the TDI’s special 

venue data call (see Appendix C) were the basis for the analysis of the general liability. 

commercial auto. commercial multi-peril, medical professional and other professional lines of 

insurance. 

The first step in the analysis was to divide the claims information for each county between those 

events which occurred inside the county and those which occurred outside the county. 

For products liability and environmental liability. the number of expected “venue” claims for 

each county was determined as a function of the ratio of claims from outside the county to the 

total number of claims for the county. If the “outside” claim ratio for the county exceeded 110% 

of the statewide average “outside” claim ratio. the excess number of claims for the county were 

considered to be “venue” claims. As an example of this calculation, consider the products 

liability calculation for Travis County. From Exhibit 5. page 2, one can determine that 35% (7 of 

20) of the Travis County products liability claims arose from outside the county. The statewide 

average “outside” claim ratio was only 16% (127 of 794). The Travis County ratio exceeded 

I 10% of the statewide average ratio by I 7.4% (.35 - .I6 x I. I). The escess number of “outside” 

claims (.174 x 20 = 3.48 claims) is shown on page 3 of Exhibit 5. To account for losses in 

excess of policy limits, the number of excess claims were then judgmentally reduced by 25% to 

determine the number of claims for Travis County which were expected to be effected by the 

venue reforms. The estimated dollar savings were then calculated by multiplying the number of 

“venue” claims by the dollar difference between the average settlements outside the county and 

the statewide average settlements inside the county. 
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The basis for the savings estimates for general liability. commercial auto liability. commercial 

multi-peril and professional liability. were the responses to the special venue data call (see 

Question Id. Appendix C). An example of the calculations using the special venue data call is 

shown for general liability in Exhibit 5. page I. 

For those lines of insurance not covered by the special venue data call. the cstimatrd savings 

provided by the respondees to the special closed claim survey \\cre utilized as presented in 

Exhibit 4. Again. these savings were estimated by the responders on a combined basis for the 

joint and several. venue. deceptive tradr practices and frivolous suit reforms. 

Frivolous Pleadings and M& 

The TDl’s regular closed claim survey did not include information upon \\hich to calculate the 

savings from the Senate Bill 31 restrictions on frivolous pIcadings and motions. No meaningful 

claims data were available to calculate the impact on insurance losses. [nformation gathered in focus group discussions suggested no significant sa\ ings on insurance losses. An estimate of 0% 

savings was used for the lines of insurance in the I‘DI’s regular closed claim suncy. For those 

lines of insurance included in the special closed claim survey. the responses to Question -II; (see 

Appendix A) \\ere used as the basis for the savings estimates. l‘hose cstimatrs were on a 

combined basis for the joint and several. venue, deceptive trade practices. and frivolous suit 

reforms and are summarized in Exhibit 4. 

Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA) 

Since awards under the DTPA are generally not covered by insurance. it was assumed that any 

savings from this reform would have negligible impact on insurance rates. Responses to the 

special closed claim survey tended to confirm this judgment of‘ negligible savings to the 

insurance system. No explicit savings were included in the cost estimates for the DTPA reforms 

But to the extent that rcspondecs included DTPA savings when answering the special closed 
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Medical Ye lli vncc 

tlousc Bill 971 \~a\; ~ntcndccl to discouqc tiivoltru\ medical malpmcttcc claims and TC~IICL’ the 

number ~~fd~kndants 111 each wit. I his reform U:IS considcrcd in the same contc~t as the 

rr~trictionz on frivolous suits in Senate Hill 3 I. Discussions in the fixus group st‘ssions 

indicated ncgligihlc savings \\crc anticipated. ;io explicit measurement oisa\,ings was included 

in the calculations. 

Out-of-State Lawsuits 

Some policies issued on Tcsas risks gi\r rise to claims and la\\suits outside Tcsas. Examples of 

this can hc found in the au10 liability and products liability coverages. These out-of-stntc claims 

arc reported as Tc~as losses because thq arc associated with Tcxns insurcds. 

The Texas closed claim data upon \rhich the savings calculations \\ere bawd rcportedlb did not 

include out-of-state losses. As a result. the savings estimates derived from the data should have 

hwn applied only to that portion ofthr premium dollar. or to that portit,n of the IOSCS. \xhlch 

rcprcscnt in-state premiums or IOSCS. Data puhlishcd h! the Insurance Rcscnrch C‘wncil 

indicated that appro\rimatel) Z% ofthe pri\ ate pnsscngcr auto liability losses v.ere out-of-state. 

Similar data wcrc not axxilahlc for commercial auto liability or products liahilit!. hut it was 

anticipated that the percentage MS substantially greater than 348. 

One possible method ofadjusting the savings estimates Llr the out-of-state Iosscs wwld have 

hcen to ,judgmentaliy reduce the puniti\c damayc savings b) a factor of .97 for private passenger 

auto liability and a lhctor of.90 for commercial auto liability and products liability. Another 
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reasonable approach \vould have hcen to analyze a range ofestimates and select a savings from 

the lower end of the range. 

The rate reductions which \\crc tinall! ordered were generally above the range of savings 

indicated by the closed claim data. It was difficult to determine if any recognition. even implicit 

recognition. was given to the impact of out-of-state Iosscs. 

Allocated Loss Adiustment Exnenses 

With the possible csception of the vcnur reform. the various tort reforms were not espectcd to 

result in any measurable savings to allocated loss adjustment cspenses (ALAE). 

In the case of the joint and several reform. a greater incentive to vigorously defend a claim to 

avoid paying more than the insured’s degree of fault uas anticipated. Prior to the rcfomls. the 

precise degree of fault of each claimant was not as relevant as after the rcfomts. 

For the punitive damage reforms, the caps on wards were anticipated to result in the injured 

party seeking greater amounts for economic and non-economic damages so as to increase the 

amount of the potential punitive damage award. This will take more effort to defend against. 

thus defense costs were anticipated to increase. 

It is possible that there will he some ALAE savings on claims affected by the venue reforms. It 

was assumed the portion ofALAE savings from the venue reforms would be approximately 

equal to the percentage of loss savings. 

With the potential for increases in ALAE arising from the joint and several and punitive damage 

reforms and the potential savings coming from the venue reforms, it was-judged that there would 

he no overall savings in ALAE. 
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Ranpe of Estimates 

Exhibit 6 summarizes the authors’ indicated savings by lint of insurance and compares those 

results to the savings detemlined by the TDl actuaries. 

Even though WC used different procedures in some cases and the TDI included savings for 

behavorial changes for some lines of insurance of as much as 2.5%. our results were ofien very 

close to those of the TDI actuaries. We believe the similarity of results suggests the 

reasonableness of both sets of calculations. 

However, there are a few areas where the differences are significant enough to be of concern. 

We are convinced that the TDI overestimated the savings pertaining to the venue refomls for the 

general liability, commercial auto. commercial multi-peril and homeowners/famrowners lines of 

insurance. This overestimate results primarily because the TDI assumed that Harris County was 

an attractive “venue” county and that the venue reforms would reduce lawsuits in that county. 

But the information we have from attorneys is that Harris County was not a “venue” county. Our 

analysis reflected information from the special venue data call and confimred that the savings in 

Harris County could be expected to be considerably less than those indicated by the TDI 

analysis. If the TDI’s calculations were adjusted to reflect the information in the special venue 

data call, its results would have been very similar to ours. 

We are also concerned that the TDI overestimated the savings from the joint and several liability 

reforms for product liability (non-Bl). The TDI’s calculations were based on only 4 claims from 

the special closed claim survey wherejoint and several liability reform would have impacted the 

result. Four claims is not a sufficient base to conclude that a 16.50/b savings is indicated for this 

line. 
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With these esceptions. we believe the TDl’s calculations generally confirmed the reasonableness 

of our results and vice versa. 

Commissioners Decision 

In 1995 the Commissioner received testimony from several parties and ultimately ordered the 

rate reductions set forth in Exhibit 1. The ordered rate reductions were generally higher than the 

range of actuarial indications because of a subjective judgment that the tort rcfomrs would cause 

a change in the claiming beha\ ior of the plaintiffs. The authors’ actuarial estimates were derived 

by re\,icwing past claims and adjusting the data for the impact ofthr new rules OII those claims. 

with no explicit recognition of potential behavioral changes. The TDI actuaries developed 

estimates with some explicit recognition of behavioral changes. but even those estimates wcrc 

overridden in the final order. 

The danger of factorins “behavioral modifications” or other ‘unintended consequences” into the 

actuarial calculations is that such assumptions are necessarily arbitrary Hasing cost estimates on 

arbitrary assumptions can completely overshadow the actuarial cost estimates and convert 

ohjecti1.c calculations into pure g uesses. On the other hand, not considering potential behavioral 

changes can cause the cstimatcs to miss the mark. Whether the miss is high or low is the puzzle. 

Whether or not the promised savings from the Texas tort reforms are ever realized may never bc 

known because there are a myriad of factors affecting liability claims. It is nearly impossible to 

detemline with certainty whether changes in claims scvrrity or clai~n frequency arise from tort 

reform or some other phenomenon. In the recent 1997 hearing concerning the Impact of these 

tort reforms. updated closed claim data for the year 1996 were introduced into evidence. These 

more recent data did not yet indicate tort reform savings different from the actuarial indications 

submitted in the 1YY5 hearing. lfthc I997 hearing results in a decision to an increase the 
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Exhibit 1 

House Bill 1988 
Rate Reductions 

Coverage 

Professional Liability 

Physicians. Other Health Care Provider 
Hospital 

Commercial Liability - Products/Completed 
Operations 

Private Passenger Auto B.I. Liability 

Commercial Auto B.I. Liability 

Personal Umbrella and Excess Liability 

Homeowners and Renters Liability 

Farm/Ranch Owners Liability 

Liability Portion of CMP 

Employer’s Liability Portion of Work. Comp. 

Other Commercial Liability 

Umbrella 

Excess Liab. For G.L.. Auto. Products 

Excess Med. Prof. - Physicians 

Escess Med. Prof. - Hospitals 

Excess Med. Prof. - Other 

Misc. 

Default 
Rate Reduction 

3 0% 
30% 

25% 

15% 

20% 

20% 

5% 

5% 

I 0% 

10% 

15% 

15% 

15% 

15% 

15% 

15% 

Ordered 
Rate Reduction 

3.5% to I l.5%* 
3.5% to 15.0% * 

12.5% 

1.5% 

12.0% 

7.5% 

0% 

10% 

12.5% 

0% 

18% 

18% 

3.5% to 15% * 

4.5% to 20% * 

0.5% to 17.5% * 

1% to 12.5% ** 

* Varies by occurrence v. Claims made and timing of suits 
** Varies by subline 
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Exhibit 2 
Page 1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Total Savings Resulting From 
Caps on Awards 

Total Punwe Damages 

Remaining Pumlwe Damages 

(2) - (1) 

Estimated Sawngs Resulbng 
From Elnn~nat~on of Gross Negligence 
Standard and Adoptmn of Clear and 
Convincing Standard of Proof 
(3) x 0 25 

Total Estimated Savtngs 

(1) +(4) 

Savings Attnbutable to Excess 
of Policy Llmlts 

Net Sawngs to insurance System 

(5) - (6) 

Total Prtmaty Insurance System Paid 
Losses within Interval based on Survey 
(Speaal Survey. Q7a + Q7d) 

Aggregate Paid Losses in Interval 
for All Companies Responding to Survey 

Impact of Punitive Damages Reform 
Private Passenger Automobile Bodily tnjury Liability 

(Including UMklIM) 

(10) Esbmated Percentage Loss Sawngs 
In Interval based on Survey 
(7) I (a) Wt’d IS based on 
aggregate pald !n line (9) 

Less Than 
$20.000 

5 

4.000 

4,000 

1.000 

1.000 

1,000 

1.913.379 

593.823.708 

0.1% 

850,001- Over Wt’d 
$100.000 5100.000 Average 

$ 4.050.000 $ - 

4.350.383 228,977 

308.383 228.977 

5 82.527 

733.873 

651,346 

77.096 57,244 162.837 

4.127.096 57,244 245,364 

4.111.250 23,387 

15646 33.857 

48,000 

197,364 

8589.387 21.279.076 27.594,028 

313.240.391 

0 2% 

93.763,324 58.633.424 

0.2% 07% 0.1% 

All Claims 
Settlement Range 

Source Speck4 Texas Closed Claim Survey 
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Exhibit 2 
Page 2 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

Impact Of Punitive Damages Reform 
General Lbbilny NO” TOliC 

16.008.543 6.502.515 10.030.125 32,541.163 

30.402.613 24.841.918 23.358.465 78.602.996 

14.394.070 18.339.403 13.328.340 46.061.813 

3.598.518 4.584.851 3.332.085 11.515.453 

19.607.061 11.087,366 13.362.210 44.056,636 

10.239.367 1.960.750 6.927.000 19.127,116 

9.367.694 

367,905,558 

2 5% 2 7% 1 7% 2.3% 

9.126,616 

342.958.174 

6.435.210 24.929,520 

387.622.846 1.098.486.578 

Source Regular TexasClosedClalm Survey 
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Exhibit 3 
Page 1 

61 

Impact Of Joint And Several Reform 
General Liablllty -NO” TOXlC 

Bodily I”,“ry Lrabllltf 

29,074 219 29.917.003 17 905.902 77,697 124 
841 537 1.691.134 460.000 3.192.671 

5 069.412 3.321.104 6.850.444 15.240.960 
35.850.853 29.724.073 39,470.189 105.045.115 
71.636.021 64853.314 64 666.535 201 175.870 

8.635 300 6 347,199 4.457.500 19.639.999 
1 935,048 1.763.059 5.063.066 8.761.173 

10.770348 8.110.258 9.520.566 28.401.172 

1.202.301 1.000.000 1.195.000 3.397.301 

7.632.999 5,347 199 3.262.500 16.242.698 

1.671.726 1.485.289 3705721 7245 677 

0 142 0 095 0 272 0 159 

32,041 815 27.616497 31.428.134 92 554,406 

62.757571 59.424.634 49.794036 173444.201 

14 8% 11 5% 14 0% 13 5% 

24.440.468 18.961.395 17 903779 61 305,642 
972.256 1.547.100 214.030 2.733.366 

26,213805 17.503.334 31.424.408 73.028.537 

51.626.529 38.011.829 49542.217 137.067.565 

7 654,307 4.370.500 6.932.982 18.562.133 

Sourw RegularTexasClosed Clam Survey 
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Exhibit 3 
Page 2 

impact Of Joint And Several Reform 
General Lhbilily NO” Toxic 

Bodily Injury Liability 

171.409.015 166.994.663 187.240.735 525.644.413 
6.004.449 7.873.253 15.839,907 29,717.609 

23.597.461 32.228.004 22.171,523 77,996.988 
33.948.702 35.230.315 55.712.005 124.691.022 

234.959.627 242,326.235 280,964,170 758.250.032 

0117 0 156 0 098 0123 

30.959.674 31.118.442 51.599.214 113.355.949 

208.373.138 205.986.358 254.679.856 668.717.971 

0 0 0 0 

444,982 385,435 472.220 1.302.637 
15,500 23,500 5,000 44000 

0 0 0 0 
252.406 241.272 275.883 769.561 
712.888 650,207 753,103 2.116.198 

0 000 0 000 0 000 0.000 

252.406 241.272 275.883 769,561 

712,688 650,207 753.103 2.116.198 

26,424 18,690 26,347 71.646 

Source RegularTexasClosedClalm Survey 
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Exhibit 3 
Page 3 

Impact Of Joint And Several Reform 
General Liability-Non Toxic 

Bodily Inpry Liability 

24) Losses Pa,d on Clamsw~th lm"Wete Se"leme"t 
,n,olmabOn and Between 110.000 and 525.000 
ma, had M"lllDk Dele"dams 
a, Prlmay Insurer 503,010 533,188 625,637 1.661,835 
b, DeductMe Apphed to Clams 20,000 26,599 250 46,849 

25) E~bmafedPa~menu,onBehaltot 
Other ,nsureds. Net Of Exces.5 POrtlO" 
(24a) x ,(a) I (I%)] 285,321 333,761 365.513 981.765 

26) Erma,ec Total jet Prmary 
l"5"ra"cz SySlem Pad Losses 
,24,) + ,24b) + (25) 808.331 895,548 991,400 2.692.449 

27) EstlmatedTota,~etPnmary 
I"SYran& system Savings 
(28) x (9, x 0 25 29,962 25,742 34.664 91,155 

28) ~o~~e~Pa~donCla~msBehreen110.000 
and 525.000wul Single oefecda"~ 
a) Pnmary Insurer 13.343.411 14.044,104 12.557.939 39.945.454 
b, oeductlble Applied to Clamls 420.156 624,077 579,252 1.623.465 

29) TOM Net hnary ln*"ranCe S"stem 0, 
Pad Losses. 
(28.3) + (2%) 13.763567 14.668.181 13.137,191 41.568.939 

30) E*bmat&ToblNetP"ma~ 
I"S"la"ce system sawngs 0 0 0 0 

31) LOSS~SPaldanCla~mss10.000and Under 
a) Total Pm3 29.863.534 23.321.416 18.725.043 71.909.993 

32) TotASav,ng~ 0 0 0 0 

33) ESmaled Total Net Pnmary 
_ Insurance SyPtem Pad LOSWL 

(8) + (12) + (17) + (22) + (26) + (291 l (31) 367.905.558 342.958.174 387.622.546 1.097.517.315 

34) EStlmaledTotal Net Pnm3ry 
Insurance System Samgr 
,(4) + 31 *u3,+ (18) + (23) + (27) * (30) f 0211 12.761.625 8.435565 10.471.676 31.659.982 

x 075 

3 5% 2.5% 2 7% 2 9% 

Source Regular TexasClosed Claim Survey 
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Exhibit 3 
Page 4 

Impact Of Joint And Several Reform 
Commercial A”tomoblle NO” Toxic 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

17.196.115 19.514.296 13,350,760 50.061.171 
1,500 250 683,500 665.250 

4.161.950 4.672.060 1.447.173 10.261.203 
4.390.022 6.619.066 6.324.625 19.533.915 

25749.507 33.005.694 21.606.256 60.561.539 

6.734.636 7234,346 3.919.646 
354.485 476.889 1.063.261 

7.009,123 7.711.235 5,003,129 

2,040.250 2.416.670 75,000 

4.694366 4.817.676 3.644.640 

247,094 

0 195 

3.740.469 

20,946,004 

236% 19 0% 24 6% 

6.612.509 
34675 

1.441.416 

0.000.002 

1.906.265 

17.895.941 
2.155.146 

20051.089 

4.546.750 - 

13.349,191 

317,582 1.062.554 1,607 596 

0 193 0 093 0166 

7.541.397 5.881.401 17.065785 

27.055943 19.915.661 67.612.206 

,_ 
22 1% 

6.064 724 10.664.662 25.362.095 
500,000 251.000 705,675 

3.116.653 4.706.995 0.645.904 

11.661.377 15.642.657 34.793.074 

2.217.143 3.654.544 7.674.203 

Source RegularTexasClosed Clam Survey 
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Exhibit 3 
Page 5 

Impact Of Joint And Several Reform 
cmlmercial Automobile NO” TO”iC 

Bodily I”,Yly Lilbillty 

259.710.240 304.880.531 302.641.396 667.232.167 
11.909.996 9.839.276 14.750.546 36.499.818 
22.886.526 43.392.330 40.356.727 106.635.583 
10.745143 11.630.342 11,a14.406 34 169,893 

305.251.905 369.742.479 369.563.077 1,044557.461 

0078 0 121 0113 0106 

10.118.676 10.573.408 10.814.643 31.483.557 

2ai.739.114 325.293.215 328.206.785 935215,542 

0 0 0 0 

231,770 274.786 277.061 i63.617 

0 0 12,500 12.500 
0 0 0 0 

m 154.738 127.ooo 368 
316.251 429.524 416.561 1.164336 

0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 

86.481 154.738 127000 368.219 

318.251 429524 416,561 1,164 336 

18,770 20361 25,661 64,202 

Source RegularTexasClosed Cla!m Survey 
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Exhibit 4 
Page 2 

Combined impact of Venue, DTPA, 
Frivolous and Joint 8 Several Damages Reforms 

Products Liability Non-BI Claims 

All Claims 
Primary Insurer Senelment Range 

(1) Amount of Reduced Payments 
( Spewal Survey Q4k ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Sawngs Anrlbutable to Excess 

Net Savings to Pnmary Insurer 

Total Primary Insurance Pald 
Losses wlthm Interval based on Survey 
(Spectal Survey, Q7a ) 

(5) Aggregate Pald Losses m Interval 
for All Companies Responding to Survey 

(6) Estimated Percentage Loss Savings 

Less Than 
$25.000 

$ 22.000 

22.000 

293 173 

1 307.450 

7 5% 

Over 
$25,000 

Welghted 
Average 

S 44,000 

44,000 

4.929.870 

4.929.870 

0 9% 2.3% 

Source Special Texas Closed Claim Survey 
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Exhibit 5 
Page 1 

Impact of Venue Reform 
General Liability 

Boddy Injury Clams 

(2) Total Settlement Amounts For Ourstde 
Claims tn Specs Venue Survey 

(3) Overall Savings For Clams I” Survey 
U)/(2) 

(4) Total amount of Senlemenls for Oulslde Clams 
.$I00 000 fhal were no, responded lo I” survey 

(5) Expected Savings on No Response Clams 
(3) x (41 

(6) Total Esllmaled Venue Swngs 
(11 + (51 

(71 Total 1993 Settlemenl Amounts 
Includulg anoun, Pald < 510.000 

. Per response 2d Used lowest response II % range was g,ven no offset for excess 
Excludes clams where ~n,wy occured out-of-stale and proper venue ,nd,ca,ed I” O2a and O2b 

Esllmated 
VWlW 

samgs 

$200.000 
4665.250 
$462.500 

$40 000 
870.000 

52.293.546 

53.731.296 

554.466.493 

6.9% 

512.123.898 

5830,563 

54 561 859 

5413098311 

Source Special Venue Data Call for 1993 -Clams Over 5100.000 
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7 4 763.000 680,429 
0 0 0 
/, 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
n n 0 
li 0 0 
I N.00" 30.001, 
(1 0 0 
0 0 0 
" 0 " 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 ,.1114,x3 344.754 
n 0 0 
ii 0 0 
0 0 0 
I, " 0 
" 0 0 
II 0 n 
" 0 " 
0 0 0 
/I 0 0 
,I 0 0 

I27 6S.JU~.391 514,995 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Impact of Venue Reform 
Environmental Liability Bodily Injury Losses 

Summary of Estimated Savings For Claims r $25.000 

Estimaled Venue Sawngs $49.959 

Total Selllen~nl Amount For Claims z $25 000 $74.292.911 

Es,,mated Percentage Savings 0 1% 

Source Regular Texas Closed Clam Survey 



Exhibit 6 

Average PaidALAE PerClaim 
By Primary Insured's % of Fault 

1991-1993 oata 

Primary Insured’s 
% Number 

LIW of Fault Of ClmnS 

General L&llty O-10 409 
Ii-25 487 
26-50 1,157 
51-75 879 
76-90 667 

91-100 1.794 
Total 5,393 

Commeraal Auto O-IO 319 
11.25 120 
26-50 471 
51.75 539 
76-90 677 

91-IW 6,233 
Total 8,359 

Commerml O-IO 196 
MUlfI-Pefll Ii-25 235 

26-50 723 
51-75 599 
76-90 454 

91.100 1,191 
Total 3.400 

Medical Professional o-10 232 
11-25 199 
26-50 466 
51-75 253 
76-90 155 

91-100 1.421 
TOtal 2726 

Other Professional O-10 10 42.755 
11-25 16 39.187 
26-50 19 127,346 
51-75 12 35.421 
76-90 6 66,663 

91-100 125 23,520 
Total 190 38.807 

Average 
Pald 
AL4E 

43,990 
44.504 
31,941 
27,636 
25,868 
29.141 
31,605 

13,337 
24,007 
21.891 
18.559 
13,839 

0,077 
11,024 

49.507 
31.171 
25.102 
18298 
15,325 
17,862 
21,909 

31.616 
44.418 
42.923 
44.148 
35230 
32,011 
36,058 

Source Regular TexasClosed Clam Survey 
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Exhibit 6 

General Liablllty 

Commercial Auto 

Commercial 
MuN-Penl 

Other Profewonal 

Soutcs Reg~larTexasClosedClalm Survey 

Average Paid ALAE Per Claim 
By Primary Insured’s % of Fault 

1991-1993 Dats 

Primary Insured’s 
D/b 

of Fault 
Number 

of Clams 

Average 
Pad 
ALAE 

o-10 409 43,990 
11.25 487 44,504 
26-50 1.157 31,941 
51.75 679 27,636 
76-90 667 25,868 

91.100 1.794 29,141 
Toial 5.393 31.605 

o-10 319 13.337 
Il.25 120 24,007 
26.50 471 21 691 
51-75 539 18,559 
76-90 677 13.839 

41-100 6233 8.877 
Total 6,359 11.024 

o-10 198 49.507 
11-25 235 31.171 
26-50 723 25,102 
51.75 599 18.298 
76-90 454 15325 

91-100 1,191 17.982 
Total 3,400 21,909 

o-10 232 31,616 
Il.25 199 44,418 
26.50 466 42,923 
51.75 253 44 148 
76.90 155 35230 

91-100 1,421 32.011 
TOtal 2.726 36.056 

O-IO 10 42.755 
il.25 16 39,107 
26.50 19 127,346 
51-75 12 35421 
76.90 0 66663 

91-100 125 23520 
TOtal 190 38.887 
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Appendix A 
Page 1 

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE 

SPECIAL CLOSED CLAIM SURVEY FORM 

Company Name and Address: 

NAlC Company Code: NAlC Group Code: 

Claim File identification: Claimant Suffix: 

Form Completed By: Tel: 

Form Reviewed by (Coordinator): Tel: 

Reserved for State Use: (Do not write in this area). 

272 



Appendix A 

IC Co. Code- NAIC Group Code: 
Page 2 

-- Claim File ID: 

Complete the following Items: MM / DD J w 

1. a. Date of injury _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -I-.--I- 

b. Date suit tiled (indicate NiA if not appkable) . . . . . . . . . . . . , . -I__ I- 

c. Date of settlement . . . . . . . , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . A-.-~--.-L-- 

d. Dateclaimclosed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._......................... -I-/-....- 
poxfcy~~~,‘, >, ‘. 

2. a. Policy Type &!m%al&. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1. Private passenger auto liabrlrty (includrng UMlUlM coverage) 
2. Homeowners multiple peril 
3. FarmownertiRanchowners multiple peril 
4. Personal umbrella 
5. Product liability 
6. Monoline general liability 
7. Commercial auto liability 
6. Commercial multi-peril liability (including TCPP and TBOP) 
9. Other professional liability 

b. Indicate the code for the line of business that the claim was reported on under 
the Annual Statement. m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

030 - Farmowners multiple peril 
040 - Homeowners multiple peril 
062 - Commercial multipk peril (liability portion) 
170 - Other liability 
180 _ Product liability 
192 - Other private passenger auto liabilit\/ 
194 - Other commercial auto lrability 

c. What is the per person policy limit? (indicate N/A if not applicable) . _ . . . . . $ 

d. What is the per occurrence policy limrt? (indicate N/A if not applicable) . . . . $ 

e. What is the aggregate policy limrt? (indicate N/A if not applicable) . . . . . , . . $ 

f. What is the deductible/self-Insured retention Itmit? (indicate NIA if not 
applicable) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I................ $ 

3. a. Indicate the county number where the insured’s principal office is located if a 
commercial entity, or the insured’s principal place of residence If not a 
commercial entity. . . . . . . . . .._..._............................ 

b. lndiiate the county number where the injury was alleged to have occurred.. . . 

c. Indicate the county number of plaintiffs residence at the time of the incident.. 

273 
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Appendix A 
Page 3 

NAIC Co. Code- -- NAIC Group Code: Claim File ID: 

d. indicate the county number where suit was rnrtially filed (indicate N/A 11 not 
applicable).................................................. 

e. Indicate the county number where the trial was held (indtcate N/A 11 not 
applicable).................................................. 

f. If the new law affecting choice of venue had been in effect when this claim 
was made, would it have impacted the settlement of this clarm?’ . . . . . . [ lUnk[ lY[ IN 

4. a. 

b. Was your insured a business? . . . . ..__...._..................... I IYl IN 

C. If yes to item 4(b). indrcate what type of business? (indrcate N/A if not 
applicable) 

d. 

e. 

t. 

9. 

h. 

What stage of the legal system was a settlement reached or an award made? 
Choose 
1. Alternative dispute resolution 
2. Settlement, no suit filed 
3. Suit filed, settlement reached before trial 
4. During trial. before court verdict 
5. Court verdict 
6. Settlement reached after verdrcl 

Did this claim anse from the rendenng 01 a professional servrce? . . . . I lY[ IN 

Wastheclaimantabusmess? _.._.....__._,..........._,._.._.. [ ]Unk[ ]Y[ IN 

Were there any defendants (tort feasors) other than your insured involved in 
relation to thus claim? . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . _ . . . . I lY[ IN 

Have d of the other defendants (tort feasors) settled relative to this claim? , . [ ] Unk [ j Y [ 1 N 

Did this claim allege Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA) violations agarnst 
yourinsured?..............................................,. [ lY[ IN 

If yes to item 4(h). answer items 1 and 2: 

1. Were any payments for this claim due to DTPA allegations against your 
insured? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.......................... [ IYl IN 

2. If the new law limiting DTPA actions had been in effect when this datm 
was made, would it have impacted the settlement of thts clarm?’ ,...... 1 IUnkI IYI IN 

‘Use your most professional oprnron. 
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Appendix A 

AK Co. Code- NAIC Group Code: Claim File ID: 
Page 4 

.- 

i If the new law punishrng panics for filtng frrvolous pleadings had been rn effect 
when thus claim was made, would it have Impacted the settlement of thrs 
clarm?‘.................................................... [ IUnkI lY[ IN 

j. If the new law limiting payments for jornt and several liabrlrty clarms had been 
in effect when this Clarm was made, would it have impacted the settlement oi 
thisclaim?’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._....................... [ ]Unk[ ]Y[ ]N 

k. If any of the responses to items 3(f). 4(h).2. 4(r), or 4(1) were Yes, estimate the 
amount that your payment would have been reduced? (indrcate “Unknown” if 
applrcable)’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.................... 0 

Loss adjustment expenses must be allocated on a per claim basis. Round all amounts to dollars 

5. a. Were there any allocated loss adjustment expenses paid relating to this claim? I lY[ IN 

b. Indicate the amoun! pard for defense counsel (either outside or In-house). . $ 

c. Indicate the amount of all other allocated loss adjustment expense. . . . $ 

d. lndrcate the total allocated loss adjustment expense [sum of items S(b) + 5(c)]. $ 

1 Allocstion 0fDi9ma,gea: 1 
Damages must be allocated based on the total indemnity amount Indicated rn item 7(e).’ 

6. a. 1. Economic losses . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . $ 
2. Non-economtc losses . . . . , I $ 
3. Exemplary damages . . . . . . . . . $ 
4. Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 
5.Total ..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::............. $ 

The percentage of fault allocations do not have to agree with the percentage of the settlement paid by that party 
Round percentages to whole numbers.’ 

b. Estimated oercentv 
1. Injuredparty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.._._...._........_.. 
2. Yourinsured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._..._........._...._.... 
3. Otherpames . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._..... 
4. Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._... 

% 
% 
% 

100% 

[Si%tt~brfwmetfon: 3 
Indicate the followrng dollar amounts for indemnity payments as appkcable to thus clarm. Indicate unknown where 
applicable. Do LTQL indicate unknown in item 7(e). Pound all amounts to dollars. 

7. Amounts paid on behalf of your insured [items 7(a) through 7(c)] 
a. Amount paid under the policy covering this loss . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . $ 
b. Amount paid by either the insured or an insurer for underlying coverage . . $ 
c. Amount paid by either the insured or an insurer for coverage exceeding your 

policy limits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._... $ 
d. Amour?& paid on behalf of other part,es . . , . . . . . . . . . $ 
e. Total Amount of Settlement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

‘Use your most professional oprnion. 
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Appendix 1 
Page 1 

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE 

SPECIAL EMPLOYERS’ LlABILl7-Y CLAIM SURVEY FORM 

Company Name and Address: 

NAIC Company Code: NAIC Group Code: 

C/aim File Identification: Claimant Suffix: 

Form Completed By: Tel: f ) 

Form Reviewed by (Coordinator): Tel: ( 1 

Reserved for State Use: (Do not wn’te in this area). 
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Appendix R 

' Co. Code. NAlC Group Code: 
Page 2 

-- Claim File ID: 

m? blfom.9tion: J 
Complete the following items: MM I DD I YY 

1. a. Dateofinjury . . . . . .._....._..................._............. -!---/---- 

b. Date surt filed (indrcate N/A if not applicable) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I ’ 

C. Date of settlemenl of employers’ Ilability clarm (mdrcate N/A if not applicable) I __ / 

d. Is the employers’ liability claim still open? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OYON 

e. Is the Corresponding workers’ Compensation claim still open? . . . . . . . . OYON 

Policy hfonnation: J 
2. a. What IS the employers’ lrabrlity policy limit? ,........... . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

b. What is the deductible/self-insured retention kmrt? (Indicate N/A 11 not 
applrcable) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

[ Venue lnfom7ation: 

3. a. Indicate the county number where the insured’s principal office is located 
I 

b. lndrcate the County number where the injury was alleged to have occurred.. . 

c. lndrcate the County number of plaintiffs principal office is located I! a 
commercialenMy.~~eptaintin’sprinnp~placeafresidence,at~time~ 
theincident..................,.............................. 

d. lndrcate the County number where suit was initrally f&d (indicate N/A 11 not 
applicable).................................................. 

e. Indicate the county number where the trial was held (Indicate N/A if not 
applicable).................................................. 

f. If the new law affecting choice of venue had been in effeGl when this claim 
was made, would it have tmpacted the settlement of this clarm?’ . . . . . Cl Unk Cl Y 3 N 

[ civil Justice and General lnfwmatkut: I 
4. a. - Indicate the type of business of your insured 

b. Was the claimant a busmess? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 0 Unk Cl Y 0 N 

c. Were there any defendants (tort feasors) other than your Insured involved in 
relation to this Clarm? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . LIYON 

d. Have & of the other defendants (tort feasors) settled relative to this claim? . 0 Unk IJ Y 3 N 

‘Use your most professional opinion. 
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NAIC Co. Code* *- NAIC Group Code: Claim File ID: _ 

e. Did thrs claim allege Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA) violations against 
yourinsured?................................................ 

if yes to item 4(e), answer items 1 and 2: 

1. Were any payments for ttus claim due to DTPA allegatlons against your 
Insured? . . . . . . .._........................_....._........ 

2. If the new law limiting DTPA actions had been in effect when this claim 
was made, would it have impacted the settlement of lhis claim?’ . . . . . . 

1. Old the paymenr on this claim include exemplary (punitive) damages? . . . . 

If yes to 4(f). would the new law capping exemplary damages, replacing the 
gross negligence standard with one of malice, and changtng the requtred level 
of proof from the preponderance of the evidence to clear and convtncmg 
evidence. have impacted this settlement? . . . , . . . . 

g. If the new law punishing parties for filmg frivolous pleadings had been in effect 
when this claim was made, would II have impacted the settlement of this 
clatm?‘.................................................... 

h. If the new law limmng payments for jomt and several Ilability claims had been 
In efiect when thts claim was made, would 11 have Impacted the settlement of 
thrs claim?’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

i. If any of the responses to items 3(f), 4(e).‘,?‘, 4(f). 4(g) or 4(h) were Yes. 
estimate the amount tha! your payment would have been reduced? (mdlcate 
“Unknown” if appltcable)’ S 

_......_...._...,._.,..._...................... 
j. Describe the nature of the Injury 

Append i: 
Page 3 

OYC 

q YO 

0 Unk 0 Y 0 h 

OYON 

OYON 

0 Unk 0 Y 0 N 

0 Unk 0 Y 0 N 

k. Did the claim Involve a hold harmless agreement? . . . . . . . OYON 

I. Did the claim Involve action over7 . . q YON 

‘Use your most prolesslonal oplmon 

[ Allmated Lors Adjustment Expemes: 1 
Loss adjustment expenses must be allocated on a per claim basis. Round all amounls to dollars. 

5. a. Were there any allocated loss adjustment expenses pald relating to the 
employers’ liabiltty portion of this claim? OYON 

b. Indicate the amount paid lor defense counsel (elther outside or in-house). . $ 

c. lndlcate the amount of all other allocaled loss adjustment expense. . . . . I 

‘Use your most professional oplmon. 
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Appendix B I 
Page 4 

NAIC Co. Code. .- NAlC Group Code: Claim File ID: 

tocation Of DlMuQes: 1 

d. indicate Me total all@zated loss adjustment expense [sum of Hems 5(b) + 5(c)]. 8 

amages must be allocated based on the total indemnity amount indicated In item 7(e).’ 

6. a. 1. Economiclosses _ , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . $ 
2 Non-economic losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B 
3. Exemplary damages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._................... $ 
4. Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.._....................... % 
5. Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % 

The percentage of tault allocations do not have lo agree with the percentage of the settlement paid by that party. 
Round percentages to whole numbers.’ 

b. -aredoe im rcenu of faulm 
1. Injured party . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % 
2. Yourinsured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._..................... % 
3. Otherparties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p-3 
4. Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100% 

~Se~i Inh3mratfon: 1 

Indicate the followng dollar amounts for indemnity payments as applicable to this claim. Indicate unknown where 
applicable. Do Q lndlcate unknown in Item 7(e). Round all amounts to dollars. 

7. Arrmnls pald on behalf of your insured[ifems 7(a) Through 7/c]] 
a. Amount pald under the pol!cy covermg this loss . . . . .._............... $ 
b. Amount pald by either the insured or an insurer for underlylng coverage . $ 
c. Amount paid by erther the insured or an insurer for coverage exceeding your 

policyllmlts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.._................. $ 
d. Amounts paid on behati of other parties .,,,,,,.......,............ $ 
e. Total Amount of Settlement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 

‘Use your most professlona! optnlon. 
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Page 1 

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE 

SPECIAL DTPA AND VENUE CLAIM SURVEY FORM 

Company Name and Address: 

NAIC Company Code: NAIC Group Code: 

Claim File Identification: Claimant Suffix: 

Form Completed By: Tel: I J 

Form Reviewed by (Coordinator): Tel: I J 

Reserved for Stare Use: (Do not write in this area). 
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Page 2 

Complete the Followlng Items: 

1. Did this claim allege Deceptive Trade Practices Act (DTPA) violations 
against your insured? UY ON 

If your answer is “no”, go to question 2; otherwise answer the 
following: 

a. Were any payments for this claim due to DTPA allegations against 
your insured? OY ON 

b. Was the amount of settlement affected by the DTPA allegations? OY RN 

c. If the response to “a’ or ‘b” was “yes”, please estimate the amount of 
by which it affected the cost of the claim (use your most professional 
opinion). 

d. If the new law limiting DTPA actions had been in effect when this claim 
was made, would it have impacted the settlement of this claim (use 
your most Professional opinion)? Q Unk 0 Y 0 N 

2. a indicate county number where the insured’s principal office is located. 

b. Indicate county number of the plaintiffs residence at the time of the 
incident if plaintiff is a natural person. 

c. If multiple defendants, would the plaintiff have been able to establish 
venue under the new law against any defendant in the county in which 
the originai suit was actually filed? q Y UN 

If yes, give basis 

d. II the new law governing venue had been in effect and the county of 
suit of this claim would not qualify as proper venue, estimate the 
impact 01 the settlement. 

e. Was the suit filed in Federal or State Court? 
0 Fed 0 State 
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